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Vice President

December 17, 2004

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington D.C. 20555

Subject: Docket Nos. 50-361 and 50-362
Proposed Change Number (PCN)-548
Battery and DC Sources Upgrades and Cross-Tie
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Units 2 and 3

References: 1. March 17, 2004 letter from A.E. Scherer (SCE) to Document Control
Desk (NRC), Subject: Letter of Intent to Participate in Probabilistic
Risk Assessment Quality Pilot Application Program, San Onofre
Nuclear Generating Station Units 2 and 3

2. Memorandum dated November 19, 2003, J.L. Funches, CFO, NRR
to James E. Dyer, Director, NRR, "Fee Waiver for Pilot Application of
Approach Proposed in DG-1 122, 'Determining the Technical
Adequacy of PRA Results for Risk-Informed Activities," and The
Associated Draft Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section"

Dear Sir or Madam:

Pursuant to 1OCFR50.90, Southern California Edison (SCE) hereby requests the
following amendment to operating licenses NPF-10 and NPF-15 for San Onofre
Units 2 and 3, respectively: revise Technical Specifications (TSs) 3.8.1, 'AC
Sources - Operating," 3.8.4, 'DC Sources - Operating," 3.8.5, "DC Sources -
Shutdown," 3.8.6, "Battery Cell Parameters," 3.8.7, "Inverters - Operating," and
3.8.9, "Distribution Systems - Operating." This change will also add a new Battery
Monitoring and Maintenance Program, section 5.5.2.16.

The proposed change will provide operational flexibility to credit DC electrical
subsystem design upgrades that are in progress. These upgrades will provide
increased capacity batteries, additional battery chargers, and the means to cross-
connect DC subsystems while meeting all design battery loading requirements. With
these modifications in place, it will be feasible to perform routine surveillances as well
as battery replacements online.

P.O. Box 128
San Clemente, CA 92674-0128
949-368-1480
Fax 949-368-1490
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As discussed in Reference 1, this license amendment request to permit an
extended Completion Time when batteries are cross-tied is a pilot application of
Regulatory Guide 1.200 For Trial Use, "Assessment Results for Risk-Informed
Activities," and the associated draft standard review plan, Chapter 19.1,
"Determining the Technical Adequacy of Probabilistic Risk Assessment Results
for Risk-Informed Activities." The NRC has indicated this review of pilot
applications is eligible for a waiver of review fees (Reference 2).

The proposed change includes upgrade of the battery maintenance practices to
conform to industry standard IEEE 450-2002, in lieu of the current commitment to
the 1980 revision, and improved specifications as per Technical Specification
Task Force (TSTF)-360, Revision 1, "DC Electrical Rewrite."

Also, the proposed change will revise terminology of trains, channels, systems,
and subsystems to make the licenses for San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station
(SONGS) Units 2 and 3 consistent with industry convention.

The SONGS DC electrical system is an extremely robust design with four
full-capacity battery subsystems providing power to the four independent
instrument and DC-power subsystems. For the industry as a whole, two
battery trains are permitted by Standard Technical Specifications. With this
modification, the routine operation of four battery subsystems will be maintained
with an allowance to temporarily operate with three batteries supporting the four
subsystems to enable routine testing as well as scheduled or emergent
maintenance.

SCE has evaluated these requests under the standards set forth in
10CFR50.92(c) and determined that a finding of 'no significant hazards
consideration" is justified.

SCE requests the approval of the proposed amendment by October, 2005 to
facilitate replacement of existing batteries as part of the design change to support
this upgrade. Once approved, the amendment shall be implemented within 60
days. Please note the battery upgrade project will not necessarily be completed
prior to implementation of the amendment. The proposed change includes a note
to restrict use of the subsystem cross-tie feature until after appropriate project
completion and battery testing.
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If you have any question or require additional information, please contact
Mr. Jack Rainsberry at 949-368-7420.

Sincerely,

Enclosures:

1. Notarized Affidavits
2. Licensee's Evaluation

Attachments
A. Existing Technical Specification pages, Unit 2
B. Existing Technical Specification pages, Unit 3
C. Proposed Technical Specification pages, Redline and Strikeout, Unit 2
D. Proposed Technical Specification pages, Redline and Strikeout, Unit 3
E. Proposed Technical Specification pages, Unit 2
F. Proposed Technical Specification pages, Unit 3
G. Proposed Bases pages (for information only), Unit 2
H. List of Regulatory Commitments
I. PRA Evaluation
J. Reviewer Aid: Markup of Common Technical Specification Pages

cc: B. S. Mallett, Regional Administrator, NRC Region IV
C. C. Osterholtz, NRC Senior Resident Inspector, San Onofre Units 2 & 3
B. M. Pham, NRC Project Manager, San Onofre Units 2 and 3
S. Y. Hsu, Department of Health Services, Radiologic Health Branch
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Application of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
EDISON COMPANY, ET AL. for a Class 103
License to Acquire, Possess, and Use
a Utilization Facility as Part of
Unit No. 2 of the San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station

)
)
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 50-361

Amendment Application
No. 229

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY, et al. pursuant to 10CFR50.90, hereby
submit Amendment Application No. 229. This amendment application consists of
Proposed Change No. 548 to Facility Operating License No. NPF-10. Proposed Change
No. 548 is a request to revise Technical Specifications (TSs) 3.8.1, "AC Sources -
Operating," 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating," 3.8.5, "DC Sources - Shutdown," 3.8.6,
"Battery Cell Parameters," 3.8.7, "Inverters - Operating," and 3.8.9, "Distribution Systems
- Operating." This change will also add a new Battery Monitoring and Maintenance
Program, section 5.5.2.16. This change will extend the Completion Time for an inoperable
subsystem battery by allowing manual cross-connect of distribution subsystems, upgrade
to the 2002 Revision of IEEE 450, include improvements included in Revision 1 to
Technical Specification Task Force (TSTF) - 360, and make editorial modifications more
consistent with industry use.

State of California
County of San Diego

Subscribed and sworn to (or affirmed) before me this day of

,004.
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Dwight E. NunnN
Vice President
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Application of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA )
EDISON COMPANY, ET AL. for a Class 103 ) Docket No. 50-362
License to Acquire, Possess, and Use )
a Utilization Facility as Part of ) Amendment Application
Unit No. 3 of the San Onofre Nuclear ) No. 213
Generating Station

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY, et al. pursuant to 1OCFR50.90, hereby
submit Amendment Application No. 213. This amendment application consists of
Proposed Change No. 548 to Facility Operating License No. NPF-15. Proposed
Change No. 548 is a request to revise Technical Specifications (TSs) 3.8.1, "AC
Sources - Operating," 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating," 3.8.5, "DC Sources -
Shutdown," 3.8.6, "Battery Cell Parameters," 3.8.7, "Inverters - Operating," and 3.8.9,
"Distribution Systems - Operating." This change will also add a new Battery Monitoring
and Maintenance Program, section 5.5.2.16. This change will extend the Completion
Time for an inoperable subsystem battery by allowing manual cross-connect of
distribution subsystems, upgrade to the 2002 Revision of IEEE 450, include
improvements included in Revision 1 to Technical Specification Task Force (TSTF) -
360, and make editorial modifications more consistent with industry use.

State of California
County of San Diego

Subscribed and sworn to (or affirmed) before me this ) day of

A) , @v04.

By A _

Vice President

FRANCES M. THURMERM
*nCommissTon W 1295266'
Notary Public- California

Not Public _____m__W__5a_
/1 /W M_ VW- _ Kw
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LICENSEE'S EVALUATION

PCN 548

AC Sources, DC Sources and Battery Parameters

SUBJECT: Proposed Change No. 548 is a request to revise Technical
Specifications (TSs) 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating," 3.8.4, "DC
Sources - Operating," 3.8.5, "DC Sources - Shutdown," 3.8.6,
"Battery Cell Parameters," 3.8.7, "Inverters - Operating," and 3.8.9,
"Distribution Systems - Operating." This change will also add a new
Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program, section 5.5.2.16. This
change will extend the Completion Time for an inoperable
subsystem battery by allowing manual cross-connect of distribution
subsystems, upgrade to the 2002 Revision of IEEE 450, include
improvements included in Revision 1 to Technical Specification Task
Force (TSTF) - 360, and make editorial modifications more
consistent with industry use.

1. INTRODUCTION
2. PROPOSED CHANGE
3. BACKGROUND
4. EVALUATION
5. REGULATORY SAFETY ANALYSIS

5.1 NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION
5.2 APPLICABLE REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS/CRITERIA

6. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION
7. REFERENCES

ATTACHMENTS
A) Existing Technical Specification page, Unit 2
B) Existing Technical Specification page, Unit 3
C) Markup of Technical Specification page, Unit 2
D) Markup of Technical Specification page, Unit 3
E) Retyped Technical Specification page, Unit 2
F) Retyped Technical Specification page, Unit 3
G) Markup of proposed Bases change, Unit 2 (for information

only, and representative for Unit 3)
H) List of Regulatory Commitments
I) PRA Evaluation
J) Review Aid: Markup of Common Technical Specification

Pages



1.0 INTRODUCTION

The proposed change is intended to provide operational flexibility to credit Direct
Current (DC) electrical subsystem design upgrades that are in progress. These
upgrades will provide increased capacity batteries, additional battery chargers, and
the means to cross-connect DC subsystems. With these modifications in place, it
will be feasible to perform routine surveillances as well as battery replacements
online.

The proposed change includes upgrade of the battery maintenance practices to
conform to industry standard IEEE 450-2002. The proposed change also includes
improvements to the various electrical specifications permitted in Technical
Specification Task Force (TSTF) - 360, Revision 1, "DC Electrical Rewrite." The
proposed change will also revise terminology of trains, channels, systems and
subsystems to make the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) licenses
consistent with industry convention.

To facilitate these design upgrades, the proposed change is to amend the
Operating Licenses and revise Technical Specification (TS) 3.8.4, "DC Sources -
Operating" to extend the Completion Time (CT) for an inoperable subsystem
battery by allowing manual cross-connect of DC distribution subsystems A and C,
or B and D during Modes 1-4. The proposed changes will also modify Surveillance
Requirements (SR) 3.8.4.7, "Battery Service Test" and 3.8.4.8, "Battery
Performance Test" to allow a Modified Performance Test and to allow tests to be
performed while the unit is on-line; and it will modify TSs 3.8.6, "Battery Cell
Parameters," 3.8.7, "Inverters - Operating," and 3.8.9, "Distribution Systems -
Operating" to facilitate upgrade of battery testing requirements to IEEE 450-2002
(from the 1980 revision).

The SONGS DC electrical system is an extremely robust design with four full-
capacity battery subsystems providing power to the four independent instrument
and DC-power subsystems. For the industry as a whole, two battery trains are
permitted by Standard Technical Specifications. With this modification, the routine
operation with four batteries will be maintained with an allowance to temporarily
operate with three battery subsystems to enable routine testing as well as
scheduled or emergent maintenance with the Unit in Modes 1-4.

2.0 PROPOSED CHANGE

General description of changes:

Southern California Edison (SCE) is requesting a change to the SONGS 2 and 3
TS 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating." These changes specifically include the
Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.8.4. This change will extend the CT for
one DC electrical power subsystem inoperable for a period of 30 days during
Modes 1-4 for an inoperable DC subsystem, exclusive of the battery charger which
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has its own LCO, by adding an additional required action to allow manual cross-
connect of DC distribution subsystems A and C, or B and D. TS 3.8.4 condition A
currently requires that one inoperable battery or associated control equipment or
cabling be restored to operable status within 2 hours or be in Mode 3 within 6 hours
and Mode 5 within 36 hours. The proposed change would extend the CT by adding
a required action to allow manual cross-connect of the inoperable distribution
subsystem with an operable subsystem of the same safety train. The proposed
change would extend the CT and credit the manual cross-connect of the same train
DC distribution subsystems based on a Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) of the
cross-connected configuration. The proposed changes would extend the CTs
provided the following conditions are met:

1. The inoperable subsystem can be cross-connected within 2 hours.
2. Required battery charger and DC buses are operable.
3. Batteries are sized and tested to accommodate the combined connected load.

The proposed changes will also include changes to existing TS SR 3.8.4.7
(renumbered as SR 3.8.4.3), "Battery Service Test" and SR 3.8.4.8 (relocated as SR
3.8.6.6), "Battery Performance Test" per TSTF 360, Rev. 1. These SRs will be
revised to allow the option of a modified performance discharge test as
recommended by IEEE 450-2002, IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance,
Testing, and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary
Applications. Modified performance discharge tests may be conducted every 30
months and would provide consistent data for trending. If the option to perform the
battery capacity test in .(renumbered) SR 3.8.6.6 is used, this may be performed in
lieu of (renumbered) SR 3.8.4.3 once per 48 months.

Specific description of changes:

The proposed change includes the following specific changes to the existing
Technical Specifications.

LCO 3.8.1

1. SR 3.8.1.1 The words in the NOTES "Buses 3A04 and 3D1" and "Buses 3A06
and 3D2" are simplified to "Bus 3A04" and "Bus 3A06," respectively (example for the
Unit 2 TS). This is a non-Standard-Technical-Specification (STS) San Onofre
specific clarification of which buses are required. The specification of the preferred
DC subsystem is no longer required.

LCO 3.8.4

1. The specification of the LCO is revised from the "Train A, Train B, Train C, and
Train D" electrical power subsystems to "Train A and Train B." This brings the LCO
terminology into conformance with the Standard Technical Specification (STS).
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2. A new Condition A (comparable to existing Condition C, which is deleted) is added:

"Required DC electrical power subsystem battery charger or associated
control equipment or cabling inoperable."

This makes the Condition more concordant with the STS and clarifies actions to be
taken when the battery charger is not OPERABLE. The Required Actions and
Completion Times are modified in accordance with TSTF 360 Rev. 1 to validate
battery OPERABILITY while in this Condition.

3. A new Condition B (comparable to existing Condition D, which is deleted) is
inserted to declare the associated battery inoperable should the battery parameters
being monitored in the Required Actions for Condition A not be satisfactory.

4. Existing Condition A is modified, as new Condition C, to specifically cover
conditions not included in new Condition A. With the DC electrical power
subsystem inoperable, one still has a two hour Completion Time to restore the
subsystem to OPERABLE status with a new optional Required Action to cross-
connect to the subsystem in the same Train. Once the cross-connection is made,
this Required Action is satisfied and new Condition D is entered.

5. New Condition D is inserted to provide an upper limit for the duration of the time
when DC subsystems are cross-connected. In routine operation there are two
electrical Trains consisting of four batteries of the four DC subsystems powering
the four independent instrumentation, control, and power subsystems. For up to 30
days this design conservatism would be reduced to two electrical Trains consisting
of three batteries of the four DC battery subsystems fully capable of powering the
four instrumentation, control, and power subsystems. A Probabilistic Risk
Assessment analysis of this temporary configuration follows (see Attachment I).
The 30 day Completion Time is analyzed to permit both preventive and corrective
maintenance online as well as online changeout of batteries (and required
OPERABILITY tests) without further regulatory action.

New Required Action D has a note:

"Requires an OPERABLE battery with a rated capacity of greater than or
equal to 1800 amp-hours."

This note is necessary because all eight battery subsystems (four battery
subsystems on two units) are not expected to be installed and tested prior to
implementation of this amendment. Accordingly, this note would preclude use of
this optional Required Action until the necessary battery subsystem upgrades and
testing are complete.

6. Existing Condition B is relabeled Condition E and modified to include the failure
to satisfy the new Conditions (added above) as entry conditions to mandate plant
shutdown.
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7. SR 3.8.4.1 is modified to provide surveillance of "greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage" from the current requirement of "Ž1 29V on float
charge." Also, the frequency is extended from 7 to 31 days. Both changes are
consistent with TSTF 360 Rev. 1 and IEEE 450-2002.

8. Existing SRs 3.8.4.2, 3.8.4.3, 3.8.4.4, and 3.8.4.5 are relocated to the Licensee
Controlled Specifications per the recommendations of TSTF 360 Rev. 1. These
include measures regarded as routine preventive maintenance, such as inspecting
for signs of corrosion, physical damage, and electrical resistance measuring.

9. Existing SR 3.8.4.6 is renumbered to SR 3.8.4.2 and
a. The NOTE "Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.'

is deleted as pragmatically unhelpful,
b. In accordance with the recommendations of TSTF 360 Rev.1, the required

duration for this surveillance is reduced from 12 to 8 hours, and
c. To facilitate upgrade of the batteries, the operability limits are relocated to

the Licensee Controlled Specifications (LCS), and the SR revised to:
* The minimum specified current is changed from "300 amps" to "rated

amps,"
The minimum specified voltage is changed from "129 V" to "the
minimum established float voltage"

10. Existing SR 3.8.4.7 is renumbered to SR 3.8.4.3, and
a. NOTES 2 and 3 are removed:

NOTE 2, "This Surveillance shall not be performed in Mode 1,2,3, or 4," is
a restriction that can be removed with the ability to cross-connect DC
subsystems in a given Train. While cross-connected, one battery can
provide electrical power for both subsystems while the other battery is
tested online.

* NOTE 3, uCredit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR,"
is deleted as noted previously (see #9) as unhelpful.

b. The following change is made per the recommendations of IEEE 450-2002:
NOTE 1 is changed to specify "The modified performance discharge test
in SR 3.8.6.6 may be performed in lieu of SR 3.8.4.3" (and the reference
SR numbers are changed consistent with this amendment request).

* The 24-month frequency to perform this battery capacity test is extended
to 30 months.
NOTE 2 is added to specify "The battery performance discharge test in
SR 3.8.6.6 may be performed in lieu of SR 3.8.4.3 once per 48 months."
This includes the revised reference SR numbers and a reasonable
replacement frequency for using SR 3.8.6.6 without the modified
performance discharge test option.

11. Existing SR 3.8.4.8 is revised and relocated per TSTF 360 Rev. 1 to be the new
SR 3.8.6.6, as a more appropriate location.
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LCO 3.8.5

1. The word "The" is added to the beginning of the LCO. This is an editorial
change.

2. Conditions and Required Actions are modified consistent with the changes to
LCO 3.8.4. The entry Condition for Required Action C is revised from "One..."
to "One or more..." per TSTF 360, Rev. 1. Also, proposed Required Action
C.2.3 is "Suspend operations involving positive reactivity additions that could
result in loss of required SDM or boron concentration." This is consistent with
the current licensing basis.

3. SR 3.8.5.1 is modified to reflect changes previously described in 3.8.4, DC
Sources - Operating:

a. The DC sources are OPERABLE when the following SRs are
satisfied: 3.8.4.1, 3.8.4.2, and 3.8.4.3.

b. This SR is modified by a NOTE that the following SRs are not
required to be performed: 3.8.4.2 and 3.8.4.3.

LCO 3.8.6

1. General comment: LCO 3.8.6 undergoes the most editorial changes of any
LCO in this Amendment Request, in updating to the recommendations of IEEE
450-2002. In maintaining compliance with the upgraded IEEE standard, the
equivalent level of operational reliability is assured.

2. The LCO is relabeled from "Battery Cell Parameters" to "Battery
Parameters." Similar to the nomenclature change in LCO 3.8.4, the LCO 3.8.6
is changed from:

"Battery cell parameters for the Train A, Train B, Train C, and Train D
batteries shall be within the Category A and B limits of Table 3.8.6-1."

To read:

"Battery parameters for the Train A and Train B batteries shall be within
limits."

This modification is more consistent with the STS, and denotes that there are
two electrical Trains, A and B. As noted elsewhere, subsystems A and C
batteries support Train A; subsystems B and D support Train B.

Note that discussion referring to Table 3.8.6-1 is removed in its entirety.
Subsequent discussion in this change will include deletion of this Table, while
the Table's requirements are included in new SRs (and any deficiencies in
satisfying these are accommodated in the Conditions).

3. Existing Condition A is deleted. This Condition was entered upon failing to
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meet the Category A and B values of existing Table 3.8.6-1. In accordance with
the recommendations of IEEE 450-2002, this table and specific action levels are
superceded by new Conditions.

4. New Condition A is inserted. In this Condition, float voltage of 2.07VDC has
not been met (this is the equivalent of the Category C limit in Table 3.8.6-1).
This requires performance of SR 3.8.4.1 (battery terminal voltage) and SR
3.8.6.1 (float current or specific gravity verification) within 2 hours in addition to
restoration of the affected cell float voltage within 24 hours. Note that IEEE 450-
2002 provides float current as an alternate test to verify specific gravity.

5. New Condition B is inserted. In this Condition, float current exceeds 2 amps
or specific gravity is less than 1.195 (this is the equivalent to the Category B and
C limits in Table 3.8.6-1 for specific gravity, with float current as an alternative
parameter). The Required Actions specify performance of SR 3.8.4.1 (battery
terminal voltage) within 2 hours and restoration of either float current or specific
gravity within 24 hours.

6. New Condition C is added if battery electrolyte level is not maintained (this is
the equivalent to Category A, B and C for electrolyte level in Table 3.8.6-1). The
overall recovery of electrolyte level within 31 days is consistent with the
Completion Time for existing Condition A. However, NOTES are added to
Required Actions to denote remedial measures should the electrolyte level fall
below the top of the battery plates:

"Required Actions C.1 and C.2 are only applicable if electrolyte level was
below the top of plates."

"Required Action C.2 shall be completed if electrolyte level was below the
top of plates."

These NOTES are consistent with IEEE 450-2002 in addition to current TS
practices.

New Required Action C.1 directs restoration of the electrolyte level to above the
top of the plates within 8 hours. New Required Action C.2 directs completing an
investigation of potential battery cell jar leakage within 12 hours. New Required
Action C.3, as noted above, is comparable to existing Action A.3, in that it
restores electrolyte level to limits within 31 days.

7. New Condition D provides a Required Action and Completion Time should
the battery pilot cell temperatures be found low, in accordance with IEEE 450-
2002. This surveillance is currently in existing Condition B (for remainder of
parameters in Condition B, see item 9, below).

8. New Condition E provides a Required Action and Completion Time should
redundant Trains of batteries not be within limits. This is consistent with TSTF
360: "Restore battery parameters for batteries in one train to within limits" with a
Completion Time of 2 hours.
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9. Existing Condition B is relabeled as Condition F, and
a. Required Actions and Completion Times A through E not met is specified

as the reason for entering this Condition, and
b. Technical parameter limits in the Condition are re-specified per the

recommendations of IEEE 450-2002:
* "One or more batteries" is reworded as "One or two batteries on

one train", for clarity since there are two required batteries on a
given train

* "with average electrolyte temperature of the representative cells
<601F" is replaced with "one or more battery cells float voltage
<2.07V and float current >2 amps," and,

* "parameters not within category C values" is replaced with "cells
float voltage <2.07V and specific gravity <1.175."

10. SR 3.8.6.1
a. In accordance with the recommendations of IEEE 450-2002, this

surveillance:
* rather than meet Table 3.8.6-1 category A limits, is re-specified to

verify <2 amps float current or verify pilot cell specific gravity 21.200
for each battery.

* the specified frequency for this surveillance is extended from 7 days
to 31 days.

b. This surveillance is modified by a NOTE that this does not need to be met
if the float voltage of SR 3.8.4.1 is not being met. That is, one is already
in a Condition in LCO 3.8.4, so further performance of this SR is not
required.

11. Existing SR 3.8.6.2 is deleted; its verifications are now contained in new SRs
3.8.6.2, 3.8.6.3, and 3.8.6.4.

12. New SR 3.8.6.2 verifies pilot cell voltage >2.07V every 31 days. This is the
equivalent of the existing Category A limit of Table 3.8.6-1, which is currently
surveilled every 92 days and within 7 days after battery discharge or overcharge.
This change in surveillance frequency is per the recommendations of IEEE
450-2002.

13. New SR 3.8.6.3 verifies each connected cell electrolyte level every 31 days.
This is the equivalent of the current Category B limit of Table 3.8.6-1, which is
surveilled every 92 days. This increase in surveillance frequency is per the
recommendations of IEEE 450-2002.

14. Existing SR 3.8.6.3 is renumbered to SR 3.8.6.4. This SR replaces
verification of average electrolyte temperature of representative cells >600 F with
verification of each pilot cell temperature to greater than or equal to minimum
established design limits. The specified frequency for this new pilot cell
surveillance is once per 31 days per TSTF 360, Rev. 1. These changes are
made per the recommendations of IEEE 450-2002.
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15. New SR 3.8.6.5 verifies connected cell voltage every 92 days. This is the
equivalent of the current Category C limit in Table 3.8.6-1, which is also
surveilled every 92 days.

16. New SR 3.8.6.6 is the relocated existing SR 3.8.4.8. This surveillance is
modified to allow a modified performance discharge test per TSTF 360, Rev. 1.
This change is per the recommendations of IEEE 450-2002.

17. Table 3.8.6-1 is deleted in its entirety. As discussed previously, the limits are
incorporated in the previous SRs.

LCO 3.8.7

1. For clarity, the LCO is restated from: "The required Train A, Train B, Train C,
and Train D inverters shall be OPERABLE." to read: "The required Channel A,
B, C, and D AC inverters shall be OPERABLE." This is an editorial change.

LCO 3.8.9

1. Similar to editorial changes clarifying the two electrical Trains configuration,
the LCO is restated from:

"Train A and Train B AC;
Trains A, B, C, and D DC; and
Trains A, B, C, and D AC vital bus electrical power distribution
subsystems shall be OPERABLE."

to read:

"Train A and Train B AC,
subsystems A, B, C, and D DC and
Channels A, B, C, and D AC vital bus electrical power distribution
systems shall be OPERABLE."

This is an editorial change.

§ 5.5.2.16

1. A new Program is added: "Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program" as
new section 5.5.2.16 to the Procedures, Programs, and Manuals Section of the
Technical Specifications. The Program description is verbatim per the
recommendations of TSTF 360 Rev. 1, and provides the programmatic changes
necessary to warrant the changes previously citing that IEEE standard.

The Bases will similarly be modified to reflect the above changes.
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3.0 BACKGROUND

TS 3.8.4 requires the Train A and Train B DC electrical power subsystems to be
operable. The 125VDC electrical power system consists of four independent and
redundant Class 1 E DC electrical power subsystems. Subsystems A and C support
the Train A Class 1 E Engineered Safety Features (ESF) equipment and subsystems
B and D support the Train B Class 1 E ESF equipment. Each subsystem consists of
one 125VDC battery, a battery charger for the battery, inverter, and miscellaneous
connected loads. During normal operation, the 125VDC load is powered from
battery chargers that also maintain the batteries in a fully charged condition. In case
of loss of AC power to a battery charger, the DC load is automatically powered from
the associated battery.

The current DC system configuration has two independent and redundant trains;
each train consists of two subsystems with a battery and battery charger power
source. Subsystems A and C support Train A and subsystems B and D support
Train B. Subsystem C also provides control power for the third of kind Turbine
Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump P140. Provisions in the existing design allow for
temporarily cross-connecting DC subsystems of the same safety train during Modes
5 and 6 to facilitate maintenance on batteries and to maintain operability of the
operating unit's 4.16kV Class 1 E ESF buses. The Mode 5 and 6 cross-connect
design includes permanently installed molded case isolation switches provided for
each DC bus that can be connected via temporarily installed cable to a spare
breaker on the DC bus. This spare breaker position is also utilized when necessary
to connect a spare battery charger via temporary cable to the bus in the event the
normal charger is inoperable.

The DC system will be upgraded to replace each of the existing batteries with larger
1800 Amp-hour rated (AH) batteries, add two 400 Amp rated swing battery chargers
and 600 Amp, 250 Volt rated circuit breakers or disconnect switches, and upgrade
several circuit breakers in DC switchboards and distribution panels (refer to attached
Sketches 1 and 2 of Train A and Train B systems, respectively). Also, an additional
swing battery charger will be shared between DC subsystems A and C, and a
second swing charger will be shared between DC subsystems B and D. Each swing
battery charger has mechanically interlocked, dedicated DC circuit breakers to allow
it to feed only one subsystem battery at a time. In addition, an additional 600 Amp
circuit breaker is interposed between the swing battery charger and the associated
battery bank for separation and isolation. SCE has installed a new Class 1 E, 1800
AH rated temporary battery bank (BOOX) so that replacements of the existing
batteries (e.g., at end of battery service life) can also be performed online.

Condition A of TS 3.8.4 currently requires that one (or more) inoperable battery or
associated control equipment or cabling be restored to operable status within 2
hours or be in Mode 3 within 6 hours and Mode 5 within 36 hours. Condition A
represents a subsystem with a loss of ability to completely respond to an event, and
a potential loss of ability to remain energized during normal operation. The basis for
the 2-hour completion time is consistent with Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.93
("Availability of Electric Power Sources") which has its emphasis on assessing unit
status and stabilizing the unit to minimize the potential for complete loss of DC
power to the affected train.
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Current SR 3.8.4.6 will be modified to relocate battery charger operability limits to
the Licensee Controlled Specifications. This will facilitate ongoing battery upgrade.

SR 3.8.4.7 currently requires a service test to be performed on a battery every 24
months to verify capability to meet the load profile (battery duty cycle) of the most
limiting Design Basis Accident (DBA). The discharge rate and test length
correspond to the design duty cycle requirements. The surveillance frequency of 24
months is consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.32
("Criteria for Power Systems for Nuclear Power Plants") and RG 1.129
("Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Large Lead Storage Batteries for
Nuclear Power Plants" ) that state that the battery service test should be performed
during refueling operations, or at some other outage, with intervals between tests
not to exceed 24 months. There is a note to this SR that allows substitution of the
battery performance discharge test (SR 3.8.4.8) in lieu of the service test every 48
months to preclude performing both a service test and a performance test in the
same cycle.

SR 3.8.4.8 currently requires a battery performance test be performed at a constant
current to determine the battery capacity and detect/determine overall battery
degradation due to age and usage. The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance are
consistent with IEEE-450-2002 and IEEE 485-1997, Recommended Practice for
Sizing Lead Acid Batteries for Stationary Applications. These standards
recommend that the battery be replaced if its capacity is below 80% of the
manufacturer rating. The frequency for this surveillance is every 60 months, or
every 12 months if the battery shows signs of degradation or has reached 85% of its
expected life.

Due to the design requirements of the DC distribution subsystems the associated
batteries must meet duty cycles for several design bases events. IEEE 450-2002
requires that anytime the battery load profile changes that a service test be
conducted to that profile to ensure battery adequacy. The modified performance
discharge test combines the peak (bounding) service profile test conditions from
various duty cycles with the required performance discharge rate. The latest
revision of Combustion Engineering Standard Technical Specifications (NUREG-
1432, Rev. 3, dated June 2004) endorses this method of testing and eliminates
separate service testing requirements.

4.0 EVALUATION

The following discussion provides the engineering evaluation of the proposed
changes (a detailed listing of specific changes follows; also, please note Table 1,
following page 34, provides a breakdown of IEEE 450-2002 requirements versus the
applicable SONGS TS or LCS):

This proposed change to TS 3.8.4 will extend the CT for an inoperable DC
subsystem battery, exclusive of the battery charger which has its own LCO, by
adding an additional action to allow manual cross-connect of distribution
subsystems A and C, or B and D for a period of 30 days during Modes 1-4.
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These changes will be implemented provided the following conditions are met:

1. The inoperable subsystem can be cross-connected within 2 hours.
2. Required battery charger and DC buses are operable.
3. Batteries are sized and tested to accommodate the combined connected loads.

The proposed changes to SR 3.8.4.7 and 3.8.4.8 are to eliminate individual service
tests and performance tests and replace them with a modified performance test.
This modified performance test would combine aspects of the service test and
performance test into one test profile. The existing service test assures the battery
will meet the duty profile between tests and allows trending of battery terminal
voltages for each period of the duty cycle profile. The performance test trends the
battery capacity from the factory acceptance tests to end of life. Battery capacity
and individual cell voltages are compared to acceptance criteria for determining end
of life conditions. The modified performance test would combine the peak
(bounding) service profile test conditions from various duty cycles with the required
performance discharge rate. This test methodology is endorsed by IEEE 450-2002
and is identified in the CE Standard Technical Specifications (STS). This test would
provide better trending data for the battery terminal voltages, individual cell voltages,
and capacity.

The proposed change to SR 3.8.6.1 is consistent with the proposed upgrade to the
2002 Revision to IEEE 450. Table 1 summarizes the upgrade of IEEE 450 to the
2002 Revision.

In order to implement the improvements provided by TSTF-360, Rev. 1, the
following identifies changes that are made to LCOs 3.8.4, 3.8.5, and 3.8.6 (n.b.:
these improvements, (1) through (8), are cited below from TSTF-360, Rev. 1):
(1) Provide a specific Action & increased Completion Time for an inoperable

battery charger (extended from 8 to 12 hours in Required Actions A.2).
(2) Relocate preventative maintenance SRs to licensee controlled programs (i.e.:

new Licensee Controlled Specification (LCS) 3.8.106).
(3) Provide alternate testing criteria for battery charger testing (> minimum

established float current).
(4) Replace battery specific gravity monitoring with float current monitoring (at

SONGS, add battery float current monitoring as an alternate Required Action
in 3.8.4.A.2 and as an alternate test technique to the specific gravity
monitoring in SR 3.8.6.1).

(5) Relocate (to a licensee controlled program (at SONGS, new LCS 3.8.106)
based on IEEE-450 and/or the ISTS Bases) and create a program (Battery
Monitoring and Maintenance Program, new section 5.5.2.16) to reference
actions for cell voltage and electrolyte level:
(a) Category A & B value limits for cell voltage and electrolyte level, along

with the associated compensatory actions;
(b) Category C specific value limit for electrolyte level;
(c) The specific value limit for electrolyte temperature; and
(d) Specific value for the minimum battery charging float voltage.

(6) Provide specific Actions and increased Completion Times for out-of-limits
conditions for cell voltage, electrolyte level, and electrolyte temperature
(implemented in LCO 3.8.6).
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(7) Enhanced Bases are provided for each above change.
(8) Eliminate the "once per 60 month" restriction on replacing the battery service

test with the battery modified performance discharge test (implemented in
SR 3.8.6.6).

The following is the rationale provided with TSTF-360, Rev. 1, as applicable to
SONGS 2 and 3 to justify the improvements specified in that document. These
changes are indexed to conform to implementation to TSTF-360, Rev. 1 (from the
"Description" section of TSTF-360, Rev. 1, cited above):

(1) Current NUREG STS (reference: NUREG-1432, Rev. 3, published June
2004) limit restoration time for an inoperable battery charger to the same time
as for an inoperable battery or a completely deenergized DC distribution
subsystem. The primary role of the battery charger is in support of
maintaining OPERABILITY of its associated battery. This is accomplished by
the charger being of sufficient size to carry the normal steady state DC loads,
with sufficient additional capacity to provide some minimal over-potential to
the battery. A secondary safety significant function can be attributed to
carrying the post-accident DC load after restoration of AC power (typically
10-15 seconds - the time required for the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG)
to tie on). In analyzed post-accident scenarios, there is no safety related
criteria for recharging a fully discharged battery in any specific time period.

The current 2-hour restoration time is based on Regulatory Guide 1.93, and
has been applied equally to a minimal reduction in battery charger design
capacity (which even may still support any and all post-accident assumed
functions) as well as to a complete disconnected/deenergized DC subsystem.
This change is attempting to apply a more reasonable restoration time, while:
a) focusing efforts on retaining battery capabilities; b) continuing to require full
charger OPERABILITY that is based on the margin afforded in the design
capacity of the battery charger -- consistent with the current basis for charger
OPERABILITY; and c) the 2-hour restoration time for a deenergized DC
distribution subsystem (found in NUREG 1432, STS for Combustion
Engineering Plants, LCO 3.8.9).

Refer also to the proposed Bases for LCO 3.8.4 Action A for additional
discussion. The proposed ACTION A for LCO 3.8.4 (and similarly for LCO
3.8.5) provides a 2-hour Completion Time followed by a 12-hour repetitive
verification of battery capability. These times are contingent on a focused and
tiered approach assuring adequate battery capability is maintained. This first
priority for the operator is to minimize the battery discharge, which is required
to be terminated within 2 hours (Required Action A.1). Presuming that the
battery discharge (if occurring) can be terminated and that the DC bus
remains energized (as required by a separate LCO), there is a reasonable
basis for extending the restoration time for an inoperable charger beyond the
2-hour limit. The second tiered action proposes 12-hours to establish that the
battery has sufficient capacity to perform its assumed duty cycle as measured
by float current < 2 amps (which may involve some recharging of lost capacity
that occurred during the initial 2 hours). Given the choice of a plant shutdown
in this condition (as currently required) versus a 12 hour determination (at the
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end of which it is reasonable to assume the battery can be shown to have its
assumed capacity), this appears to be an acceptable relaxation.

Since the focus of this allowance is that battery capacity be preserved and
assured, the means of accomplishing this is left to plant capabilities. In many
cases there would be spare battery chargers that could be employed within
the initial 2-hours; in other cases it may be the degraded, normally in-service
charger that can continue to float the battery.

(2) Per SR 3.0.1, when any SR is not met, the LCO is not met. This is based on
the premise that SRs represent the minimum acceptable requirements for
Operability of the required equipment. However, for SRs 3.8.4.2, 3.8.4.3,
3.8.4.4, and 3.8.4.5, failure to meet the SR does not necessarily mean that
the equipment is not capable of performing its safety function, and the
corrective action is generally a routine or preventive maintenance type
activity. For example, the Bases for SR 3.8.4.4 identify removal of visible
corrosion and tightening of terminal connections as a preventive maintenance
SR (both of which are generally quicker than verifying battery connection
resistance). SR 3.8.4.3 (visible inspection for physical damage or
deterioration that could potentially degrade battery performance) is not
required for the battery to perform its safety function, but again reflects
ongoing preventive maintenance activities. These activities are inappropriate
for Operability SRs and are generally better controlled under the maintenance
programs for batteries. With regard to the resistance verifications of SR
3.8.4.2 and SR 3.8.4.5, the bracketed values of resistance specified in the
NUREG are vendor recommended values; that is, values at which some
action should be taken, not necessarily when the Operability of the battery is
in question. The safety analyses do not assume a specific battery resistance
value, but typically assume the batteries will supply adequate power.
Therefore, the key issue is the overall battery resistance. Between
Surveillances the resistance of each connection varies independently from all
the others. Some of these connection resistances may be higher or lower
than others, and the battery may still be able to perform its function and
should not be considered inoperable solely because one connector's
resistance is high. Overall resistance has a direct impact on operability,
however, it is adequately determined as acceptable through completion of the
battery service and discharge tests. As such, these activities are also
inappropriate for Operability SRs and are generally better controlled under
the maintenance programs for batteries.

Accordingly, these surveillances will be relocated to the Licensee Controlled
Specifications (LCS). This will enable these activities, although
recommended by IEEE-450 but not strictly required to specify Operability, to
be maintained.
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(3) The NUREG STS (reference: NUREG-1432, Rev. 3, published June 2004)
SR 3.8.4.2 requires specific parameters for battery charger performance
testing. This test is intended to confirm the charger design capacity.

(4) This change proposes to allow battery specific gravity monitoring or float
current monitoring.

(5) (a) NUREG STS (reference: NUREG-1432, Rev. 3, published June 2004)
LCO 3.8.6 on battery cell voltage and electrolyte level parameters
contains various levels (Categories) of limitations. The Category A and B
limits reflect nominal fully charged battery parameter values. Significant
margin above that required for declaration of an OPERABLE battery is
provided in these values. These Category A and B values represent
appropriate monitoring levels and appropriate preventive maintenance
levels for long term battery quality and extended battery life. As such, they
do not reflect the 10 CFR 50.36 criteria for LCOs of "the lowest functional
capability or performance levels of equipment required for safe operation
of the facility." It is proposed that these values, and the actions associated
with restoration, be relocated to licensee-controlled programs that are
under the control of 10 CFR 50.59. These programs are to be based on
the recommendations of IEEE-450, 1995. The parameter values will
continue to be controlled at their current level, and actions will be
implemented in accordance with the plant corrective action program.
Furthermore, the battery and its preventive maintenance and monitoring
are under the regulatory requirements of the Maintenance Rule. This
relocation will continue to assure the battery is maintained at current
levels of performance, and allows the Technical Specifications (and the
licensed operators) to focus on parameter value degradations that
approach (but continue to provide some margin to) levels that may impact
battery operability.

(b)(c) The specific limiting values for the battery electrolyte temperature and
level are also relocated to licensee controlled programs that are under the
control of 10 CFR 50.59. The TSs will require the electrolyte temperature
and level to be greater than or equal to the "minimum established design
limits." Depending on the available excess capacity of the associated
battery, the minimum temperature necessary to support operability of the
battery can vary. Relocation to licensee-controlled programs can allow
flexibility to monitor and control this limit at values directly related to the
battery ability to perform its assumed function.

(d) The specific limiting value for the minimum operating battery charging
float voltage is relocated to the LCS, which are under the change control
of 10 CFR 50.59. The TSs will require the battery charger to supply
battery terminal voltage "greater than or equal to the minimum established
float voltage." The battery manufacturer establishes this voltage to
provide the optimum charge on the battery. This voltage will maintain the
battery plates in a condition that supports maintaining grid life.
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As such, the "minimum established float voltage" can be adequately
controlled outside of the Technical Specifications.

The Actions related to (1) cell voltage < 2.13 V, (2) restoration, and (3)
testing of cells that had electrolyte level below the top of the plates are
specified by a new Section 5.0 Program.

(6) The remaining parameter limits are proposed to have more specific actions
associated with each parameter that recognizes its unique impact on the
battery and its continued operability. The proposed change provides specific
Actions and increased Completion Times for out-of-limits conditions for cell
voltage, electrolyte level, and electrolyte temperature. These allowed times
recognize the margins available, the minimal impact on the battery capacity
and capability to perform its intended function, and the likelihood of effecting
restoration in a timely fashion and avoiding an unnecessary plant shutdown.
The Bases for each Required Action provides specific justification for each
proposed action.

(7) Revised Bases for the applicable LCO's, following the models from
TSTF- 360, Rev. 1, are attached (Attachment G) for information.

(8) The "once per 60 month" restriction on replacing the battery service test with
the battery modified performance discharge test is eliminated. Since the
modified performance discharge test completely encompasses the load profile
of the battery service test, it adequately confirms the intent of the service test
to verify the battery capacity to supply the design basis load profile.

The following item is included in this Amendment Request in addition to the
scope of TSTF-360, Rev. 1:

(1) Currently, the existing standard allowed outage time for DC System related
inoperabilities is the same 2 hours, regardless of whether the DC inoperability
is a single charger, a single battery, or the entire train/division without any
DC power. The range of possible degradations to the DC System would
seem to dictate the possibility of a range of specific limitations associated
with each level of degradation. Proposed above are relaxations in allowed
restoration times for inoperable battery chargers, as well as for specific
limited off normal conditions for selected battery parameters. The proposed
change to Specification 3.8.4 continues to retain the previous 2-hour
Completion Time for the inoperability of a battery (even assuming the charger
is operable), however, the format is presented such that a separate Action is
applicable for the inoperability of the battery alone. The Bases for this Action
(Action B of 3.8.4) acknowledges a potential for an individual utility to
approach the Staff with specific justification to extend the battery restoration
time beyond this 2-hour limit. As such the format is provided to accommodate
this potential. In the event the allowed restoration time for an inoperable
battery is retained at 2 hours, Condition B and C were combined into a single
Condition.
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The potential for extending the battery allowed restoration time might be based
on several factors. The Bases acknowledges that during the time the battery is
inoperable additional single failures are not required to be assumed. Therefore,
even in the event of a loss of offsite power (alone or in conjunction with a Design
Basis Accident (DBA)), the associated battery charger will be expected to
restore power to the DC subsystem after the associated diesel generator is
connected. As such, an extension to the 2-hour period could be found
acceptable on a plant specific basis.

The following provides a detailed listing of the proposed changes for evaluation:

LCO 3.8.1 The change to this LCO is regarded as acceptable since it is a
clarification permitted following equipment upgrade.

1. SR 3.8.1.1 The words in the NOTES "Buses 3A04 and 3D1" and "Buses 3A06
and 3D2" are simplified to "Bus 3A04" and "Bus 3A06," respectively (example for the
Unit 2 TS). This is a non-Standard-Technical-Specification (STS) San Onofre
specific clarification of which buses are required. With the upgrade of the four
batteries, specification of the preferred DC subsystem is no longer required.

LCO 3.8.4 The changes to this LCO are regarded as acceptable since they
include already-approved changes per TSTF 360, Rev. 1 and IEEE 450-2002, are
permitted following equipment upgrade, or are editorial improvements.

1. The specification of the LCO is revised from the "Train A, Train B, Train C, and
Train D" electrical power subsystems to "Train A and Train B." This brings the LCO
into conformance with the Combustion Engineering Standard Technical
Specification, NUREG-1432, Rev. 3.

2. A new Condition A (comparable to existing Condition C, which is deleted) is
added:

"Required DC electrical power subsystem battery charger or associated
control equipment or cabling inoperable."

This makes the Condition more concordant with the STS and clarifies actions to be
taken when the battery charger is not OPERABLE. The Required Actions and
Completion Times are modified in accordance with TSTF 360, Rev. 1 to validate
battery OPERABILITY while in this Condition. Note: new Required Action A.2.2
provides the option to verify pilot cell specific gravity 2 1.200; this is regarded as a
technically acceptable provision not described in TSTF 360 Rev. 1. Also, TSTF 360
Rev. 1 Required Action A.3, "Restore battery charger to OPERABLE status," is not
included since this is not part of the current licensing basis and is unnecessary.

3. A new Condition B (comparable to existing Condition D, which is deleted) is
inserted to declare the associated battery inoperable should the battery parameters
being monitored in the Required Actions for Condition A not be satisfactory. This
direction is given, comparable to the existing Condition D, although this requirement
is not included in TSTF 360 Rev. 1.
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4. Existing Condition A is modified, as new Condition C, to specifically cover
Conditions not included in new Condition A. With the DC electrical power subsystem
inoperable (exclusive of the battery charger), one still has a two hour Completion
Time to restore the subsystem to OPERABLE status with a new optional Required
Action to cross-connect to the subsystem in the same Train. Once the cross-
connection is made, this Required Action is satisfied and new Condition D is entered.
New optional Required Action C.2 has a note that cross-connection:

"Requires an OPERABLE battery with a rated capacity of greater than or
equal to 1800 amp-hours"

This note is necessary since all eight battery subsystems (four battery subsystems
on two units) are not expected to be installed and tested prior to implementation of
this amendment. Accordingly, this note would preclude use of this optional Required
Action until the necessary battery subsystem upgrades and testing are complete.
The addition of Required Action C.2 ("Cross connect with the same train DC
subsystem") is part of the revised design included in this review; this is not included
in TSTF-360 Rev. 1.

5. New Condition D is inserted to provide an upper limit for the duration of the time
when DC subsystems are cross-connected. In routine operation there are two
electrical Trains consisting of four batteries of the four DC subsystems powering the
four independent instrumentation, controls, and power subsystems. For up to 30
days this design conservatism would be reduced to two electrical Trains consisting of
three batteries of the four DC battery subsystems fully capable of powering the four
instrumentation, control, and power subsystems. A Probabilistic Risk Assessment
(PRA) analysis of this temporary configuration is provided in Attachment J. The 30-
day Completion Time is analyzed to permit both preventive and corrective
maintenance online as well as online changeout of batteries (and required
commissioning / OPERABILITY tests) without further regulatory action. Similar to
item 4, above, Condition D is new to this design with the cross-tie capability; this
Condition is not included in TSTF 360 Rev. 1. The PRA demonstrates the
acceptability of this configuration for either commissioning new batteries or
performing online OPERABILITY tests.

6. Existing Condition B is relabeled Condition E and modified to include the failure to
satisfy the new Conditions (added above) as entry conditions to mandate plant
shutdown.

7. SR 3.8.4.1 is modified to provide surveillance of "greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage" from the current requirement of "Ž129V on float
charge." Also, the frequency is extended from 7 to 31 days. Both changes are
consistent with IEEE 450-2002. Note, however, that TSTF 360 Rev. 1 continues to
use a 7-day frequency; for this Surveillance Requirement, the frequency from IEEE
450-2002 was used.

8. Existing SRs 3.8.4.2, 3.8.4.3, 3.8.4.4, and 3.8.4.5 are relocated to the Licensee
Controlled Specifications per the recommendations of TSTF 360 Rev. 1. These
include measures regarded as routine preventive maintenance, such as inspecting
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for signs of corrosion, physical damage, and electrical resistance measuring. The
frequency for existing SR 3.8.4.2 will be changed to 12 months, consistent with
IEEE 450-2002, although TSTF 360 Rev. 1 has this as 18 months.

Also, specified in TSTF 360 Rev 1 for this SR is "Verify each battery charger can
recharge the battery to the fully charged state while supplying the largest combined
demands of the various continuous steady state loads, after a battery discharge to
the bounding design basis event discharge state." This is deleted as not required
for the LCO as this is bounded by other SRs. For the proposed SR 3.8.4.3, a
frequency of 30 months is specified, which agrees with IEEE 450-2002, whereas
TSTF 360 Rev. 1 specifies 18 months.

9. Existing SR 3.8.4.6 is renumbered to SR 3.8.4.2 and
a. The NOTE "Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR." is

deleted as pragmatically unhelpful,
b. In accordance with the recommendations of TSTF 360 Rev. 1 the required

duration for this surveillance is reduced from 12 to 8 hours, and
c. To facilitate upgrade of the batteries, the operability limits are relocated to the

LCS and the SR revised to:
* The minimum specified current is changed from "300 amps" to "rated

amps,
* The minimum specified voltage is changed from "129 V" to "the

minimum established float voltage"

10. Existing SR 3.8.4.7 is renumbered to SR 3.8.4.3, and
a. NOTES 2 and 3 are removed:

* NOTE 2, "This Surveillance shall not be performed in Mode 1,2,3, or
4." is a restriction that can be removed with the ability to cross-connect
DC subsystems in a given Train. While cross-connected, one battery
can provide electrical power for both subsystems while the other
battery is tested online.

* NOTE 3, "Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this
SR." is deleted as noted previously (see #9) as unhelpful.

b. The following change is made per the recommendations of IEEE
450-2002:

* NOTE 1 is changed to specify 'The modified performance discharge
test in SR 3.8.6.6 may be performed in lieu of SR 3.8.4.3" (and the
reference SR numbers are changed consistent with this amendment
request).

* The 24-month frequency to perform this battery capacity test is
extended to 30 months.

* NOTE 2 is added to specify "The battery performance discharge test in
SR 3.8.6.6 may be performed in lieu of SR 3.8.4.3 once per 48
months." This includes the revised reference SR numbers and a
reasonable replacement frequency for using SR 3.8.6.6 without the
modified performance discharge test option.

11. Existing SR 3.8.4.8 is relocated to be the new SR 3.8.6.6, as a more appropriate
location (the changes to SR 3.8.4.8 are discussed below).
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LCO 3.8.5 The change to this LCO is regarded as acceptable since it
incorporates the changes made to LCO 3.8.4, above.

1. The word 'The" is added to the beginning of the LCO. This is an editorial
change.

2. Conditions and Required Actions are modified consistent with the changes to
LCO 3.8.4. The entry Condition for Required Action C is revised from "One..." to
"One or more..." per TSTF 360, Rev. 1. Also, proposed Required Action C.2.3 is
"Suspend operations involving positive reactivity additions that could result in loss of
required SDM or boron concentration." This is consistent with the current licensing
basis.

3. SR 3.8.5.1 is modified to reflect changes previously described in 3.8.4, DC
Sources - Operating:

a. The DC sources are OPERABLE when the following SRs are satisfied: 3.8.4.1,
3.8.4.2, and 3.8.4.3.

b. This SR is modified by a NOTE that the following SRs are not required to be
performed: 3.8.4.2 and 3.8.4.3.

LCO 3.8.6 The changes to this LCO are regarded as acceptable since they include
already-approved changes per TSTF 360 Rev. 1 and IEEE 450-2002, are permitted
following equipment upgrade, or are editorial improvements.

1. General comment: LCO 3.8.6 undergoes the most editorial changes of any LCO in
this Amendment Request in updating to the recommendations of IEEE 450-2002. In
maintaining concordance with the upgraded IEEE standard, the equivalent level of
operational reliability is assured.

2. The LCO is relabeled from "Battery Cell Parameters" to "Battery Parameters."
Similar to nomenclature change in LCO 3.8.4, the LCO 3.8.6 is changed from:

"Battery cell parameters for the Train A, Train B, Train C, and Train D batteries
shall be within the Category A and B limits of Table 3.8.6-1."

To read:

"Battery parameters for the Train A and Train B batteries shall be within limits."

This modification is more consistent with the STS, and denotes that there are two
electrical Trains, A and B. As noted elsewhere, subsystems A and C batteries
support Train A, and subsystems B and D support Train B.

Note that discussion referring to Table 3.8.6-1 is removed. This table, in subsequent
discussion, is deleted in its entirety (while its requirements are included in new SRs
and deficiencies in satisfying these SRs are accommodated in the Conditions).

3. Existing Condition A is deleted. This Condition was entered upon failing to meet
the Category A and B values of existing Table 3.8.6-1. In accordance with the
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recommendations of IEEE 450-2002, this table and specific action levels are
superceded by new Conditions.

4. New Condition A is inserted: in this Condition, float voltage of 2.07V has not been
met (this is the equivalent of the Category C limit in Table 3.8.6-1). This requires
performance of SR 3.8.4.1 (battery terminal voltage) and SR 3.8.6.1 (float current or
specific gravity verification) within 2 hours in addition to restoration of the affected cell
float voltage within 24 hours. Note that IEEE 450-2002 provides that verifying float
current is an alternate to verifying specific gravity.

5. New Condition B is inserted: in this Condition, float current exceeds 2 amps or
specific gravity is less than 1.195 (this is the equivalent to the Category B and C limits
in Table 3.8.6-1 for specific gravity, with float current as an alternative parameter).
The Required Actions specify performance of SR 3.8.4.1 (battery terminal voltage)
within 2 hours and restoration of either float current or specific gravity within 24 hours.
New Required Action B.2.2 specifies uVerify or restore average specific gravity of all

connected cells to Ž 1.195." This provides a technically acceptable alternate
verification, albeit not one explicitly specified in TSTF 360 Rev. 1.

6. New Condition C is added if battery electrolyte level is not maintained (this is the
equivalent to Category A, B, and C for electrolyte level in Table 3.8.6-1). The overall
recovery of electrolyte level within 31 days is consistent with the Completion Time for
existing Condition A. However, NOTES are added to the Required Actions to denote
remedial measures should the electrolyte level fall below the top of the battery plates:

"1. Required Actions C.1 and C.2 are only applicable if electrolyte level
was below the top of plates."

"2. Required Action C.2 shall be completed if electrolyte level was below
the top of plates."

These NOTES are consistent with IEEE 450-2002 and are in addition to current TS
practices.

New Required Action C.1 directs restoration of the electrolyte level to above the top of
the plates within 8 hours. New Required Action C.2 directs completing an
investigation of potential battery cell jar leakage and verifying no evidence of leakage
within 12 hours. New Required Action C.3, as noted above, is comparable to existing
Action A.3, in that it restores electrolyte level to limits within 31 days.

7. New Condition D provides a Required Action and Completion Time should the
battery pilot cell temperature be found low, in accordance with IEEE 450-2002. This
surveillance is currently in existing Condition B (for remainder of parameters in
Condition B, see item 9, below).

8. New Condition E provides a Required Action and Completion Time should
redundant Trains of batteries not be within limits. This is consistent with TSTF 360
Rev. 1: "Restore battery parameters for batteries in one train to within limits." with a
Completion Time of 2 hours.
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9. Existing Condition B is relabeled as Condition F, and
a. Required Actions and Completion Times A through E not met is specified as

the reason for entering this Condition, and
b. Technical parameter limits in the Condition are re-specified per the

recommendations of IEEE 450-2002:
* "One or more batteries" is reworded as "One or two batteries on one train",

for clarity since there are two required batteries on a given train.
* 'with average electrolyte temperature of the representative cells <600F" is

replaced with "one or more battery cells float voltage <2.07V and float
current >2 amps," and,

* uparameters not within category C values" is replaced with "cells float
voltage <2.07V and specific gravity <1.175."

10. SR 3.8.6.1
a. In accordance with the recommendations of IEEE 450-2002, this surveillance:

* rather than meet Table 3.8.6-1 category A limits, is re-specified to verify •2
amps float current or verify pilot cell specific gravity 21.200.

* for clarity, "each" is added to the Surveillance (as revised, this now reads
uVerify each battery float current...").

* the specified frequency for this surveillance is extended from 7 days to 31
days. (Note: while this is concordant with IEEE 450-2002, TSTF 360 Rev. 1
specifies 7 days for this frequency).

b. This surveillance is modified by a NOTE that this does not need to be met if the
float voltage of SR 3.8.4.1 is not being met. That is, one is already in a
Condition in LCO 3.8.4, so further performance of this SR is not required.

11. Existing SR 3.8.6.2 is deleted; its verifications are now contained in new SRs
3.8.6.2, 3.8.6.3, and 3.8.6.4.

12. New SR 3.8.6.2 verifies pilot cell voltage Ž2.07V every 31 days. This is the
equivalent of the existing Category A limit of Table 3.8.6-1, which is currently surveilled
every 7 days. This change in surveillance frequency is per the recommendations of
IEEE 450-2002.

13. New SR 3.8.6.3 verifies each connected cell electrolyte level every 31 days. This
is the equivalent of the current Category B limit of Table 3.8.6-1, which is surveilled
every 92 days. This increase in surveillance frequency is per the recommendations of
IEEE 450-2002.

14. Existing SR 3.8.6.3 is renumbered to SR 3.8.6.4. This SR replaces verification of
average electrolyte temperature of representative cells >600F with verification of each
pilot cell temperature greater than or equal to minimum established design limits. The
specified frequency for this new pilot cell surveillance is once per 31 days per TSTF
360, Rev. 1. These changes are made per the recommendations of IEEE 450-2002.

15. New SR 3.8.6.5 verifies each connected cell voltage every 92 days. This is the
equivalent of the current Category C limit in Table 3.8.6-1, which is also surveilled
every 92 days.
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16. New SR 3.8.6.6 is the relocated existing SR 3.8.4.8. This surveillance is modified
to allow a modified performance discharge test per TSTF 360, Rev. 1. This change is
per the recommendations of IEEE 450-2002.

17. Table 3.8.6-1 is deleted in its entirety. As discussed previously, the limits are
incorporated in the previous SRs.

LCO 3.8.7 The change to this LCO is regarded as acceptable since it consists of
editorial improvements only.

1. For clarity, the LCO is restated from: "The required Train A, Train B, Train C,
and Train D inverters shall be OPERABLE." to read: "The required Channel A,
B, C, and D AC inverters shall be OPERABLE." This is an editorial change.

LCO 3.8.9 The change to this LCO is regarded as acceptable since it consists of
editorial improvements only.

1. Similar to editorial changes clarifying the two electrical Trains configuration, the
LCO is restated from:

"Train A and Train B AC;
Trains A, B, C, and D DC; and
Trains A, B, C, and D AC vital bus electrical power
distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE."

to read:

"Train A and Train B AC,
subsystems A, B, C, and D DC and
Channels A, B, C, and D AC vital bus electrical power
distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE."

This is an editorial change.

§ 5.5.2.16 The change to this LCO is regarded as acceptable since it consists of
incorporation of the already-approved IEEE 450-2002.

1. A new Program is added: "Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program" as new
section 5.5.2.16 to the Procedures, Programs, and Manuals Section of the
Technical Specifications. The Program description is verbatim per the
recommendations of IEEE 450-2002, and provides the programmatic changes
necessary to warrant the changes previously citing that IEEE standard.
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REQUIRED DESIGN CHANGES

Design changes are required to facilitate manually cross-connecting DC subsystems
during operating Modes 1-4 and meet General Design Criteria (GDC) 17, GDC 18,
Regulatory Guide 1.6, and IEEE 308 requirements. The proposed design changes will
add one new swing battery charger to be shared by subsystems A and C and another
by subsystems B, D, or non-1 E bus D5. The existing batteries for each train will be
replaced with batteries with 1800 amp-hour ratings. (Refer to Sketches 1 and 2 of the
post-modification system in Attachment J, Reviewer Aid) Currently, the subsystems A
and B batteries are rated 1260 amp-hours nominal 8-hour, and the subsystems C and
D batteries are rated 1500 amp-hours nominal 8-hour.

Each additional swing charger will be powered from the train aligned common
Emergency Safety Feature (ESF) Motor Control Center that can be powered from either
Unit 2 or Unit 3 ESF buses (refer to Sketches 1 and 2 of Train A and Train B systems).
The output of one swing charger will have provisions, via separate output breakers, for
alignment to either subsystems A or C. The output of the other swing battery charger
could be aligned to the subsystem B, D, or non-1 E bus D5 battery DC system via its
output breakers. There will be mechanical interlocks to prevent closure of multiple
output breakers to ensure that a swing charger will be connected to one DC bus at a
time. This ensures that subsystems are not cross connected through a swing charger.
During cross connected configuration battery chargers may be paralleled to share the
load. Each charger has a current limit feature and consequently will not challenge
interrupting duties of the protective devices during parallel operations.

Permanent cables will be upgraded between the molded case isolation switches used
for the cross-connect configuration. Distribution system panels and breakers will be
increased in size and capacity as necessary to handle the increased load requirements
and short circuit current.

During Mode 1-4 cross-connect configurations, as needed by maintenance activities or
for corrective activities, administrative controls will be in place to ensure that the
required battery chargers are operable. The new swing charger will provide added
flexibility to either supply a discharged battery or to supply the cross-connected
distribution systems or to replace a normal battery charger should the normal battery
charger become unavailable. The two batteries will not continuously operate in parallel
supplying the cross-connected distribution system.

Each of the subsystems A, B, C, and D distribution buses are located in separate
rooms to meet Appendix R and RG 1.75 requirements for system separation and
redundancy. Each distribution room contains the associated distribution switchboard,
associated battery charger, inverter, distribution panel, and molded case isolation
switches and circuit breakers for the cross-connect configuration. The new swing
charger for each safety group will be located in the subsystem A distribution room and
subsystem B distribution room.
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PRA ASSESSMENT

The SONGS 2/3 Living PRA was used to assess the risk impact of entering TS 3.8.4 for
an extended period of 30 days for the configuration where two same train DC
subsystems are cross-connected with one battery supporting both buses. The analysis
was performed consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.174, "An Approach
For Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment In Risk-informed Decisions On Plant-Specific
Changes To The Licensing Basis," and 1.177, "An Approach For Plant-Specific, Risk-
Informed Decisionmaking: Technical Specifications."

Methodology:

The SONGS 2/3 Living PRA Models and the Safety Monitor were used to assess the core
damage and large early release frequencies (CDF and LERF) for two cases: 1) base case
- nominal maintenance for all components, and 2) a battery removed from service with the
associated bus cross-connected to another bus from the same train. The results from
these calculations are combined with additional data to yield results that are measured
against PRA acceptance guidelines from Regulatory Guide 1.174 and 1.177. A full PRA
discussion is provided in Attachment I.

PRA Quality:

The SONGS PRA has been subjected to extensive peer and regulatory review. The PRA
Model, assumptions, database changes, improvements, and computer code are controlled
and documented by administrative procedure. The Model and database reflect the as-built
design with enhancements that reflect design changes to the 1 E DC system and the most
recent historical data. Therefore, the SONGS 2/3 Living PRA is of a quality consistent with
that required to perform accurate, thorough, and, comprehensive evaluations for this
application.

Conclusions:

The increases in core damage and large early release frequencies with two same train
DC buses cross connected for 30 days are less than 1 E-7/year and
1 E-8/year, respectively. The changes in risk are small because a fully qualified
alternate power source is aligned when a battery is removed for maintenance. The
calculated incremental conditional core damage probability (ICCDP) and incremental
conditional large early release probability (ICLERP) are less than the acceptance
guidelines from NRC Regulatory Guide 1.177 of 5E-7 and 5E-8, respectively.

The expected frequency of TS 3.8.4 usage and duration are combined with the core
damage frequency while in the TS to assess the expected annual risk impact of the TS
change. The expected annual risk impact is measured against NRC Regulatory Guide
1.174. The expected annual increase in risk is << 1 E-7/year for CDF and <<1 E-8/year
for LERF, which are less than the RG 1.174 acceptance guidelines.

Therefore, the flexibility of the enhanced DC system to allow cross-connection to the
other subsystem on the same train supports a TS 3.8.4 allowed outage time extension
to 30 days as measured against the risk acceptance guidelines of References 7.8
and 7.9.
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PRA Summary:

The PRA results compare favorably against Regulatory Guides 1.174 and 1.177 in
large part because a qualified alternate source of power is aligned prior to removing a
battery. When aligned to the alternate power source, each DC bus remains energized
with a highly reliable source. If a battery is removed from service without the alternate
power source aligned, the associated sub-channel reliability is reduced. This is outside
the scope of the PRA for this PCN since shutdown is required if the alternate power
source is not aligned in 2 hours. The action to initiate shutdown in 2 hours is the same
as the current TS where the allowed outage time is 2 hours when a battery is removed
from service.

5.0 REGULATORY SAFETY ANALYSIS

The proposed change to Technical Specification (TS) 3.8.4 would extend the
Completion Time (CT) for an inoperable Direct Current (DC) subsystem, exclusive of
the battery charger which has its own Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO), by adding
required actions to allow manual cross-connect of distribution subsystems A and C or B
and D for a period of 30 days during Modes 1-4. These changes will be allowed
provided the following conditions are met:

1. The inoperable subsystem can be cross-connected within 2 hours.
2. Required battery chargers are operable.
3. Batteries are sized and tested to accommodate the combined connected loads.

The regulatory basis for TS 3.8.4 is to assure, as required by 1 OCFR50, Appendix A,
General Design Criterion (GDC) 17, the DC electrical power system will provide
sufficient independence, redundancy, and testability to perform its safety functions,
assuming a single failure. This ensures the DC system is capable of supporting
systems critical to precluding or mitigating the release of fission product radioactivity.

The purpose of the LCO is to minimize the impact of loss of a DC safety train on the
required Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) equipment needed to ensure that:

1. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure boundary limits are not
exceeded as a result of Anticipated Operational Occurrences (AOOs) or abnormal
transients; and

2. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment integrity and other vital
functions are maintained in the event of a postulated Design Basis Accident
(DBA).

Complying with the LCO assures that the assumptions reflected in the analysis for
DBAs as documented in San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) 2 and 3
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) Chapter 15, Accident Analysis are met.
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The proposed change will extend the CT for inoperable DC subsystems to allow for
effective assessment of corrective actions during Modes 1-4 by cross-connecting
DC subsystems A and C or subsystems B and D. Use of the cross-connect option of
the DC subsystems will be allowed provided all required battery chargers are operable
and required batteries have met the service, performance, or modified performance
test profiles.

The capability of the DC subsystems to be effectively cross-connected in a safe and
timely manner is contingent upon the above proposed design changes being
implemented. Effective switching with the appropriate administrative and mechanical
restrictions/interlocks designed into the existing system configurations will assure
system perturbations are held to a minimum.

The proposed changes to existing Surveillance Requirements (SRs) 3.8.4.7 and 3.8.4.8
are to eliminate the service profile test and performance tests in their entirety after the
new batteries are installed. The modified performance discharge test would combine
aspects of the service test and performance test into one test profile. The modified
performance discharge test would assure the batteries would be capable of meeting the
design bases duty cycles.

The revised calculations, Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA), proposed surveillance
testing, and safety analysis indicate the basis for the Technical Specification
requirements will be met during the extended period in which a DC subsystem is found
inoperable and during the period DC distribution buses subsystems A and C or B and D
are cross-connected.

EVALUATION

Battery and Charger Sizing

The results of the sizing calculation to support this amendment request indicate the
proposed larger capacity battery will meet the design bases load requirements when
supplying cross-connected DC subsystems.

The proposed new 400A swing chargers and existing chargers are adequate to support
the design bases load requirements for various operating scenarios. In all cross-
connect scenarios the required charger(s) can supply the buses' steady state loads and
recharge the battery from a design minimum state within 24 hours.

Protection (Breakers, Fuses, Switches)

The results of circuit protection and coordination analysis to support this amendment
request indicate that the larger capacity battery will require improvements/upgrades in
the protective devices and distribution panels provided in the DC subsystems.
Upgrades in breakers to accommodate increased short circuit currents and set-points
changes for improved coordination are required and shall be implemented prior to
installation of larger capacity batteries and prior to implementation of the DC distribution
system cross-connect capability. With the required upgrade implemented, DC cables
and distribution equipment will provide adequate protection to support the proposed
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changes.

During cross connecting of subsystem buses A and C or B and D, two batteries will be
paralleled for a short duration. An electrical fault during that duration could exceed the
interrupting duties of the protective devices. This is standard industry practice during
transfer of power sources and is considered to be an acceptable minimal risk.

Separation requirements (Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.75, "Physical Independence of
Electric Systems")

The proposed design complies with the separation requirements of IEEE 384 and RG
1.75 as follows:

1. The replacement batteries shall be installed at the same location as the
existing batteries located in dedicated battery rooms, thus maintaining the
original separation and isolation requirements.

2. Swing battery chargers shall be installed in separate distribution rooms.
These battery chargers are furnished with dedicated output circuit breakers
located in separate compartments. The circuit breakers are mechanically
interlocked to restrict swing battery charger alignment to only one subsystem
at a time. A redundant circuit breaker, external to the swing battery charger,
is installed for isolation of each battery from the swing battery chargers.

5.1 No Significant Hazards Consideration

The Commission has provided standards for determining whether a significant hazards
consideration exists as stated in 1 OCFR50.92(c). A proposed amendment to an
operating license for a facility involves no significant hazards consideration if operation
of the facility in accordance with a proposed amendment would not: (1) Involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated; or (2) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or (3) Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
A discussion of these standards as they relate to this amendment request follows:

i. Will operation of the facility in accordance with this proposed change involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

Response: No

The proposed changes to Technical Specifications (TS) 3.8.4 and 3.8.6 would
allow extension of the Completion Time (CT) for inoperable Direct Current (DC)
distribution subsystems to manually cross-connect DC distribution buses of the
same safety train of the operating unit for a period of 30 days. Currently the CT
only allows for 2 hours to ascertain the source of the problem before a controlled
shutdown is initiated. Loss of a DC subsystem is not an initiator of an event.
However, complete loss of a Train A (subsystems A and C) or Train B
(subsystems B and D) DC system would initiate a plant transient/plant trip.
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Operation of a DC Train in cross-connected configuration does not affect the
quality of DC control and motive power to any system. Therefore, allowing the
cross-connect of DC distribution systems does not significantly increase the
probability of an accident previously evaluated in Chapter 15 of the Updated Final
Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR).

The above conclusion is supported by Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA) evaluation
which encompasses all accidents, including UFSAR Chapter 15.

Modification to the Frequency for Surveillance Requirement (SR) 3.8.6.1 is
consistent with the recommendations of TSTF 360 Rev. 1 and IEEE 450-2002,
and similarly does not impact safety considerations.

Further changes are made of an editorial nature or provide clarification only. For
example, discussions regarding electrical 'Trains' and 'Subsystems' will be in more
conventional terminology. Limiting Condition for Operations (LCO's) affected by
editorial changes include 3.8.1, 3.8.4, 3.8.5, 3.8.6, 3.8.7, and 3.8.9.

Enhancements from TSTF-360, Rev. 1 and IEEE 450-2002 have been
incorporated into LCO's 3.8.4 and 3.8.6. TSTF-360, Rev. 1 was previously
approved by the NRC, and IEEE 450-2002 includes industry-generic
recommendations.

The changes being proposed do not affect assumptions contained in other safety
analyses or the physical design of the plant other than the upgrades of the
electrical systems described in this change, nor do they affect other Technical
Specifications that preserve safety analysis assumptions.

Therefore, operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed amendment
would not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously analyzed.

ii. Will operation of the facility in accordance with this proposed change create the
possibility of new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated?

Response: No.

The proposed change to Technical Specifications 3.8.4 will enable the cross-tie of
subsystems. New equipment, swing battery chargers, distribution panels, and
associated protective devices are added to increase overall DC system reliability.
Both administrative and mechanical controls will be in place to ensure the design
and operation of the DC distribution systems continue to perform to applicable
design standards. During cross connecting of subsystem buses, two batteries
would be paralleled for a short duration. An electrical fault during that duration
could exceed the interrupting duties of the protective devices. This is standard
industry practice during transfer of power sources and is considered to be an
acceptable minimal risk. For example, the design of the 1 E 4kV power system is
based on this practice as well. Therefore, the addition of new equipment does not
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create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously
evaluated.

Enhancements from TSTF-360, Rev. 1 and IEEE 450-2002 have been
incorporated into LCO's 3.8.4 and 3.8.6. TSTF-360, Rev. 1 is previously approved
and IEEE 450-2002 includes industry-generic recommendations. Enhancements,
including surveillance intervals or required completion times, will not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

LCO's 3.8.1, 3.8.4, 3.8.5, 3.8.6, 3.8.7, and 3.8.9 are revised to incorporate editorial
changes. Since these changes do not affect plant design but enhance clarity,
these modifications do not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any previously evaluated.

Therefore, operation of the facility in accordance with this proposed change will
not create the possibility of new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

iii. Will operation of the facility in accordance with this proposed change involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety?

Response: No.

The proposed change does not alter the bases for assurance that safety-related
activities are performed correctly or the basis for any Technical Specification that
is related to the establishment of or maintenance of a safety margin. Specifically,
battery sizing calculations continue to show that new upgraded capacity batteries
will meet the most limiting load profile that includes margin for growth, with aging
and temperature correction. Battery modified performance discharge testing will
demonstrate on an on-going bases that battery capacity will be greater than or
equal to 80% of original design requirements at all times during service life and
that the service profiles will be met as is currently required by Surveillance
Requirements 3.8.4.7 and 3.8.4.8. The addition of the DC cross-tie capability
proposed for LCO 3.8.4 will ensure appropriate operations of the DC buses during
maintenance activities such as battery testing or replacement.

Enhancements from TSTF-360, Rev. 1 and IEEE 450-2002 have been
incorporated into LCO's 3.8.4 and 3.8.6. TSTF-360, Rev. 1 is previously approved
and IEEE 450-2002 includes industry-generic recommendations. Enhancements
including surveillance intervals or required completion times will not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

Also, LCO's 3.8.1, 3.8.4, 3.8.5, 3.8.6, 3.8.7, and 3.8.9 are revised to incorporate
editorial changes. Since these changes do not affect plant design or operations
but should enhance clarity, these modifications would not involve a significant
reduction in margin of safety.

Therefore, operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed amendment
would not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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Summary

Based on the above discussion, Southern California Edison (SCE) has concluded that:
(1) that the proposed amendment request does not constitute a significant hazards
consideration as defined by 10 CFR 50.92 and (2) there is reasonable assurance that
the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by the proposed change.

5.2 Applicable Regulatory Requirements/Criteria

NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan", Section 8.3.2, UDC Power Systems (Onsite)
describes the acceptance criteria and determines if the DC onsite power system
satisfies the requirements of General Design Criteria (GDC) 2, 4, 5, 17, 18, and 50 and
will perform its intended functions during all plant operating, accident, and station
blackout conditions. A discussion of continued compliance with the requirements is
discussed in the following paragraphs.

U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.75, "Physical Independence of Electric Systems,"
describes a method acceptable to the NRC staff of complying with IEEE Std 279-1971
and Criteria 3, 17, and 21 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50, with respect to the physical
independence of the circuits and electric equipment comprising or associated with the
Class 1 E power system, the protection system, systems actuated or controlled by the
protection system, and auxiliary or supporting systems that must be operable for the
protection system. The new system configurations and upgrades allowed by the
proposed changes will continue to meet the physical independence requirements of the
system.

U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.93 "Availability of Electric Power Sources" describes
operating procedures and restrictions acceptable to the Regulatory staff which should be
implemented if the available electric power sources are less than the LCO. The new system
configurations and upgrades allowed by the proposed changes will continue to meet the
availability requirements of the system.

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria:

Compliance with GDC 2 requires that nuclear power plant structures, systems, and
components important to safety be designed to withstand the effects of natural
phenomena such as earthquake, tornado, hurricane, flood, tsunami, or seiche without
loss of capability to perform their intended safety functions. Therefore, the DC power
system and its components must normally be located in seismic Category I structures
that provide protection from the effects of tornadoes, tornado missiles, and floods. The
additional equipment being installed to support the proposed changes and the upgraded
capacity batteries will be seismically designed, qualified, and installed to perform their
functions in the event of an earthquake.
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Compliance with GDC 4 requires that structures, systems, and components important to
safety (a) be designed to accommodate the effects of, and be compatible with, the
environmental conditions associated with normal operations, maintenance, testing, and
postulated accidents and (b) be appropriately protected against dynamic effects that
result from equipment failures, including missiles. The new system configurations and
upgrades allowed by the proposed changes will continue to meet the requirements of
GDC 4.

Compliance with GDC 5 requires that structures, systems, and components important to
safety shall not be shared among nuclear power units, unless it can be shown that such
sharing will not significantly impair their ability to perform their safety functions, including,
in the event of an accident in one unit, an orderly shutdown and cool down of the
remaining units. The additional equipment being upgraded and installed on the DC
systems will not be shared between the units. However, the new swing chargers will
have the capability of being powered from either of the two operating SONGS units
through train separated motor control centers (MCCs) common to both units. These
MCCs can receive power from the associated safety trains of both units. Use of the
above options to power common MCCs will continue to adhere to existing procedures
with appropriate updates to ensure reliability of the DC systems.

Compliance with GDC 17 requires that onsite and offsite electrical power be provided to
facilitate the functioning of structures, systems, and components important to safety.
Each electric power system, assuming the other system is not functioning, must provide
sufficient capacity and capability to ensure that specified acceptable fuel design limits
and the design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are not exceeded as
a result of anticipated operational occurrences and that the core is cooled and
containment integrity and other vital functions are maintained in the event of postulated
accidents. In addition, these onsite power supplies and onsite electrical distribution
systems have sufficient independence, redundancy, and testability to perform their
safety functions assuming a single failure. The proposed changes do not alter the basic
alignment and operation of the existing Class 1 E 4KV, 480V, and 1 20VAC systems nor
the 1 25VDC systems.

Compliance with GDC 18 requires that electric power systems important to safety be
designed to permit appropriate periodic inspection and testing of key areas and features
to assess their continuity and the condition of their components. The proposed changes
to the DC system continue to allow the flexibility and testability of the systems both
during power and shutdown operations in order to meet the requirements of GDC 18.

Compliance with GDC 50 requires that the reactor containment structure, including
access openings, penetrations, and containment heat removal systems, be designed so
that the containment structure and its internal compartments can accommodate, without
exceeding the design leakage rate and with sufficient margin, the calculated pressure
and temperature conditions resulting from any Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA). The
proposed changes to the DC system continue to ensure systems and components
required to support safety systems during a LOCA will be available.
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Compliance with 10 CFR 50.63 requires that each light-water-cooled nuclear power
plant be able to withstand and recover from a station blackout of specified duration. As
required by 10 CFR 50.63, electrical systems must be of sufficient capacity and
capability to ensure that the core is cooled and that appropriate containment integrity is
maintained in the event of a station blackout. The capacity of the DC sources required
for station blackout must therefore be verified to be adequate with respect to the worst-
case station blackout load profile and specified duration. DC system and battery sizing
analysis to support the proposed changes show new upgraded capacity batteries are
designed and tested to meet station blackout load profile requirements under all
postulated operating conditions.

EVALUATION CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, based on the considerations discussed above, (1) there is reasonable
assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in
the proposed manner, (2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the
Commission's regulations, and (3) the issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to
the common defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

Southern California Edison (SCE) has determined that the proposed amendment
involves no changes in the amount or type of effluent that may be released offsite, and
results in no increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure. As
described above, the proposed TS amendment involves no significant hazards
consideration and, as such, meets the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth
in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9).
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Proposed Change Number (PCN) 548,
Batteries Upgrade & DC Cross-tie Capability

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3

Existing Technical Specification pages, Unit 2



AC Sources-Operati nrg
3.8 1

ACTIONS (continued) _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

F. Required Action and F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND
B, C, D, or E not met.

F.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

G. Three or more required G61 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
AC sources inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.1 - -------------NOTES------…-
1. Buses 3A04 and 3D1 are required when

unit crosstie breaker 3A0416 is used
to provide a source of AC power.

2. Buses 3A06 and 3D2 are required when
unit crosstie breaker 3A0603 is used
to provide a source of AC power.

Verify correct breaker alignment and power 7 days
availability for each required offsite
circuit.

(continued)

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-4 Amendment No. 127



DC Sources-Operati ng
3.B.4

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources-Operating

LCO 3.8.4

APPLICABILITY:

The Train A, Train B. Train C, and Train D DC electrical
power subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One battery or A.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours
associated control power subsystem to
equipment or cabling OPERABLE status.
inoperable.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

C. One required battery C.1 Verify battery cell 1 hour
charger or associated parameters meet
control equipment or Table 3.8.6-1 AND
cabling inoperable. Category A limits.

Once per
8 hours
thereafter

(continued)

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-23 Amendment No. 127



DC Sources-Operati n g
3.8_- 4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIM E

D. Required Action and D.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition C
not met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

*SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage is > 129 V 7 days
on float charge.

SR 3.8.4.2 Verify no visible corrosion at terminals 92 days
and connectors.

OR

Verify connection resistance is
< 150x10-6 ohm for inter-cell connections,
< 150x10-6 ohm for inter-rack connections,
< 15x10-6 ohm for inter-tier connections,
and < lSOx10 6 ohm for terminal connections.

SR 3.8.4.3 Verify cells, cell plates, and battery 24 months
racks show no visual indication of physical
damage or abnormal deterioration.

(continued)

SAN ONOFRE-UNIT 2 3. 8-24 Amendment No. 127



DC Sources-Operati n g
3.8 - 4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.4 Remove visible terminal corrosion, verify 24 months
cell to cell and terminal connections are
clean and tight, and are coated with
anti-corrosion material.

SR 3.8.4.5 Verify connection resistance is 24 months
• 15Dx10 6 ohm for inter-cell connections,
< 150x10 6 ohm for inter-rack connections,
< 15Dx1 0 6 ohm for inter-tier connections,
and < 150x10, 6 ohm for terminal connections.

SR 3.8.4.6 ----------------- -NOTE-------------------
Credit miy be taken for unplanned events
that satisfy this SR.

Verify each battery charger supplies 24 months
> 300 amps at > 129 V for 2 12 hours.

SR 3.8.4.7 -------------------NOTES…---------
1. SR 3.8.4.8 may be performed in lieu of

SR 3.8.4.7 once per 48 months.

2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1,2,3, or 4.

3. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

Verify battery capacity is adequate to 24 months
supply, and maintain in OPERABLE status,
the required emergency loads for the design
duty cycle when subjected to a battery
service test.

(continued)

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-25 Amendment No. 127



DC Sources-Operati Ing
3.a -4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
Y.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
4

SR 3.8.4.8 …----------NOTES-------------------

1. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

___________________________________________

Verify battery capacity is > 80% of the
manufacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test.

60 months

AND

-----NOTE------
Only applicabl e
when battery
shows
degradation oir
has reached ES%
of the expect ed
life
_______________

12 months

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-26 Amendment No - 127



DC Sources -Shutdown
- 3.85.

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5

APPLICABILITY:

DC electrical power subsystem shall be OPERABLE to. support
the DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required
by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems -Shutdown."

MODES 5 and 6,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One battery or A.1 Declare affected Immediately
associated control required feature(s)
equipment or cabling inoperable.
inoperable.

OR

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

AND

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

A.2.3 Suspend operations Immediately
involving positive
reactivity additions
that could result in
loss of required SDM
or boron
concentration.

AND
(continued)

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-27 Amendment No. +7-, 175 1



DC Sources-Shutdown
3 .8.5

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate action to Immediately
restore required DC
electrical power
subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

B. One required battery B.1 Verify battery cell I hour
charger or associted parameters meet
control equipment or Table 3.8.6-1 AND
cabling inoperable. Category A limits.

Once per
8 hours
thereafter

C. Required Action and C.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition B
not met.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-28 Amendment No.- 127



DC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.S

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.5.1 tffrTr
_ _ _ _ _-_- - a |

The following SRs are not required to be
performed: SR 3.8.4.6, SR 3.8.4.7, and
SR 3.8.4.8.

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE, the
following SRs are applicable:

In accordance
with applicable
SRs

SR 3.8.4.1
SR 3.8.4.2
SR 3.8.4.3

SR 3.8.4.4
SR 3.8.4.5
SR 3.8.4.6

SR 3.8.4.7
SR 3.8.4.8.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-29 Amendment No. 127



Battery Cell Parametev-s
3.8 . 6

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters

LCO 3.8.6 Battery cell parameters for the Train A, Train B, Train C,
and Train D batteries shall be within the Category A and B
limits of Table 3.8.6-1.

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC
to be OPERABLE.

electrical power subsystems are required

ACTIONS

1grv-rr

Separate Condition entry is
------------ I -------------._______-_ ------------- --

allowed for each battery.
…___________________________________ _ ------ …_-

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more batteries A.1 Verify pilot cells 1 hour
with one or more electrolyte level and
battery cell float voltage meet
parameters not within Table 3.8.6-1
limits. Category C values.

AND

A.2 Verify battery cell 24 hours
parameters meet
Table 3.8.6-1
Category C values.

AND

A.3 Restore battery cell 31 days
parameters to
Category A and B
limits of
Table 3.8.6-1.

(continued)

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-30 Amendment No. 127



Battery Cell Parameter-s
3.8 6

ACTIONS (continued)
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition A
not met.

OR

One or more batteries
with average
electrolyte
temperature of the
representative cells
< 600F.

OR

One or more batteries
with one or more
battery cell
parameters not within
Category C values.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.1 Verify battery cell parameters meet 7 days
Table 3.8.6-1 Category A limits.

(continued)

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-31 Amendment No. 127



Battery Cell Parameters
3.8.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.2 Verify battery cell parameters meet 92 days
Table 3.8.6-1 Category B limits.

AND

Once within
7 days after
battery
discharge
< 110 V

AND

Once within
7 days after
battery
overcharge
> 150 V

SR 3.8.6.3 Verify average electrolyte temperature of 92 days
representative cells is > 60'F.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-32 Amendment No. 127



Battery Cell Parameters
3. 8 -6

Table 3.8.6-1 (page 1 of 1)
Battery Surveillance Requirements

CATEGORY A: CATEGORY C:
LIMITS FOR EACH CATEGORY B: ALLOWABLE VALUE
DESIGNATED PILOT LIMITS FOR EACH FOR EACH

PARAMETER CELL CONNECTED CELL CONNECTED CELL

Electrolyte Level > Minimum level > Minimum level Above top of
indication mark, indication mark, plates, and not
and < k inch and < k inch overflowing
above maximum above maximum
level indication level indication
markta) mark(a)

Float Voltage 2 2.13 V > 2.13 V > 2.07 V

Specific > 1.200 > 1.195 Not more than
Gravity(b)(c) 0.020 below the

AND average of all
connected cells

Average of all
connected cells AND
2 1.205

Average of all
connected cells
>1.195

(a) It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily increase above
the specified maximum during equalizing charges provided it is not
overflowing.

(b) Corrected for
not required,
charge.

electrolyte temperature and level.
however, when battery charging is <

Level correction is
2 amps when on float

(c) Specific gravity measurement may be substituted with the stabilized
battery charging or float current for determining the state of charge of
the designated pilot cell. This is acceptable only during a maximum of
7 days following a battery charge.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-33 Amendment No. 127



Inverters-Operating
3.8. 7

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.7 Inverters-Operating

LCO 3.8.7 The required Train
inverters shall be

A, Train B, Train C, and Train D
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

------------ NOTE--- --a
Enter applicable Conditions
and Required Actions of
LCO 3.8.9 with one AC vital
bus de-energized.

A. One required inverter A.1 Power AC vital bus 2 hours
inoperable. from its Class 1E

constant voltage
source transformer.

AND

A.2 Restore inverter to 24 hours
OPERABLE status.

I

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3 .8-34 Amendment No. 127



Inverters-Operati ng
3.8.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.7.1 Verify correct inverter voltage and 7 days
alignment to required AC vital buses.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-35 Amendment No. 127



Distribution Systems-Operating
3.8.. 9

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating

LCO 3.8.9

APPLICABILITY:

Train A and Train B AC; Trains A, B, C, and D DC; and Trains
A, B, C, and D AC vital bus electrical power distribution
subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One AC electrical A.1 Restore AC electrical 8 hours
power distribution power distribution
subsystem inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE AND

status.
16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

B. One or more AC vital B.1 Restore AC vital bus 2 hours
bus inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE

status. AND

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

C. One or more DC C.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours
electrical power power distribution
distribution subsystem subsystem to OPERABLE AND
inoperable. status.

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

(cont~inued)j

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-38 Amendment No. 127



Distribution Systems-Operati ng
3.8- 9

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND
B, or C not met.

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days
voltage to required AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution
subsystems.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-39 Amendment No -127



Procedures, Programs, and Manual s
5. 5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.15 Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (Continued)

The provisions of Surveillance Requirement 3.0.2 do not apply to the
test frequencies specified in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing
Program. However, test frequencies specified in this Program may be
extended consistent with the guidance provided in NEI 94-01,
Industry Guideline For Implementing Performance-Based Option Of

10CFR 50, Appendix J," as endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.163.
Specifically, NEI 94-01 has these provisions for test frequencies
extension:

1. Consistent with standard scheduling practices for Technical
Specifications Required Surveillances, intervals for
recommended Type A testing may be extended by up to 15 mon-ths.
This option should be used only in cases where refueling
schedules have been changed to accommodate other factors.

2. Consistent with standard scheduling practices for Technical
Specifications Required Surveillances, intervals for the
recommended surveillance frequency for Type B and Type C
testing may be extended by up to 25 percent of the test
interval, not to exceed 15 months.

The provisions of Surveillance Requirement 3.0.3 are applicable to
the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 5.0-20b Amendment No. 144
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AC Sources - Operat i ng

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

F. Required Action and F.1 Be-in MODE 3. 6 hours
Associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND
B, C, D, or E not met.

F.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

G. Three or more required G.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
AC sources inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEI LLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.1 ------- NOTES-------------------
1. Buses 2A04 and 2D1 are required when

unit crosstie breaker 2A0417 is used
to provide a source of AC power.

2. Buses 2A06 and 2D2 are required when
unit crosstie breaker 2A0619 is used
to provide a source of AC power.

Verify correct breaker alignment and power 7 days
availability for each required offsite
circuit.

(continued)

I

SANI ONOFRE--UNIT 3 3 .8-4 Amendment No. 411 , 149



DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources-Operating

LCO 3.8.4

APPLICABILITY:

The Train A, Train B. Train C, and Train D DC electrical
power subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One battery or A.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours
associated control power subsystem to
equipment or cabling OPERABLE status.
inoperable.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

C. One required battery C.1 Verify battery cell 1 hour
charger or associated parameters meet
control equipment or Table 3.8.6-1 AND
cabling inoperable. Category A limits.

Once per
8 hours
thereafter

(continued)

SAN ONDFRE--UNIT 3 3.8-23 Amendment ND. 116



DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and D.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition C
not met.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage is > 129 V 7 days
on float charge.

SR 3.8.4.2 Verify no visible corrosion at terminals 92 days
and connectors.

OR

Verify connection resistance is
c 150x10-6 ohm for inter-cell connections,
c 150x10-6 ohm for inter-rack connections,
< 150x10-6 ohm for inter-tier connections,
and < 150x10-6 ohm for terminal connections.

SR 3.8.4.3 Verify cells, cell plates, and battery 24 months
racks show no visual indication of physical
damage or abnormal deterioration.

(continued)

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 3. 8-24 Amendment No. 116



DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.4 Remove visible terminal corrosion, verify 24 months
cell to cell and terminal connections are
clean and tight, and are coated with
anti-corrosion material.

SR 3.8.4.5 Verify connection resistance is 24 months
< 15Dx10 6 ohm for inter-cell connections,
< 150x10-6 ohm for inter-rack connections,
< 150x40 6 ohm for inter-tier connections,
and < 150x10-6 ohm for terminal connections.

SR 3.8.4.6 --------------------NOTE-------------------
Credit may be taken for unplanned events
that satisfy this SR.
___________________________________________

Verify each battery charger supplies 24 months
> 300 amps at 2 129 V for > 12 hours.

SR 3.8.4.7 -------------------NOTES-------------------
1. SR 3.8.4.8 may be performed in lieu of

SR 3.8.4.7 once per 48 months.

2. This Surveillance shall not be
performed in MODE 1,2,3, or 4.

3. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

___________________________________________

Verify battery capacity is adequate to 24 months
supply, and maintain in OPERABLE status,
the required emergency loads for the design
duty cycle when subjected to a battery
service test.

(continued)

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 3.8-25 Amendment No. 116



DC Sources-Operating
3.8. 4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.8 -NOTE! - - --- -----------

1. This Surveillance shall
performed in MODE 1, 2,

not be
3, or 4.

2. Credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

___________________________________________

Verify battery capacity is > 80% of the
manufacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test.

60 months

AND

-----NOTE------
Only applicable
when battery*
shows
degradation or
has reached 85%
6f the expected
life
_______________

12 months

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 3.8-26 Amendment No. 116



DC Sources -Shutdown
- 3.8.5

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 .DC.Sources-Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5

APPLICABILITY:

DC .electrical power subsystem shall be. OPERABLE to support
the DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required
by LCD 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems-Shutdown."

MODES 5 and 6,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One battery or A.1 Declare affected Immediately
associated control required feature(s)
equipment or cabling inoperable.
inoperable.

OR

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

AND

-A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

A.2.3 Suspend operations Immediately
involving positive
reactivity additions
that could result in
loss of required SDM
or boron
concentration.

AND
(continued)

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 3.8-27 Amendment No. +&,1665



DC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.5

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate action to Immediately
restore required DC
electrical power
subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

B. One required battery B.1 Verify battery cell l-hour
charger or associted parameters meet
control equipment or Table 3.8.6-1 AND
cabling inoperable. Category A limits.

Once per
8 hours
thereafter

C. Required Action and C.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition B
not met.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 3.8-28 Amendment No. 116



DC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.5.1 NOTE-----------------
The following SRs are not required to be
performed: SR 3.8.4.6, SR 3.8.4.7, and
SR 3.8.4.8.
__________________________________________

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE, the
following SRs are applicable:

In accordance
with applicable
SRs

SR 3.8.4.1
SR 3.8.4.2
SR 3.8.4.3

SR 3.8.4.4
SR 3.8.4.5
SR 3.8.4.6

SR 3.8.4.7
SR 3.8.4.8.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 3.8-29 Amendment No. 116



Battery Cell Parameters
3.8.6

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters

LCO 3.8.6 Battery cell parameters for the Train A, Train B, Train C,
and Train D batteries shall be within the Category A and B
limits of Table 3.8.6-1.

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC
to be OPERABLE.

electrical power subsystems are required

ACTIONS

Separate__Conditionentryisallowed
Separate Condition entry is allowed

._Nf I --------------._________________________-a1U I .-.- _____.

for each battery.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more batteries A.1 Verify pilot cells 1 hour
with one or more electrolyte level and
battery cell float voltage meet
parameters not within Table 3.8.6-1
limits. Category C values.

AND

A.2 Verify battery cell 24 hours
parameters meet
Table 3.8.6-1
Category C values.

AND

A.3 Restore battery cell 31 days
parameters to
Category A and B
limits of
Table 3.8.6-1.

(continued).

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 3.8-30 Amendment No. 116



Battery Cell Parameter-s
3.8. 6

ACTIONS (continued) ____

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition A
not met.

OR

One or more batteries
with average
electrolyte
temperature of the
representative cells
< 600F.

OR

One or more batteries
with one or more
battery cell
parameters not within
Category C values.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.1 Verify battery cell parameters meet 7 days
Table 3.8.6-1 Category A limits.

(continued)

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 3.8-31 Amendment No. 116



Battery Cell Parameters
3.8. 6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.2 Verify battery cell parameters meet
Table 3.8.6-1 Category B limits.

92 days

AND

Once within
7 days after
battery
discharge
< 110 V

AND

Once within
7 days after
battery
overcharge
> 150 V

SR 3.8.6.3 Verify average electrolyte temperature of 92 days
representative cells is > 60'F.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 3.8-32 Amendment No. 116



Battery Cell Parameter-s
3.8. 6

Table 3.8.6-1 (page 1 of 1)
Battery Surveillance Requirements

CATEGORY A: CATEGORY C:
LIMITS FOR EACH CATEGORY B: ALLOWABLE VALUE
DESIGNATED PILOT LIMITS FOR EACH FOR EACH

PARAMETER CELL CONNECTED CELL CONNECTED CELL

Electrolyte Level > Minimum level > Minimum level Above top of
indication mark, indication mark, plates, and not
and < i inch and < -i inch overflowing
above maximum above maximum
level indication level indication
markta) mark(a)

Float Voltage 2 2.13 V k 2.13 V > 2.07 V

Specifi b 1.200 k 1.195 Not more than
Gravity b)(c) 0.020 below the

AND average of all
connected cells

Average of all
connected cells AND
2 1.205

Average of all
connected cells
> 1.195

(a) It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily increase above
the specified maximum during equalizing charges provided it is not
overflowing.

(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level.
not required, however, when battery charging is <
charge.

Level correction is
2 amps when on float

(c) Specific gravity measurement may be substituted with the stabilized
battery charging or float current for determining the state of charge of
the designated pilot cell. This is acceptable only during a maximum of
7 days following a battery charge.

ISAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 3.8-33 Amendment No. 116



Inverters-Operati n g
3.8. 7

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.7 Inverters-Operating

LCO 3.8.7

APPLICABILITY:

The required Train A, Train B. Train C, and Train D
inverters shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

------------NOTE------------
Enter applicable Conditions
and Required Actions of
LCO 3.8.9 with one AC vital
bus de-energized.
____________________________

A. One required inverter A.1 Power AC vital bus 2 hours
inoperable. from its Class IE

constant voltage
source transformer.

AND

A.2 Restore inverter to 24 hours
OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 3.8-34 Amendment No. 116



Inverters-Operatin g
3.8.. 7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.7.1 Verify correct inverter voltage and 7 days
alignment to required AC vital buses.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 3.8-35 Amendment No. 116



Distribution Systems-Operating
3.8.. 9

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating

LCO 3.8.9

APPLICABILITY:

Train A and Train B AC; Trains A, B, C, and D DC; and Trains
A, B, C, and D AC vital bus electrical power distribution
subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIM E

A. One AC electrical A.1 Restore AC electrical 8 hours
power distribution power distribution
subsystem inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE AND

status.
16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

B. One or more AC vital B.1 Restore AC vital bus 2 hours
bus inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE

status. AND

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

C. One or more DC C.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours
electrical power power distribution
distribution subsystem subsystem to OPERABLE AND
inoperable. status.,

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LC (

(continued
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Distribution Systems-Operating
3.8.9

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND
B, or C not met.

D.2 Be in MODE S. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days
voltage to. required AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution
subsystems.

SAN ONDFRE--UNIT 3 3.8-39 Amendment No. 116



Procedures, Programs, and Marn uals
5 .5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.15 Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (Continued)

The provisions of Surveillance Requirement 3.0.2 do not apply to the
test frequencies specified in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing
Program. However, test frequencies specified in this Program may be
extended consistent with the guidance provided in NEI 94-01,
"Industry Guideline For Implementing Performance-Based Option 0-f
1OCFR 50, Appendix J,. as endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.163.
Specifically, NEI 94-01 has these provisions for test frequencies
extension:

-1. Consistent with standard scheduling practices for Technical
Specifications Required Surveillances, intervals for
recommended Type A testing may be extended by up to 15 months.
This option should be used only in cases where refueling
schedules have been changed to accommodate other factors.

2. Consistent with standard scheduling practices for Technical
Specifications Required Surveillances, intervals for the
recommended surveillance frequency for Type B and Type C
testing may be extended by up to 25 percent of the test
interval, not to exceed 15 months.

The provisions of Surveillance Requirement 3.0.3 are applicable to
the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 5.0-20b Amendment No. 135
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

F. Required Action and F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND
B, C, D, or E not met.

F.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

G. Three or more required G.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
AC sources inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.1 - -------------- NOTES------------------
1. BusES 3A04 and 3bt is e-required

when unit crosstie breaker 3A0416 is
used to provide a source of AC power.

2. Buses, 3A06 anid 32 is-aTlr required
when unit crosstie breaker 3A0603 is
used to provide a source of AC power.

Verify correct breaker alignment and power 7 days
availability for each required offsite
circuit.

(continued)

I

I
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DC Sources-Operating
3. 8.4

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources-Operating

LCO 3.8.4

APPLICABILITY:

The Train A and,; Trai n B. T1n, d , IIe ad T d i& n D DC el ectri c al
power subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required DC A.1 Restore battery t2 hours
electrical power terminal voltage to
subsystem battery greater than or equal
charger or to the minimum
associated control established float
equipment or cabling voltage.
inoperable.

AND

A.2.lVerify battery float Once per 812
current < 2 amps. hours

OR

A.2.2Verify pilot cell Once per 12
specific gravity 2 hours
1.200.

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated battery inoperable.
Completion Time of
Condition A not met.

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

CA. One DC electrical C.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours
power subsystem power subsystem to
(exclusive of the OPERABLE status.
battery charger)
bdtttly u, OR

dbbULidtLed cualntil
Uguipiitilt u, Lcdbili y C.2 Cross connect with same 2 hours
inoperable for train DC subsystem.
reasons other than
Condition A.

**D. DC Subsystem Buses D.1 Restore DC Subsystem 30 days
cross connected. Buses to non-cross-

connected configuration.

Et. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Associated
Completion Time of AND
Condition C or D not A
met.

Et.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

.* ne i equied bdtttly eC.1 Vt i ry fbdtittly Iel0 1 t oulI
Lldlytt Ul pal'dlllitlei ,,eel

dbOULdLd LUIILIul Table 3.8.6-1 edttyury A
U i ti lt U1 . dlng IIh i t37

011Lt PUI
8 houu s
Hth Udfter

D. Requ~ied AUliI aiid D.1 DeUldldI dbbULidtdLi Inmedldty
USbbULidted Lblitll y illUpeIblbt.
.uIpition C I ofIUL ii U.
ewiditU I n UIbIut ilet..

I

** Note: Requires an OPERABLE battery with a rated capacity of greater than
or equal to 1800 amp-hours. I
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DC Sources-Operati ng
3.8 .4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage is greater 31 ' d
than or eaual to the minimum established 3 ays
float voltage * 129 V u, flucal dgiC11M.

SR 3.8.4.2 V IiFy ,,u W ib lb!t UUI US iUII dt tLe Imi9idib

.. d * U 1t - ~ . .. .ftR
ft1 1 I.Y LU1111t!Lt lU1 I t I bt~Lt i

tr 1tUA5O M Uilli IU l 1l U1-LO1 1 L0UuutILL IUII ,

_ rh ufLt -ldt LUIMULt.lt l t t0 `4 U11fil IfUl I II ttl -I t d iL UUIII tL tI M Sl>,

an Ti_-Vuxtu U11U 1 f~ ~ llfilldi LUUII!Lh U1b .-

5R 3.8.4.3 V rify >Ltib, Lell platts, dll battE1 y 24 munthl
Idakb sIuyW Iu V u i IIdiLti Ull Uf pIhyb icl
dwigIce ul UIIUiu ilc dtLm imt U i L II .

(continued)
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DC Sources -Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.4 Ronauvn v iblu Lnli,, L.UlI Ub iU1l, v4i fy 24 ,iutLs
Leil lu _0 1 uid Lw!I Ihl Lul lue!LU Lhuu diea

tei dlld I l thL, dU dIe LUdied WI L
duL i-ul uz iUII 1d1ctt:l idl.

SR 3.8.4.5 Veri;y Luienliull IsiebdlleC ib 24 rUnlthli
_IJVAI VuIIJI I VI_ IIILUI -LUI 1 LUIMUleL t;Uu1,

156-&16o-~ ohi fi hitLc -1 dtLk 1.Uuu1LtieLnull,

156xt uQU a fIi iliLti -LidU LUMIUulLHUI,

a .rUdA5 1 ulul UI -LeIlhl lid! LUIIUlLLUI1.

SR 3.8.4.2fr -------------------- NOTE-------------------
C,-edit illdy be Ltkeun Fui unip]dulled evCenty
tildt dtibFy tlhi SR.
_______________-___________________________

Verify each battery charger supplies 24 months
2 rated 5*O amps at 2 the minimum
established float voltage 129 V for 2 8
t? hours.

SR 3.8.4.3f -------------------NOTES-------------------
1. The modified performance discharge

test in SR 3.8.4786.6 may be performed
in lieu of SR 3.8.4._ .u11LU ,pt
48 munth, .

2. The battery performance discharge test
in SR 3.8.6.6 may be performed in lieu
of SR 3.8.4.3 once per 48 months.

2. Thi, Su, Ve lldinlC oildll Iut be
pe, fu,-,,d ill MODE 1,2,3, u, 4.

3. ei edi Lildy be LItkeuu fui .upldud

eveunts tIhdt sdL151Yy thui JR.

Verify battery capacity is adequate to 30 24 months
supply, and maintain in OPERABLE status,
the required emergency loads for the design
duty cycle when subjected to a battery
service test.

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operat i ng
3. 8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR J.&.4.8 -------------^------NTES -------------------

1. Tlis JulveHllallue shaill ,iul be
pei i, MODE 1, 2, 3, u, 4.

2. Ci edi l may be ltoken frui unplanunied
evenitl lthat satisfy ltis SR.

------------- y---------- ~ -=------f---------
Vt:i i Fy battmy LaPCatiy it, - 86 of uFhL-l
111aMu FCcL i tii b iiy c vtieil w uln j eaLlledu ta GOrl u6l6uth
P, rfUl illIluLe db iiCII ye LUb t.

--- NOTE-----
6111y Opp! i6dbe
whiT± battery

rlli, IdLild L

f tilte expetl
i~ffe
- - - - - - - - - - - -
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DC Sources-Shutdown
3. 8.5

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5 The DC electrical power subsystem shall be OPERABLE to
support the DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s)
required by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems-Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required DC electrical A.1.1 Restore battery 2 hours
power subsystem terminal voltage to
battery charger or greater than or equal
associated control to the minimum
equipment or cabling established float
inoperable. voltage.

OR

A.1.2 Cross connect with 2 hours
same train DC
subsystem.

AND

A.2.1 Verify battery float Once per 12
current • 2 amps. hours

OR

A.2.2 Verify pilot cell Once per 12
specific gravity > hours
1.200. _

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated Immediatgly
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition A
not met.

(continued)
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DC Sources -Shutdown
3.8.5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION I COMPLETION TIME

AC. One or more required
bLtteiy u1 dcbbidtied

CuoLi l eu qpielntl U1

LablinIDC electrical
power subsystem
inoperable for reasons
other than Condition
A.

*C.1 Declare affected
required feature(s)
inoperable.

OR

AC.2.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

AND

AC.2.2 Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

AC.2.3 Suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions
that could result in
loss of required SDM
or boron
concentration.

AND

AC.2.4 Initiate action to
restore required DC
electrical power
subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

I

,

(cunra uedt I

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-28 Amendment No. t12 I



DC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. Oi'e mq4uired baLtLey B.1 Vtl i Fy Lalleay Lell i huul
LlIdl il UT dbbUi ited pdldTlttl fllett

cUtiLaUl equipimentL i Tab3e 3.8.6-1 -1
Ldbl i 119 i IeUPCI dbi t . Cudiuly A 1 lil ift.

8 h-tuu,
thT~el afteT

u. Repu i ed ALIUII dud e.1 DBteldlt d~bULidted funned&dtety

MUULiaLed Cupietlula bcLttiVy i 1lUptldbl E.
Timie of eunit~i~uni

t r t1....
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DC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.5.1 -------------------NOTE-------------------
The following SRs are not required to be
performed: SR 3.8.4.2fr and SR 3.8.4.11,
dud SR 3.8.4.8. I

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE, the
following SRs are applicable:

In accordance
with applicable
SRs

SR 3.8.4.1

SR 3.7 4
SR 3.8.4.5
SR 3.8.4.2fj

SR 3.8.4.35
S .8 .0

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-29a Amendment No. 12-7 1



Battery euii-Parameters |
3.8.6

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.6 Battery ewH Parameters I

LCO 3.8.6 Battery Lull parameters for the Train A and, Train B. Tradi
e, cand Tficin b batteries shall be within limits. the
e.dtyiUlY A dnd B HiiLt u, TdGit 3.8V-1.

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC electrical power subsystems are required
to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery.
_-- _ - _--_ - _-- _-_--_-_-_--_-_--_-_--_-_-_--_-_- -_-_- -_-_ _- -_ _- - _- _

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Oneu ur-,,lu ;ies A.1 vY ify PHlut cul a 1 thuU
wilh unit ui iaiui tltttulaylte lvel and
bCltttly LEtt flucal vulloyt Ietil
PCL I d~littt I b I f ,,u wit! I , Tabit 5.8.G-1
ihillits. Ct.Ltuly C valuea.

A2 V-i fy bLaLLeit y Lll 24 houl s
Ud IClil utti s Ia ttL
Tdal 3.8.G-1

ateLgyuly C vadlUa.

A. 3 RtaltU IV d t tt! I y L01 i 31 daysa
pal dliltml rS-tu

eCatyimy A dlld B
hl;hnft uf

TdbleC 3.8.G-1.

(continued)
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Battery Ceul Parameters |
3.8.6

ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or two batteries A.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1. 2 hours
on one train with one
or more battery cells AND
float voltage <2.07
V. A.2 Perform SR 3.8.6.1. 2 hours

AND

A.3 Restore affected cell 24 hours
voltage 2 2.07 V.

B. One or two batteries B.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1 2 hours
on one train with
float current > 2 AND
amps or specific
gravity < 1.195. B.2.1 Verifv or restore 12 hours

batterv fl-oat current
to < 2 amps.

OR

B.2.2 Verifv or restore 12 hours
avera e spec ifc
gravity ot all
connected cells to 21.195.

(continued)
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Battery eli Parameters
3.8.6

I

ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One or two batteries ------------NOTES------------
on one train with one 1. Required Actions C.1
or more cells and C.2 are onil
electrolyte level a ica ei
less than minimum electrolyte level was
established desi n below the top of
limits. plates

2. Required Action C.2
shall be comnpleted if
electrolyte level was
below the ton of:
plates.

C.1 Restore electrolyte 8 hours
level to above top of
plates.

AND

C.2 Verify no evidence of 12 hours
leakage.

AND

C.3 Restore electrolyte 31 days
level to greater than
or e ual to minimum
established desg

D. One or two batteries D.1 Restore battery pilot 12 hours
on one train with cell temperature to
pilot cell electrolyte greater than or equal
temperature less than to minimum established
minimum established design limits.
design limits.

E. One or two batteries E.1 Restore battery 2 hours
in redundant trains parameters or
with battery batteries in one train
parameters not within to within limits.
limits.

(continued)
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Battery Cell Parameters |
3. 8.6

ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION R REQUIRED ACTION ICOMPLETION TIME

Ft. Required Action and Ft.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition A,
B. C. D. or E not met.

OR

One or two mum-
batteries on one train
with one or more
battery cells float
voltage < 2.07 V and
float current > 2
amps .. Wv i lt aVerId

t1 tul le of t

tIjiptI ta t i ve urL 1 I

OR

One or two mrum
batteries on one trainl
with one or more
battery cells float
voltage < 2.07 V and
specific gravity
<1.175. a-purMTlEnl nut
w i ti, CottjU[-uy C

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.1 ------------NOTE-------------------
Not required to be met when battery
terminal voltage is less than the
minimum established float voltage of
SR 3.8.4.1.

(continued)
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Battery e0ll Parameters |
3.8.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

Verify each battery float current is c 2 31 - days
amps or verify Pilot cell specific gravity
is 2 1.200. pi-ulwla clTl 3.8.G-1
eateguy A . .__*_

SR 3.8.6.2 Vif ;y baLl ttt u ll pOiwuIline fiiiel 9 days
TaLle 3.8.G-1 Caleguly B linifls.

Oncet; w itEi 11
7 days aftr

6LU withill,,
7 dysa cftLr
battely

SR 3.8.6.2 Verify each battery Dilot cell voltage is 2 31 days
2.07 V.

SR 3.8.6.3 Verify each battery connected cell 31 days
electrolyte level is greater than or equal
to minimum established design limits.

SR 3.8.6.4! Verify each battery pilot cell avuruge 31 92 days
l-Ectulytte temperature is greater than or

equal to minimum established design limits.
Uf ItrpieUb11tditViV Lt 1b is - 60--

SR 3.8.6.5 Verify each battery connected cell voltage 92 days
is 2 2.07 V.

I

(continued)
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Battery Ceii Parameters |
3.8.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.6 Verify battery capacity is 2 80% of the 60 months
manufacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test or a modified AND
performance discharge test. 12 months when

battery shows
degradation or
has reached 85%
of the expected
life with
capacity < 100%
of
manufacturer's
rating

AND

24 months when
battery has
reached 85% of
the expected
life with
capacity 2 100%
of
manufacturer's
rating

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-32a Amendment No. t27 I



Battery edi Parameters |
3.8.6

lcble 3.8.G-1 tpye 1 uI 1J

Octtll I S JIv V~lidulla Requ h olenl b

CATEGOR!'-A. eA^--^R^- O. CTGR;
LIIMITS F[R EACf ___I__ FORMM Att__LE _ALE

DESMIATED PILC_ LIFOIT F OR EACH MMLCWA... VALUE
ett CONNECTE ICELL CONNECTED CELL

Elheilulyte Ltvel > Miil;u i lvel - ililhilull leve1  Above tup uf
i nd i cuti un Inn k-l, hid~iuclla t l MI I , plates, andt nut
aind 3 hiL1, and 3 ih-r& uvrF1 uwning

buove IjiniA iil dbUVtC macimiiUmIl
l dvrtll iivendtcatuiun

Flout vollayu 2.13 V c.13 V 26

Spe i I G1 v4yiyfbt i.200 1.15 NuL Illul:e Litut
to 0.020 beluU L lte

*tff avul dyt of all
_connctLed :lO 1

Avulcyp of (Iii
LuIll.led Ltf11b *

1.205
Avengu of r al
LUmiUL ted Lli 1 b

(d1ftL ib CLLepLidble rUif Lte eltULL UlyLt leVel LU LtuluUld l ly Mlul CC above
Lilc bptLfi fled Iidium du hig eqgual % t1icii yeub PI-uvi Lc i t n ul
UVerl fiUwi ly.

(b)CuI ecltled fui elehulyLe teuptu ratuaUe cin d level. LeVUe LUI- £ LtUl i5 lUaL
lpiullj[ {lh t WHl . ilel 16-1V Iliftllialu itS >- 9 unp,~ ughpi, a,, fi e h~L indlu r* --- - -- - I *J - 0 1. -*-*1''r I'll- -.. * --- 1- 0 -

tL)3PUL i r iL yC dv i ty MI2Uc150iluunt inidy ble SUtit i tutud Lti:th W; e Lt:claLbi 1 iuI baLty
LiIdI Y illy Uu Il UCL LUlUl Iult fU I detetl ninhloy thle bLct U[ ulial Ye Uo lt:
desinuitLed PHut Lt0ll. This ci d:LepdLble tunly duu illy d II!CAhlillui uf 7 uadya

fUllUMilly a bdttuly LIICIlyt. I
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Inverters -Operat i ng
3. 8.7

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.7 Inverters - Operating

LCO 3.8.7

APPLICABILITY:

The required Channel A. 8. C and D AC flain, A, Tfuih, B.
fT. in, C, aud T,-ai, D inverters shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

------------NOTE------------
Enter applicable Conditions
and Required Actions of
LCO 3.8.9 with one AC vital
bus de-energized.

A. One required inverter A.1 Power AC vital bus from 2 hours
inoperable. its Class 1E constant

voltage source
transformer.

AND

A.2 Restore inverter to 24 hours
OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-34 Amendment No. 127



Inverters -Operat i ng
3 .8.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.7.1 Verify correct inverter voltage and 7 days
alignment to required AC vital buses.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-35 Amendment No. t"-



Distribution Systems -Operat ing
3 .8.9

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating

LCO 3.8.9

APPLICABILITY:

Train A and Train B AC,7 subsystems A. B. C. and D DC and
Channels A, B. C. and D AC vital bus TidinIs A, B, el, ad D
DC, b Tn dil A, B, e, dd b AC vitdl bum electrical power
distribution snusystems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One AC electrical A.1 Restore AC electrical 8 hours
power distribution power distribution
subsystem inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE AND

status.
16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

B. One or more AC vital B.1 Restore AC vital bus 2 hours
bus inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE

status. AND

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

C. One or more DC C.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours
electrical power power distribution
distribution subsystem subsystem to OPERABLE AND
inoperable. status.

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

(continued)
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Distribution Systems-Operating
3 .8.9

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND
B, or C not met.

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days
voltage to required AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution
subsystems.

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 2 3.8-39 Amendment No. tf2 I



Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.15 Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (Continued)

The provisions of Surveillance Requirement 3.0.2 do not apply to the
test frequencies specified in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing
Program. However, test frequencies specified in this Program may be
extended consistent with the guidance provided in NEI 94-01, "Industry
Guideline For Implementing Performance-Based Option Of 10CFR 50,
Appendix J," as endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.163. Specifically, NEI
94-01 has these provisions for test frequencies extension:

1. Consistent with standard scheduling practices for Technical
Specifications Required Surveillances, intervals for recommended
Type A testing may be extended by up to 15 months. This option
should be used only in cases where refueling schedules have been
changed to accommodate other factors.

2. Consistent with standard scheduling practices for Technical
Specifications Required Surveillances, intervals for the
recommended surveillance frequency for Type B and Type C testing
may be extended by up to 25 percent of the test interval, not to
exceed 15 months.

The provisions of Surveillance Requirement 3.0.3 are applicable to the
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

5.5.2.16 Batterv Monitorina and Maintenance Prooram

This Program provides for restoration and maintenance, based on the
recommendations of IEEE Standard 450-2002. "IEEE Recommended Practice
for Maintenance. Testing, and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid
Batteries For Stationary Applications." of the following:

a. Actions to restore battery cells with float voltage < 2.13 V. and

b. Actions to equalize and test battery cells that had been
discovered with electrolyte level below the minimum established
design limit.
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

F. Required Action and F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND
B, C, D, or E not met.

F.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

G. Three or more required G.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
AC sources inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.1 -------------------NOTES-------------------
1. Buses 2A04 ad 2H dlis required when

unit crosstie breaker 2A0417 is used
to provide a source of AC power.

2. Buses 2A06 and 2D2 dlris required when
unit crosstie breaker 2A0619 is used
to provide a source of AC power.

Verify correct breaker alignment and power 7 days
availability for each required offsite
circuit.

(continued)

I

I
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DC Sources-Operat i ng
3. 8.4

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources -Operating

LCO 3.8.4

APPLICABILITY:

The Train A and,; Trai n B, T, ai n , and T-i a D DC el ectri c al
power subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required DC A.1 Restore battery t2 hours
electrical power terminal voltage to
subsystem battery greater than or equal
charger or to the minimum
associated control established float
equipment or cabling voltage.
inoperable.

AND

A.2.lVerify battery float Once per 812
current < 2 amps. hours

OR

A.2.2Verify pilot cell Once per 12
specific gravity 2 hours
1.200.

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated battery inoperable.
Completion Time of
Condition A not met.

(continued) I
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DC Sources -Operating
3.8.4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours
CA. One DC electrical power subsystem to

Power subsystem OPERABLE status.
bcLttey ui
dbbUL- ;dted LU1IILI U I

e4UiAi Ul Ldbl ingY O
inoperable for C.2 Cross connect with same 2 hours
reasons other than train DC subsystem.
Condition A.

**D. DC Subsystem Buses D.1 Restore DC Subsystem 30 days
cross connected. Buses to non-cross-

connected configuration.

EB. Required Action and Et.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Associated
Completion Time of AND
Condition C or D not

met. E8.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

u. 0,e ueui-ed LitLmuy e.1 Vei if y baLdtiy LUH i fl~ual

tladl yul Ul I uudlitUleb 1ueet Tablel

dcbULittuld uUIILIUl 3.8.6-1 CdLttuUly A
tuniUic Ul UdLbl iniy lni ts.

hols

D. Re~ugiJ ALHUII dand B.1 Dteidltu bbuLid1LeJ tined d t0E7
___U__idt__d b__ _dL Ley iuuupedabie.

euillel e II ll TI lli of
UUI d L I lu U I e 1uC L uu-et.

I

I

I

** Note: Requires an OPERABLE battery with a rated capacity of greater than
or equal to 1800 amp-hours. I
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DC Sources-Operat-ing
3 .8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage is greater
than or equal to the minimum established 31 - days
float voltage * 129 V u,, fluaL LicuirM.

SR 3.8.4.2 ve i fy nu v iiblt Lai I us al c ut-tfIIIial I92 daya
Enld ILUMlIULtUl b.

eftR

VV,- ri fLUIIIItU lUll lUbti lz Iaelt iF

t ftt Uill fui inti -iic LUII.U.LHU1ll,

i~xf, U111 fu inte *te . .n . . latd ltDU - UIIUIII tUIILtI -lthLki UIIIeLLtiUII!,
.4-~exo lJ~l rlli lUIie -IL IdU LUIIIIdLLiuIUII,

SR 3.8.4.3 Vt -i fy L0ell, Lutl plaLet, cid baLleiy 24 *rnunthT
I dusb SIIUW InU v iucI IndiJLdtL I Uf U hIyb aLd!
ddluclyi ui alitiunl deLt u, ciLtw 1.

(continued)
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DC Sources -Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.4 Reunuve vibibl e tLenlilidi l ubiuII, Vet ify 24 -lurthrs
Lull tlu Leil id tminindl LUMtIteLiUttb dl C
clecin and tLightL, cfId Ci U LUCtud W 1
dllC L-LUI I U5 iUU11 lld It id! .

SR 3.8.4.5 Vei iFy ounttiut fubibILdClC ib 24 ,,,uth,
V 15Ot10 FUI 11C Ltt -Ltl i LUIIIICL tiUllb,

dllU O _1 fut Uli ili t U -ILk LUIIIICtI Ullb .
--t 5 e& i -" chin ful intLi -Hele LU1thtteLtIUii),

SR 3.8.4.26 --------------------NOTE-------------------
Ctcdti tiny be tLcket fUI uitplctnited uvetbtL
thLt satisfy htis i bR.

Verify each battery charger supplies 24 months
2 rated 3ft amps at 2 the minimum
established float voltage l29 V for 2 8
tt hours.

SR 3.8.4.3t -------------------NOTES-------------------
1. The modified nerformance discharge

test in SR 3.8. "86.6 may be performed
in lieu of SR 3.8.4.t3 unc eI-p:
48miunth.

2. The battery performance discharge test
in SR 3.8.6.6 may be performed in lieu
of SR 3.8.4.3 once per 48 months.

2. Tllib SUItVeilldtLtU bildii nuL be

pe. funt ted in M5E 1,2,3, uL 4.
3. ei ediL tiny Lie lahkei ful uitplc,,,,e

t:VUlits thldt bdt i by tibJR.

Verify battery capacity is adequate to 30 24 months
supply, and maintain in OPERABLE status,
the required emergency loads for the design
duty cycle when subjected to a battery
service test.

(continued)

I
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DC Sources-Operating
3 .8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
.1.

JR J.o.4.o -------------------IWI -------------------

1. Th i Su I v e i1 iGDE 1lCH 2 iU t 4.
pm fun-nedu in MODE t, 2, 3, UT 4.

L. %,I cu IL IIiUy uz LU.Iavll SI UIIPI

Cvwt:iLt ltiLt bdtiafy lisi SR.
......-

- - -- - - - - - - - - --_- - --_- - - --_-

te; 1 y baLLl Y tgdpacL ;Ly s OU'oBa Ul fltfm

llldiUllUfLUl-l- a I ctilly Wylleni buJt d LU Er
pe~~i fadi man d i haloy 9t: l~ t.

66murrtli

-- -- JU I L- ~-_
…lUIlDlUI…y

ildb t-cl~taI 85%
uor tilt ex Lrtrd
irft

----- _-_-_-_-_
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DC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.5

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5 The DC electrical power subsystem shall be OPERABLE to
support the DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s)
required by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems-Shutdown."

I

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required DC electrical A.1 Restore battery 2 hours
Power subsystem terminal voltage to
battery charger or greater than or equal
associated control to the minimum
equipment or cabling established float
inoperable. voltage.

OR

A.1.2 Cross connect with 2 hours
same train DC
subsystem.

AND

A.2.1 Verify battery float Once per 12
current < 2 amps. hours

OR

A.2.2 Verify pilot cell Once per 12
specific gravity Ž hours
1.200.

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition A
not met.

(conti nued)
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DC Sources -Shutdown
3.8.5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION I COMPLETION TIME

*C. One or more required
IULLLely UI c1ZUk.1laWU

LUILIul U quipmentL ur

Ldb itrg-LDC electrical
Power subsystem
(exclusive of the
battery charger)
inoperable for reasons
other than Condition
A.

*C.1 Declare affected
required feature(s)
inoperable.

OR

AC.2.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

AND

AC.2.2 Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

AC.2.3 Suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions
that could result in
loss of required SDM
or boron
concentration.

AND

AC.2.4 Initiate action to
restore required DC
electrical power
subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

I

I

,

(cuntinueft I
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DC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. 6iie jup ed baLLery B.1 Veify bdLLtery LeVi 1 llual
LIim yeI Ul dbU a i Lted par retTzel b lEte
LUIILtUl gu~mieiiUL ul Tabic 3.8.G-1 *
Ldbl Illy iIUpeI Obe U. edaCeguIy A 1 ind Ls.

8 licuu,-

C. Repuihed ALHUII a1nd C.1 BUH0t dbbULiodLd f mtiled iTt07
dbbU~Lcied eumipletuiar battLmy inupeicabler
Thmi uf euniti~ian B
,ia t...
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DC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.5.1 -------------------NOTE-------------------
The following SRs are not required to be
performed: SR 3.8.4.afr- and SR 3.8.4._er
Eld SR 3.8.4.8.

_-- _-_- - _-_- -_-_- - _-_- - _ - _- -_ -_ --_ - _
I

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE, the
following SRs are applicable:

In accordance
with applicable
SRs

SR 3.8.4.1 -- - - - -
JR -0-'.' -SR 3.8.4.3'

_ _ A
� 19 i U . V _ U i w ^ | . ; J Z w .. A

JRs a.0.s.c.
5 Rv J. oB. J .3- SR 3.8.4.26

Jc J.0.'t.u.
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Battery e0!-1Parameters
3.8.6

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.6 Battery eH-Parameters I

LCO 3.8.6 Battery uli arameters for the Train A and, Train B, IL I I
C, ndU Tfictn b batteries shall be within limits.ttm
CeatCegy A kndl B lmiil uf TbiAe 3.8.6-1-.

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC electrical power subsystems are required
to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

-------------------------------------SNOTEi---------------- -_- e y i a e fr eh
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery.
___ - -___ - - _- __- - __- - __ - __ - -_ - ____ - -__ - -_ -_____--_- - _-_- ___- _ _ _ _ _ _-

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. fte u, 111oe Lbatl ;es A.1 VUljry PHiUt Lt:1 thur
ith une u. iuui tit!LL.Ulytt evel dirid

bdttttl'y Le1t flucl vul LayE .Illee

PaCaullith:L1 iul WiLtiM Table 3.8.G-1 Ctueyury C
1 ,,,,i lf . vains>.

Table 3.8.G-1 CeaLeyuy C
Val aus.

A.3 ReLuiv bLLer-,y utll 3 tday3
pidi-ideLtel Lbu Ctv Leyuiy A
and B i im it uf
Table 3.8.G-1.

(conti nued) I
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Battery Cu-i±Parameters 1
3.8.6

ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or two batteries A.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1. 2 hours
on one train with one
or more battery cells AND
float voltage <2.07
V. A.2 Perform SR 3.8.6.1 2 hours

AND

A.3 Restore affected cell 24 hours
voltage 22.07 V.

B. One or two batteries B.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1 2 hours
on one train with
float current > 2 AND
amps or specific
gravity <1.195. B.2.1 Verify or restore 12 hours

battery float current
to • 2 amps.

OR

B.2.2 Verify or restore 12 hours
average s~ecific
gravity of all
connected cells to
21.195.

(continued)
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Battery eli Parameters |
3.8.6

ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One or two batteries ------------NOTES------------
on one train with one 1. Required Actions C.1
or more cells and C.2 are only
7electrolvte level applicable if
Tess than minimum electrolyte level was
established design below the top of
limits. plates

2. Required Action C.2
shall be completed if
electrolyte leve was
below the top of
plates.

8 hours
C.1 Restore electrolyte

level to above top of
plates.

AND
12 hours

C.2 Verifv no evidence of
leakage.

AND
31 days

C.3 Restore electrolyte
level to greater than
or equal to minimum
established design
l__imits. __

D. One or two batteries D.1 Restore battery pilot 12 hours
on one train with cell temperature to
p ilot cell greater than or equal
electrolyte to minimum established
temperature less design limits.
t an minimum
established design
lImits.

E. One or two batteries E.1 Restore battery 2 hours
in redundant trains parameters for
with battery ateries in one train

aarameters not to within limits.
within limits.

(continued)
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Battery eEtl-Parameters |
3.8.6

ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION ICOMPLETION TIME

Ft. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition AZ
B. C. D. or E not met.

OR

Ft. 1 Declare
battery

associated
inoperable.

Immediately

I

One or two more
batteries on one train
with one or more
battery cells float
voltage <2.07 V and
float current >2 amps.
w ti Clvelqy
0 F.L I al-u- up te l

tunpul ezzali e ofthE1
How!U1t~;V U1

11Cuser;

OR

One or two mhum
batteries on one train
with one or more
battery cells float
voltage <2.07 V and
specific gravity
< 1 .I 5. -vlormnetur- ,,ut
wiLhin eatgyury e
vdiaie.

I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.1- ---------- NOTE--------------------
Not required to be met when battery
terminal voltage is less than the minimum
established float voltage of SR 3.8.4.1.

(conti nued)
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Battery evii-Parameters |
3.8.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

Verify each battery float current is s2
amps or verify pilot cell specific gravity 1 31 days
is 21.201paaaiijeltea niet:l Tabli 3.8.6-1_
CaLteyuly A l ihliLl.

SR 3.8.6.2 V Iif 3 bCLLeIy LtO! pd MiclUtitIb iiiUt 9L days
Tcblle 3.8.C-1 Ceuluiyy B i

7 days afa 1<

enc ifthtiT
Y-days oru

' 110 V

SR 3.8.6.2 Verify each battery pilot cell voltage is 31 days
2!2.07 V.

SR 3.8.6.3 Verify each battery connected cell 31 days
electrolyte level is greater than or equal
to minimum established design limits.

SR 3.8.6.-34 Verify each battery pilot cellzvvrwgr 319t days
Oechuliuytt temperature is greater than or_
equal to minimum established design
limi s-of mpieslitatl~uive cvila ia - 66aF.

SR 3.8.6.5 Verify each battery connected cell voltage 92 days
is z2.07 V.

(continued
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Battery ell Parameters
3.8.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.6 Verify battery capacity is Ž80 of the 60 months
manufacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test or a modified AND
performance discharge test.

12 months when
battery shows
degradation or
has reached 85%
of the expected
life with
capacity <100%
of
manufacturer's
rating.

AND

24 months when.
battery has
reached 85% of
the expected
life with
capacity 2100%
of
manufacturer's
rating.
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Battery C-H- Parameters |
3.8.6

=12e t.O.U-i (pdyE 1 ul 1J
BclllttIy S IuVtdidlliUl Rh4 I U11t:11

CATEGORY A; CAEhY ;eTEGORYeC.-
LIMEITs FOR EACe Ctilf ORY B; ALL3WAhLE ALU EDESIGNATED PILOT LIMITS FOR F EAe

eftt CONNECTED CELL CONNECTED CELL

El tllIulylt� Uvt1 -l 11 hihiluill inui 1 Miiihinuillevel Abuve tup-uf
indi~tUll1111CII k, inldiaLdiUli l~lcl k, picites, dild nut:
anrd !- 4-imrft m~d±*~-4-tnrh ovefMowtin
cbou e 1i,1 1Jul , 11 c vc U I V C liua li
hvn \udiration iv4dita

LiFiL &7VI7 tbt -! --I.201 Not ilult : ie
tct O-.020 btiuw Lthe

*NE ivullayt: of C1 1
LUMMtleJ Lell F

AvL -.ei ul ri A

LUIJIIC LedLdLO1 IAveag ofai

(a) Il is cILLtlJLdtlC ful tilt MulSulyte lhvel lu letPuCuLI ily iIILu etZe ciuve
HlIF :PetLificd IlliAhllUIuII JuI illy iil CLIi a b piuvided it i Ilut
uvtUi- UoWilly .

1. % r . . . I I....... ... lz .. .... I I l .k JJ Lu I I C"tU I1J IV :ILLV UI YLt L-till c LLI IU acQIIu i:vel . Eetv-e]~Fvut--LI~i LIII
... �.. .. �....

IhUb I - UcIu I IIUP l V I , ' l--II- I l 3 .IIUI !II IIa- I Z

Cu13a Yu .
L olIlya nllull Uil I I VUE L

I . . . .. . . ..
(LI VU CLIIIL ylCiVILy 1llCdbUl-lllCIL I.IIy LIJ UJ a LI LULCU Vl Ill LIIt 7LCasiliIICU

bCULttIj Lil j i wiv yI UCl ulI LU I LI Ult fui dt1e1lilingy ilte aLcILt u[ Lildl Yee Uf
1.. 1.f J1 T_1 . .I

LII uCzI Jyllauu PI IV.UL fC II.
-* I * - - . .

IlISI IZ Q%1 .r.PLQ&OJI Uli J UUI l lsj Q a IIa AIISIUII VI

7 1c/ I U I I UWII i i L c I TU3E U Idl Z.
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Inverters -Operati ng
3.8.7

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.7 Inverters-Operating

LCO 3.8.7

APPLICABILITY:

The required Channel A. B. C and D AC T~di,, A, TI-aill B.
Tfil e, dmid Tiaiin D inverters shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

------------NOTE------------
Enter applicable Conditions
and Required Actions of
LCO 3.8.9 with one AC vital
bus de-energized.

A. One required inverter A.1 Power AC vital bus from 2 hours
inoperable. its Class 1E constant

voltage source
transformer.

AND

A.2 Restore inverter to 24 hours
OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SAN ONOFRE--UNIT 3 3.8-34 Amendment No. ti- I



Inverters-Operati ng
3. 8 .7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.7.1 Verify correct inverter voltage and 7 days
alignment to required AC vital buses.

i
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Distribution Systems -Operating
3.8.9

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.9 Distribution Systems -Operating

LCO 3.8.9

APPLICABILITY:

Train A and Train B AC*- subsystems A. B. C. and D DC and
Channels A. B. C. and D AC vital bus Trailsl A, B, C, Cad D
DC, and Train& A, B, C, and D AC Vitdl bur electrical power
distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One AC electrical A.1 Restore AC electrical 8 hours
power distribution power distribution
subsystem inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE AND

status.
16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

B. One or more AC vital B.1 Restore AC vital bus 2 hours
bus inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE

status. AND

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

C. One or more DC C.l Restore DC electrical 2 hours
electrical power power distribution
distribution subsystem subsystem to OPERABLE AND
inoperable. status.

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet

LCO

(conti nued)
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Distribution Systems-Operating
3.8.9

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND
B, or C not met.

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days
voltage to required AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution
subsystems.
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.15 Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (Continued)

The provisions of Surveillance Requirement 3.0.2 do not apply to the
test frequencies specified in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing
Program. However, test frequencies specified in this Program may be
extended consistent with the guidance provided in NEl 94-01,
"Industry Guideline For Implementing Performance-Based Option Of
10CFR 50, Appendix J," as endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.163.
Specifically, NEI 94-01 has these provisions for test frequenci es
extension:

1. Consistent with standard scheduling practices for Techni cal
Specifications Required Surveillances, intervals for
recommended Type A testing may be extended by up to 15 months.
This option should be used only in cases where refueling
schedules have been changed to accommodate other factors .

2. Consistent with standard scheduling practices for Techni cal
Specifications Required Surveillances, intervals for the
recommended surveillance frequency for Type B and Type C
testing may be extended by up to 25 percent of the test
interval, not to exceed 15 months.

The provisions of Surveillance Requirement 3.0.3 are applicabl e to
the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

5.5.2.16 Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program

This Program provides for restoration and maintenance, based on the
recommendations of IEEE Standard 450-2002, "IEEE Recommended Practice
for Maintenance. Testing, and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid
Batteries For Stationary Applications," of the following:

a. Actions to restore battery cells with float voltage < 2.13 V. and

b. Actions to equalize and test battery cells that had been
discovered with electrolyte level below the minimum established
design limit.
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

F. Required Action and F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND
B, C, D, or E not met.

F.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

G. Three or more required G.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
AC sources inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.1 ------------------- NOTES-------------------
1. Bus 3A04 is required when unit

crosstie breaker 3A0416 is used to
provide a source of AC power.

2. Bus 3A06 is required when unit
crosstie breaker 3A0603 is used to
provide a source of AC power.

Verify correct breaker alignment and power 7 days
availability for each required offsite
circuit.

(conti nu-ed)

I

I
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DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources-Operating

LCO 3.8.4

APPLICABILITY:

The Train A and Train B DC electrical power subsystems shall
be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required DC A.1 Restore battery 2 hours
electrical power terminal voltage to
subsystem battery greater than or equal
charger or to the minimum
associated control established float
equipment or cabling voltage.
inoperable.

AND

A.2.1Verify battery float Once per 12
current < 2 amps. hours

OR

A.2.2Verify pilot cell Once per 12
specific gravity 2 hours
1.200.

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated battery inoperable.
Completion Time of
Condition A not met.

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One DC electrical C.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours
power subsystem power subsystem to
inoperable for OPERABLE status.
reasons other than 2 hours
Condition A. OR

C.2 Cross connect with same
train DC subsystem.

**D. DC Subsystem Buses D.1 Restore DC Subsystem 30 days
cross connected. Buses to non-cross-

connected configuration.

E. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Associated
Completion Time of AND
Condition C or D not A
met.

E.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

I

I

I

** Note: Requires
or equal

an OPERABLE battery with a rated capacity of greater than |
to 1800 amp-hours. I
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DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage is greater 31 days
than or equal to the minimum established
float voltage.

SR 3.8.4.2 Verify each battery charger supplies 24 months
2 rated amps at 2 the minimum established
float voltage for 2 8 hours.

SR 3.8.4.3 -------------- NOTES-------------------
1. The modified performance discharge

test in SR 3.8.6.6 may be performed in
lieu of SR 3.8.4.3.

2. The battery performance discharge test
in SR 3.8.6.6 may be performed in lieu
of SR 3.8.4.3 once per 48 months.

Verify battery capacity is adequate to 30 months
supply, and maintain in OPERABLE status,
the required emergency loads for the design
duty cycle when subjected to a battery
service test.

I
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DC Sources-Shutdown
3. 8.5

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 DC Sources -Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5 The DC electrical power subsystem shall be OPERABLE to
support the DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s)
required by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems -Shutdown."

I

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required DC electrical A.1.1 Restore battery 2 hours
power subsystem terminal voltage to
battery charger or. greater than or equal
associated control to the minimum
equipment or cabling established float
inoperable. voltage.

OR

A.1.2 Cross connect with 2 hours
same train DC
subsystem

AND

A.2.1 Verify battery float Once per 12
current < 2 amps. hours

OR

A.2.2 Verify pilot cell Once per 12
specific gravity > hours
1.200.

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition A
not met.

(continued)
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DC Sources -Shutdown
3.8.5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One or more required
DC electrical power
subsystem inoperable
for reasons other than
Condition A.

C.1 Declare affected
required feature(s)
inoperable.

OR

C.2.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

AND

C.2.2 Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

C.2.3 Suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions
that could result in
loss of required SDM
or boron
concentration.

AND

C.2.4 Initiate action to
restore required DC
electrical power
subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

.1
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DC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.5

ACTIONS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.5.1 ------------- NOTE-------------------
The following SRs are not required to be
performed: SR 3.8.4.2 and SR 3.8.4.3.

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE, the In accordance
following SRs are applicable: with applicable

SRs
SR 3.8.4.1 SR 3.8.4.2 SR 3.8.4.3

I

I
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Battery Parameters
3.8.6

I

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.6 Battery Parameters I

LCO 3.8.6

APPLICABILITY:

Battery parameters for the Train A and Train B batteries
shall be within limits.

When associated DC electrical power subsystems are required
to be OPERABLE.

I

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or two batteries A.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1. 2 hours
on one train with one
or more battery cells AND
float voltage <2.07
V. A.2 Perform SR 3.8.6.1. 2 hours

AND

A.3 Restore affected cell 24 hours
voltage 2 2.07 V.

B. One or two batteries B.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1 2 hours
on one train with
float current > 2 AND
amps or specific B
gravity < 1.195. B.2.1 Verify or restore 12 hours

battery float current
to < 2 amps.

OR

B.2.2 Verify or restore 12 hours
average specific
gravity of all
connected cells to >
1.195.

(continued)
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Battery Paramet ers
3 -8.6

I

ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One or two batteries -------- NOTES------------
on one train with one 1. Required Actions C.1
or more cells and C.2 are only
electrolyte level applicable if
less than minimum electrolyte level was
established design below the top of plates
limits.

2. Required Action C.2
shall be completed if
electrolyte level was
below the top of
plates.

C.1 Restore electrolyte 8 hours
level to above top of
plates.

AND

C.2 Verify no evidence of 12 hours
leakage.

AND

C.3 Restore electrolyte 31 days
level to greater than
or equal to minimum
established design
limits. _

D. One or two batteries D.1 Restore battery pilot 12 hours
on one train with cell temperature to
pilot cell electrolyte greater than or equal
temperature less than to minimum established
minimum established design limits.
design limits.

E. One or two batteries E.1 Restore battery 2 hours
in redundant trains parameters for
with battery batteries in one train
parameters not within to within limits.
limits.

(conti nued)
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Battery Parameters |
3. 8.6

ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

F. Required Action and F.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition A,
B, C, D, or E not met.

OR

One or two batteries
on one train with one
or more battery cells
float voltage < 2.07 V
and float current > 2
amps.

OR

One or two batteries
on one train with.one
or more battery cells
float voltage < 2.07 V
and specific gravity
<1.175.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.1 ------------NOTE-------------------
Not required to be met when battery
terminal voltage is less than the
minimum established float voltage of
SR 3.8.4.1.

Verify each battery float current is < 2 31 days
amps or verify pilot cell specific gravity
is > 1.200.

I

(continued) I
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Battery Parameters
3.8.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.2 Verify each battery pilot cell voltage is 31 days
2 2.07 V.

SR 3.8.6.3 Verify each battery connected cell 31 days
electrolyte level is greater than or equal
to minimum established design limits.

SR 3.8.6.4 Verify each battery pilot cell temperature 31 days
is greater than or equal to minimum
established design limits.

SR 3.8.6.5 Verify each battery.connected cell voltage 92 days
is 2 2.07 V.

SR 3.8.6.6 Verify battery capacity is 2 80% of the 60 months
manufacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test or a modified AND
performance discharge test.

12 months when
battery shows
degradation or has
reached 85% of the
expected life with
capacity < 100% of
manufacturer's
rating

AND

24 months when
battery has
reached 85% of the
expected life with
capacity 2 100% of
manufacturer's
rating
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Inverters -Operating
3.8.7

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.7 Inverters -Operating

LCO 3.8.7

APPLICABILITY:

The required Channel A, B. C and D AC inverters shall be
OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

------------NOTE------------
Enter applicable Conditions
and Required Actions of
LCO 3.8.9 with one AC vital
bus de-energized.

A. One required inverter A.1 Power AC vital bus from 2 hours
inoperable. its Class lE constant

voltage source
transformer.

AND

A.2 Restore inverter to 24 hours
OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours
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Inverters - Operat i ng
3. 8.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.7.1 Verify correct inverter voltage and 7 days
alignment to required AC vital buses.
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Inverters -Operating
3.8.7

This page intentionally deleted. I
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Distribution Systems-Operating
3.8.9

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.9 Distribution Systems -Operating

LCO 3.8.9

APPLICABILITY:

Train A and Train B AC, subsystems A, B, C, and D DC and
Channels A, B, C, and D AC vital bus electrical power
distribution systems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One AC electrical A.1 Restore AC electrical 8 hours
power distribution power distribution
subsystem inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE AND

status.
16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

B. One or more AC vital B.1 Restore AC vital bus 2 hours
bus inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE

status. AND

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

C. One or more DC C.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours
electrical power power distribution
distribution subsystem subsystem to OPERABLE AND
inoperable. status.

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

(continued)
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Distribution Systems -Operating
3.8.9

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND
B, or C not met.

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days
voltage to required AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution
subsystems.
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Distribution Systems-Operating
3.8.9

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND
B, or C not met.

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days
voltage to required AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution
subsystems.
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.15 Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (Continued)

The provisions of Surveillance Requirement 3.0.2 do not apply to the
test frequencies specified in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing
Program. However, test frequencies specified in this Program may be
extended consistent with the guidance provided in NEI 94-01, "Industry
Guideline For Implementing Performance-Based Option Of 1OCFR 50,
Appendix J," as endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.163. Specifically, NEI
94-01 has these provisions for test frequencies extension:

1. Consistent with standard scheduling practices for Technical
Specifications Required Surveillances, intervals for recommended
Type A testing may be extended by up to 15 months. This option
should be used only in cases where refueling schedules have been
changed to accommodate other factors.

2. Consistent with standard scheduling practices for Technical
Specifications Required Surveillances, intervals for the
recommended surveillance frequency for Type B and Type C testing
may be extended by up to 25 percent of the test interval, not to
exceed 15 months.

The provisions of Surveillance Requirement 3.0.3 are applicable to the
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

5.5.2.16 Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program

This Program provides for restoration and maintenance, based on the
recommendations of IEEE Standard 450-2002, "IEEE Recommended Practice
for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid
Batteries For Stationary Applications," of the following:

a. Actions to restore battery cells with float voltage < 2.13 V, and

b. Actions to equalize and test battery cells that had been
discovered with electrolyte level below the minimum established
design limit.
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AC Sources -Operating
3.8.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

F. Required Action and F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND
B, C, D, or E not met.

F.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

G. Three or more required G.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
AC sources inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.1 -------------------NOTES-------------------
1. Bus 2A04 is required when unit

crosstie breaker 2A0417 is used to
provide a source of AC power.

2. Bus 2A06 is required when unit
crosstie breaker 2A0619 is used to
provide a source of AC power.

Verify correct breaker alignment and power 7 days
availability for each required offsite
circuit.

(conti nued)

I

I
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DC Sources -Operat ing
3. 8.4

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources -Operating

LCO 3.8.4

APPLICABILITY:

The Train A and Train B DC electrical power subsystems sh all
be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

I

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required DC A.1 Restore battery 2 hours
electrical power terminal voltage to
subsystem battery greater than or equal
charger or to the minimum
associated control established float
equipment or cabling voltage.
inoperable.

AND

A.2.lVerify battery float Once per 12
current < 2 amps. hours

OR

A.2.2Verify pilot cell Once per 12
specific gravity 2 hours
1.200.

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated battery inoperable.
Completion Time of
Condition A not met.

(continued)
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DC Sources -Operating
3.8.4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

2 hours

C. One DC electrical C.1 Restore DC electricalpowersubsstempower subsystem topower subsystem OPERABLE status.
inoperable for
reasons other than
Condition A. OR 2 hours

C.2 Cross connect with same
train DC subsystem.

**D. DC Subsystem Buses D.1 Restore DC Subsystem 30 days
cross connected. Buses to non-cross-

connected configuration.

E. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
Associated
Completion Time of AND
Condition C or D not
met. E.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

** Note: Requires an OPERABLE battery with a rated capacity
or equal to 1800 amp-hours.

of greater than
I
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DC Sources-Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage is greater 31 days
than or equal to the minimum established
float voltage.

SR 3.8.4.2 Verify each battery charger supplies 24 months
2 rated amps at 2 the minimum established
float voltage for 2 8 hours.

SR 3.8.4.3 -----------------NOTES--------------------
1. The modified performance discharge

test in SR 3.8.6.6 may be performed in
lieu of SR 3.8.4.3.

2. The battery performance discharge test
in SR 3.8.6.6 may be performed in lieu
of SR 3.8.4.3 once per 48 months.

Verify battery capacity is adequate to 30 months
supply, and maintain in OPERABLE status,
the required emergency loads for the design
duty cycle when subjected to a battery
service test.

I

I
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DC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.5

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5 The DC electrical power subsystem shall be OPERABLE to I
support the DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s)
required by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems -Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required DC electrical A.1.1 Restore battery 2 hours
power subsystem terminal voltage to
battery charger or greater than or equal
associated control to the minimum
equipment or cabling established float
inoperable. voltage.

OR

A.1.2 Cross connect with 2 hours
same train DC
subsystem.

AND

A.2.1 Verify battery float Once per 12
current < 2 amps. hours

OR

A.2.2 Verify pilot cell Once per 12
specific gravity > hours
1.200.

B. Required Action and B.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition A
not met.

(continued)
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DC Sources -Shutdown
3.8.5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One or more required
DC electrical power
subsystem inoperable
for reasons other than
Condition A.

C.1 Declare affected required
feature(s) inoperable.

OR

C.2.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

AND

C.2.2 Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies.

AND

C.2.3 Suspend operations
involving positive
reactivity additions
that could result in
loss of required SDM
or boron
concentration.

AND

C.2.4 Initiate action to
restore required DC
electrical power
subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

I
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DC Sources-Shutdown
3.8.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.5.1 ------------------- NOTE-------------------
The following SRs are not required to be
performed: SR 3.8.4.2, and SR 3.8.4.3.

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE, the In accordance
following SRs are applicable: with applicable

SRs
SR 3.8.4.1 SR 3.8.4.2 SR 3.8.4.3

I

I
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Battery Parameters |
3.8.6

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.6 Battery Parameters I

LCO 3.8.6

APPLICABILITY:

Battery parameters for the Train A and Train B batteries
shall be within limits.

When associated DC electrical power subsystems are required
to be OPERABLE.

I

ACTIONS

------------------------------------- NOTE-------------__-_-_- ___- ___
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or two batteries A.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1. 2 hours
on one train with one
or more battery cells AND
float voltage <2.07 V. A.2 Perform SR 3.8.6.1 2 hours

AND

A.3 Restore affected cell 24 hours
voltage 22.07 V.

B. One or two batteries B.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1 2 hours
on one train with
float current > 2 AND
amps or specific
gravity <1.195. B.2.1 Verify or restore 12 hours

battery float current
to < 2 amps.

OR

B.2.2 Verify or restore 12 hours
average specific
gravity of all
connected cells to
21.195.

(continued)
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Battery Parameters |
3.8.6

ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One or two batteries ------------NOTES------------
on one train with one 1. Required Actions C.1
or more cells and C.2 are only
electrolyte level applicable if
less than minimum electrolyte level was
established design below the top of
limits. plates

2. Required Action C.2
shall be completed if
electrolyte level was
below the top of
plates.

C.1 Restore electrolyte 8 hours
level to above top of
plates.

AND

C.2 Verify no evidence of 12 hours
leakage.

AND

C.3 Restore electrolyte 31 days
level to greater than
or equal to minimum
established design
limits.

D. One or two batteries D.1 Restore battery pilot 12 hours
on one train with cell temperature to
pilot cell electrolyte greater than or equal
temperature less than to minimum established
minimum established design limits.
design limits.

E. One or two batteries E.1 Restore battery 2 hours
in redundant trains parameters for
with battery batteries in one train
parameters not within to within limits.
limits.

(continued)
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Battery Parameters
3.8.6

I

ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

F. Required Action and F.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition A,
B, D, or E not met.

OR

One or two batteries
on one train with one
or more battery cells
float voltage <2.07 V
and float current >2
amps.

OR

One or two batteries
on one train with one
or more battery cells
float voltage <2.07 V
and specific gravity
<1.175.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.1 -------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be met when battery
terminal voltage is less than the minimum
established float voltage of SR 3.8.4.1.

Verify each battery float current is <2 31 days
amps or verify pilot cell specific gravity
is >1.200.

I

(continued) I
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Battery Parameters |
3.8.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.2 Verify each battery pilot cell voltage is 31 days
22.07 V.

SR 3.8.6.3 Verify each battery connected cell 31 days
electrolyte level is greater than or equal
to minimum established design limits.

SR 3.8.6.4 Verify each battery pilot cell temperature 31 days
is greater than or equal to minimum
established design limits.

SR 3.8.6.5 Verify each battery connected cell voltage 92 days
is Ž2.07 V.

SR 3.8.6.6 Verify battery capacity is 280 of the 60 months
manufacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test or a modified AND
performance discharge test.

12 months when
battery shows
degradation or has
reached 85% of the
expected life with
capacity <100% of
manufacturer's
rating.

AND

24 months when
battery has
reached 85% of the
expected life with
capacity 2100% of
manufacturer's
rating.
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Inverters -Operating
3.8.7

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.7 Inverters -Operating

LCO 3.8.7 The required Channel A, B, C and D AC inverters shall be
OPERABLE.

I

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

--------- NOTE------------
Enter applicable Conditions
and Required Actions of
LCO 3.8.9 with one AC vital
bus de-energized.

A. One required inverter A.1 Power AC vital bus from 2 hours
A. iOneo rert. its Class 1E constant
inoperable. voltage source

transformer.

AND

A.2 Restore inverter to 24 hours
OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours
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Inverters -Operat i ng
3. 8.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.7.1 Verify correct inverter voltage and 7 days
alignment to required AC vital buses.
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Inverters -Operating
3.8.7

This page intentionally deleted. I
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Distribution Systems -Operating
3.8.9

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.9 Distribution Systems -Operating

LCO 3.8.9

APPLICABILITY:

Train A and Train B AC, subsystems A, B, C, and D DC and
Channels A, B, C, and D AC vital bus electrical power
distribution systems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One AC electrical A.1 Restore AC electrical 8 hours
power distribution power distribution
subsystem inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE AND

status.
16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

B. One or more AC vital B.1 Restore AC vital bus 2 hours
bus inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE

status. AND

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

C. One or more DC C.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours
electrical power power distribution
distribution subsystem subsystem to OPERABLE AND
inoperable. status.

16 hours from
discovery of
failure to meet
LCO

(continued)
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3.8.9

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A, AND
B. or C not met.

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days
voltage to required AC, DC, and AC vital
bus electrical power distribution
subsystems.
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Procedures, Programs, and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals (continued)

5.5.2.15 Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (Continued)

The provisions of Surveillance Requirement 3.0.2 do not apply to the
test frequencies specified in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing
Program. However, test frequencies specified in this Program may be
extended consistent with the guidance provided in NEI 94-01,
"Industry Guideline For Implementing Performance-Based Option Of
IOCFR 50, Appendix J," as endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.163.
Specifically, NEI 94-01 has these provisions for test frequenci es
extension:

1. Consistent with standard scheduling practices for Techni cal
Specifications Required Surveillances, intervals for
recommended Type A testing may be extended by up to 15 months.
This option should be used only in cases where refueling
schedules have been changed to accommodate other factors.

2. Consistent with standard scheduling practices for Techni cal
Specifications Required Surveillances, intervals for the
recommended surveillance frequency for Type B and Type C
testing may be extended by up to 25 percent of the test
interval, not to exceed 15 months.

The provisions of Surveillance Requirement 3.0.3 are applicabl e to
the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

5.5.2.16 Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program

This Program provides for restoration and maintenance, based on the
recommendations of IEEE Standard 450-2002, "IEEE Recommended Practice
for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid
Batteries For Stationary Applications," of the following:

a. Actions to restore battery cells with float voltage < 2.13 V, and

b. Actions to equalize and test battery-cells that had been
discovered with electrolyte level below the minimum established
design limit.
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.1 AC Sources - Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The Class 1 E Electrical Power Distribution System AC sources
consist of the offsite power sources (normal preferred and alternate
preferred power sources), and the standby (onsite) power sources
(Train A and Train B Diesel Generators (DGs)). As required by
10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17 (Ref. 1), the design of the AC
electrical power system provides independence and redundancy to
ensure an available source of power to the Engineered Safety
Feature (ESF) systems.

The onsite Class 1 E AC Distribution System is divided into
redundant load groups (trains) so that the loss of any one group
does not prevent the minimum safety functions from being
performed. Each train has connections to two preferred (offsite)
power sources and a single DG.

In Modes 1 through 4, the normal preferred power source (Offsite
circuit #1) for each unit is Reserve Auxiliary Transformers XR1 and
XR2 for the specific unit. XR1 feeds one 4.16 kV ESF bus (Train A)
A04 and XR2 feeds the other 4.16 kV ESF bus (Train B) A06 of the
onsite Class 1 E AC distribution system for each unit. The alternate
preferred power source (Offsite circuit #2) is the other unit's Reserve
Auxiliary Transformers XR1 and XR2, or the other unit's Unit
Auxiliary Transformer XU1 through the train oriented 4.16 kV ESF
bus cross-ties between the two units. The 4.16 kV ESF bus
alignment in the other unit determines which transformer(s) serves
as the alternate preferred power source. If the 4.16 kV ESF bus in
the other unit is aligned to the Reserve Auxiliary Transformer (XR1
or XR2), then that transformer is the required alternate preferred
power source. If the 4.16 kV ESF bus in the other unit is aligned to
the Unit Auxiliary Transformer (XU1), then that transformer is the
required alternate preferred power source.

In Modes 5 and 6, when the main generator is not operating, each
Class 1 E Switchgear can be connected to a third preferred power
source via the Unit Auxiliary Transformers by manually removing the
links in the isolated phase bus between the Main Generator and the
Main transformer of the non-operating (Modes 5 and 6) unit and
closing the 4.16 kV circuit breaker to the Unit Auxiliary transformer of
the same unit. In this alignment, the Unit Auxiliary Transformer
(XU1) serves as the required normal preferred power source of the
unit and the alternate preferred power source for the ESF bus(es) in
the other unit.

(continued)
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B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND An offsite circuit includes all breakers, transformers, switches,
(continued) interrupting devices, cabling, and controls required to transmit power

from the offsite transmission network to the onsite Class IE ESF bus
or buses.

During a Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIAS), certain required
ESF loads are connected to the ESF buses in a predetermined
sequence. Within 77 seconds after the SIAS, all automatic and
permanently connected loads needed to recover the unit or maintain
it in a safe condition are placed in service.

The standby (onsite) power source for each 4.16 kV ESF bus is a
dedicated DG. DGs G002 and G003 are dedicated to ESF
buses A04 and A06, respectively. A DG starts automatically on a
SIAS (i.e., low pressurizer pressure or high containment pressure
signals) or on an ESF bus degraded voltage or undervoltage signal.
After the DG has started, it will automatically connect to its
respective bus after the oifsite power supply breaker is tripped as a
consequence of ESF bus undervoltage or degraded voltage,
independent of or coincident with a SIAS signal. The DGs will also
start and operate in the standby mode without tying to the ESF bus.
on a SIAS alone. Following the trip of offsite power, an undervoltag e
signal strips selected loads from the ESF bus. When the DG is tied
to the ESF bus, the permanently connected loads are energized. If
one or more ESF actuation signals are present, ESF loads are then
sequentially connected to their respective ESF bus by the
programmed time interval load sequence. The sequencing logic
controls the permissive and starting signals to motor breakers to
prevent overloading the DG by automatic load application.

In the event of a loss of preferred power in conjunction with one or
more ESF actuation signals, the ESF electrical loads are
automatically connected to the DGs in sufficient time to provide for
safe reactor shutdown and to mitigate the consequences of a Design
Basis Accident (DBA) such as a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

Ratings for Train A and Train B DGs satisfy the requirements of
Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3). The continuous service rating of each
DG is 4700 kW with 10% overload permissible for up to 2 hours in
any 24 hour period. However, for standby class of service like the
San Onofre DGs the manufacturer allows specific overload values up
to 116.1% of continuous duty rating based on the total hours the DG
is operated per year. The ESF loads that are powered from the
4.16 kV ESF buses are listed in Reference 2.

(continued)
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B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of DBA and transient analyses in the
UFSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 4) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 5), assume
ESF systems are OPERABLE. The AC electrical power
sources are designed to provide sufficient capacity, capability,
redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of
necessary power to ESF systems so that the fuel, Reactor
Coolant System (RCS), and containment design limits are. not
exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail in the
Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits; Section 3.4,
Reactor Coolant System (RCS); and Section 3.6,
Containment Systems.

The OPERABILITY of the AC electrical power sources is
consistent with the initial assumptions of the accident
analyses and is based upon meeting the design basis of the
unit. This results in maintaining at least one train of the onsite
or offsite AC sources OPERABLE during accident conditions
in the event of:

An assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite AC
power; and

b. A worst case single failure.

The AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of NRC Policy Statement.

LCO Two qualified circuits between the offsite transmission network and
the onsite Class 1 E Electrical Power Distribution System and
separate and independent DGs for each train ensure availability of
the required power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition after an Anticipated Operational Occurrence
(AOO) or a postulated DBA.

Qualified offsite circuits are those that are described in the UFSAR
and are part of the licensing basis for the unit. Required offsite
circuits are those circuits that are credited and required to be
Operable per LCO 3.8.1.

Each required offsite circuit must be capable of maintaining
frequency and voltage within specified limits, and accepting required
loads during an accident, while connected to the ESF buses.

In Modes 1 through 4, the normal preferred power source (Offsite
circuit #1) for each unit is Reserve Auxiliary Transformers XR1 and
XR2 for the specific unit. XR1 feeds one 4.16 kV ESF bus (Train A)
A04 and XR2 feeds the other 4.16 kV ESF bus (Train B) A06 of the
onsite Class 1 E AC distribution system for each unit.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LCO The alternate preferred power source (Offsite circuit #2) is the other
(continued) unit's Reserve Auxiliary Transformers XR1 and XR2, or the other

unit's Unit Auxiliary Transformer XU1 through the train oriented 4.1 6
kV ESF bus cross-ties between the two units. The 4.16 kV ESF bus
alignment in the other unit determines which transformer(s) serves
as the alternate preferred power source. If the 4.16 kV ESF bus in
the other unit is aligned to the Reserve Auxiliary Transformer (XR1
or XR2), then that transformer is the required alternate preferred
power source. If the 4.16 kV ESF bus in the other unit is aligned to
the Unit Auxiliary Transformer (XU1), then that transformer is the
required alternate preferred power source.

In Modes 5 and 6, when the main generator is not operating, each
Class 1 E Switchgear can be connected to a third preferred power
source via the Unit Auxiliary Transformers by manually removing the
links in the isolated phase bus between the Main Generator and the
Main transformer of the non-operating (Modes 5 and 6) unit and
closing the 4.16 kV circuit breaker to the Unit Auxiliary transformer of
the same unit. In this alignment, the Unit Auxiliary Transformer
(XU1) serves as the required normal preferred power source of the.,
unit and the alternate preferred power source for the ESF bus(es) -in
the other unit.

Each DG must be capable of starting, accelerating to within specified
frequency and voltage limits, connecting to its respective ESF bus on
detection of bus undervoltage, and resetting the 4.16 kV bus
undervoltage relay logic, in less than or equal to 10 seconds. Each
DG must also be capable of accepting required loads within the
assumed loading sequence intervals, and continue to operate until
offsite power can be restored to the ESF buses.

These capabilities are required to be met from a variety of initial
conditions such as: DG in standby with the engine hot, DG in
standby with the engine at ambient conditions, and DG operating in a
parallel test mode. A DG is considered already operating if the DG
voltage is Ž 4297 and <4576 volts and the frequency is 2 59.7 and
< 61.2 Hz.

Proper sequencing of loads, including tripping of nonessential loads
on a SIAS, is a required function for DG OPERABILITY.

The ACs in one train must be separate and independent (to the
extent possible) of the AC sources in the other train. For the DGs,
separation and independence are complete.

For the offsite AC sources, separation and independence are
to the extent practical. A circuit may be connected to more than one
ESF bus, with transfer capability to the other circuit, and not violate
separation criteria.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The AC sources and associated automatic load sequence timers are
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure
boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of AQOs or
abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained in the
event of a postulated DBA.

The AC power requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are covered in
LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources - Shutdown."

ACTIONS A.1

To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with the one off site
circuit inoperable, it is necessary to verify the OPERABILITY of the
remaining required offsite circuit on a more frequent basis. Since the
Required Action only specifies "perform," a failure of SR 3.8.1.1
acceptance criteria does not result in a Required Action not met.
However, if a second required circuit fails SR 3.8.1.1, the second
offsite circuit is inoperable, and Condition C, for two offsite circuits
inoperable, is entered.

A.2

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may continue
in Condition A for a period that should not exceed 72 hours. With
one offsite circuit inoperable, the reliability of the offsite system is
degraded, and the potential for a loss of offsite power is increased,
with attendant potential for a challenge to the unit safety systems. In
this Condition, however, the remaining OPERABLE offsite circuit and
DGs are adequate to supply electrical power to the onsite Class 1 E
Distribution System.

The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity and
capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for
repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.2 (continued)

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.2 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
AC power sources to be inoperable during any single contiguous
occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If Condition A is entered
while, for instance, a DG is inoperable, and that DG is subsequently
returned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for
up to 14 days. This could lead to a total of 17 days, since initial
failure to meet the LCO, to restore the offsite circuit. At this time, a
DG could again become inoperable, the circuit restored OPERABLE,
and an additional 14 days (for a total of 31 days) allowed prior to
complete restoration of the LCO. The 17 day Completion Time
provides a limit on the time allowed in a specified condition after
discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This limit is considered
reasonable for situations in which Conditions A and B are entered
concurrently. The "AND" connector between the 72 hour and 17 day
Completion Time means that both Completion Times apply
simultaneously, and the more restrictive Completion Time must be
met.

As in Required Action A.2, the Completion Time allows for an
exception to the normal "time zero" for beginning the allowed outage
time "clock." This will result in establishing the "time zero" at the time
that the LCO was initially not met, instead of at the time Condition A
was entered.

As required by Section 5.5.2.14, a Configuration Risk Management
Program is implemented in the event of Condition A.

B.1

To ensure a highly reliable power source remains when one of the
required DGs is inoperable, it is necessary to verify the availability of
the offsite circuits on a more frequent basis. Since the Required
Action only specifies 'perform," a failure of SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance
criteria does not result in a Required Action being not met. However,
if a circuit fails to pass SR 3.8.1.1, it is inoperable. Upon offsite
circuit inoperability, additional Conditions and Required Actions must
then be entered.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTION B.2 (continued)

Required Action B.2 is intended to provide assurance that a loss of
offsite power, during the period that a DG is inoperable, does not
result in a complete loss of safety function of critical systems. These
features are designed with redundant safety related trains. This
includes motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps. Single train
systems, such as turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pumps, are not
included. Redundant required feature failures consist of inoperable
features associated with a train, redundant to the train that has an
inoperable DG.

Reference 18 contains information implying that for a component or
system to be considered a "required feature, it must meet ALL the
following criteria:

* perform a safety function;

* require electrical power from a class 1 E power source to
perform its safety function (see Note 1);

* be credited to perform the safety function in loss of offsite
power events;

* be redundant to a system or component in the opposite train
that performs the same safety function;

* fail in a position on loss of electrical power that does not fulfill
the safety function.

Note 1: Systems or components that are powered from a Class 1 E
battery or inverter are required features" ONLY if credited
to perform their safety function at a time in the event that is
longer than the UFSAR assumed life of the associated
class 1 E battery, AND all other above criteria are met (for
example, redundant post accident monitoring
instrumentation and atmospheric dump valves).

The Completion Time for Required Action B.2 is intended to allow
the operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered
inoperabilities. This Completion Time also allows for an exception to
the normal "time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock."
In this Required Action, the Completion Time only begins on

discovery that both:

a. An inoperable DG exists; and

b. A required feature on the other train is inoperable.

(continued)
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ACTIONS B.2 (continued)

If at any time during the existence of this Condition (one DG
inoperable) a required feature subsequently becomes inoperable,
this Completion Time begins to be tracked.

Discovering one required DG inoperable coincident with one or more
inoperable required support or supported features, or both, that are
associated with the OPERABLE DG, results in starting the
Completion Time for the Required Action. Four hours from the
discovery of these events existing concurrently is acceptable
because it minimizes risk while alowing time for restoration before
subjecting the unit to transients associated with shutdown.

In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE DG and offsite circuits
are adequate to supply electrical power to the onsite Class 1 E
Distribution System. Thus, on a component basis, single failure
protection for the required feature's function may have been lost;
however, function has not been lost. The 4 hour Completion Time
takes into account the OPERABILITY of the redundant counterpart. to
the inoperable required feature. Additionally, the 4 hour Completion
Time takes into account the capacity and capability of the remaining
AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and the low probability of
a DBA occurring during this period.

B.3.1 and B.3.2

Required Action B.3.1 provides an allowance to avoid unnecessary
testing of OPERABLE DGs. If it can be determined that the cause of
the inoperable DG does not exist on the OPERABLE DG, SR 3.8.1.2
does not have to be performed. If the cause of inoperability exists on
other DG, the other DG would be declared inoperable upon
discovery and Condition E of LCO 3.8.1 would be entered. Once the
failure is repaired, the common cause failure no longer exists and
Required Action B.3.1 is satisfied. If the cause of the initial
inoperable DG cannot be confirmed not to exist on the remaining
DG, performance of SR 3.8.1.2 suffices to provide assurance of
continued OPERABILITY of that DG.

According to Generic Letter 84-15 (Ref. 7), 24 hours is reasonable to
confirm that the OPERABLE DG is not affected by the same problem
as the inoperable DG.

(co ntl n u ed)
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ACTION B.4
(continued)

An augmented analysis using the methodology set forth in Reference
16 provides a series of deterministic and probabilistic justifications
and supports continued operations in Condition B for a period that
should not exceed 14 days.

In Condition B, the remaining OPERABLE DG and offsite circuits are
adequate to supply electrical power to the onsite Class 1 E
Distribution System. The 14 day Completion Time takes into
account the capacity and capability of the remaining AC sources, a
reasonable time for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA
occurring during this period.

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.4 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
AC power sources to be inoperable during any single contiguous
occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If Condition B is entered
while, for instance, an offsite circuit is inoperable and that circuit is
subsequently returned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been
not met for up to 72 hours. This could lead to a total of 17 days,
since initial failure to meet the LCO, to restore the DG. At this time,
an offsite circuit could again become inoperable, the DG restored
OPERABLE, and an additional 72 hours (for a total of 20 days)
allowed prior to complete restoration of the LCO. The 17 day
Completion Time provides a limit on time allowed in a specified
condition after discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This limit is
considered reasonable for situations in which Conditions A and B are
entered concurrently. The "AND" connector between the 14 day and
17 day Completion Times means that both Completion Times apply
simultaneously, and the more restrictive Completion Time must be
met.

As in Required Action B.2, the Completion Time allows for an
exception to the normal "time zero" for beginning the allowed time
"clock." This will result in establishing the "time zero" at the time that
the LCO was initially not met, instead of at the time Condition B was
entered.

As required by Section 5.5.2.14, a Configuration Risk Management
Program is implemented in the event of Condition B.

(continued)
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ACTION C.1 and C.2
(continued)

Required Action C.1, which applies when two offsite circuits are
inoperable, is intended to provide assurance that an event with a
coincident single failure will not result in a complete loss of redundant
required safety functions. The Completion Time for this failure of
redundant required features is reduced to 12 hours from the 24 hours
allowed by Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6) for two inoperable required
offsite circuits. The 24 hour allowance is based upon the assumption that
two complete safety trains are OPERABLE. When a concurrent
redundant required feature failure exists, this assumption is not the case
and a shorter Completion Time of 12 hours is appropriate. These
features are powered from redundant AC safety trains. This includes
motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps. Single train turbine driven
auxiliary pumps, are not included in the list.

The Completion Time for Required Action C.1 is intended to allow the
operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. This
Completion Time also allows for an exception to the normal "time zero"
for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." In this Required Action,
the Completion Time only begins on discovery that both:

a. All required offsite circuits are inoperable; and

b. A required feature is inoperable.

If at any time during the existence of Condition C (two offsite circuits
inoperable) and a required feature becomes inoperable, this Completion
Time begins to be tracked.

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may continue in
Condition C for a period that should not exceed 24 hours. This level of
degradation means that the offsite electrical power system does not have
the capability to effect a safe shutdown and to mitigate the effects of an
accident; however, the onsite AC sources have not been degraded. This
level of degradation generally corresponds to a total loss of the
immediately accessible offsite power sources.

Because of the normally high availability of the offsite sources, this level
of degradation may appear to be more severe than other combinations of
two AC sources inoperable that involve one or more DGs inoperable.
However, two factors tend to decrease the severity of this level Of
degradation:

a. The configuration of the redundant AC electrical power system that
remains available is not susceptible to a single bus or switching
failure; and

b. The time required to detect and restore an unavailable offsite power
source is generally much less than that required to detect and
restore an unavailable onsite AC source.

(continued)
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ACTION C.1 and C.2 (continued)

With both of the required offsite circuits inoperable, sufficient onsite
AC sources are available to maintain the unit in a safe shutdown
condition in the event of a DBA or transient. In fact, a simultaneous
loss of offsite AC sources, a LOCA, and a worst case single failure
were postulated as a part of the design basis in the safety analysis.
Thus, the 24 hour Completion Time provides a period of time to
effect restoration of one of the offsite circuits commensurate with the
importance of maintaining an AC electrical power system capable of
meeting its design criteria.

According to Reference 6, with the available offsite AC sources two
less than required by the LCO, operation may continue for 24 hours.
If two offsite sources are restored within 24 hours, unrestricted

operation may continue. If only one offsite source is restored within
24 hours, power operation continues in accordance with Condition A.

DA1 and D.2

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the Distribution System (LCO 3.8.9)
ACTIONS would not be entered even if all AC sources to it were
inoperable resulting in de-energization. Therefore, the Required
Actions of Condition D are modified by a Note to indicate that when
Condition D is entered, the Conditions and Required Actions for
LCO 3.8.9, Distribution Systems - Operating," must be immediately
entered. This allows Condition D to provide requirements for the
loss of one offsite circuit and one DG without regard to whether a
train is de-energized. LCO 3.8.9 provides the appropriate
restrictions for a de-energized train.

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may continue
in Condition D for a period that should not exceed 12 hours.

In Condition D, individual redundancy is lost in both the offsite
electrical power system and the onsite AC electrical power system.
Since power system redundancy is provided by two diverse sources
of power, however, the reliability of the power systems in this
Condition may appear higher than that in Condition C (loss of both
required offsite circuits). This difference in reliability is offset by the
susceptibility of this power system configuration to a single bus or
switching failure. The 12 hour Completion Time takes into account
the capacity and capability of the remaining AC sources, a
reasonable time for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA
occurring during this period.

(continued)
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ACTIONS E.1
(continued)

With Train A and Train B DGs inoperable, there are no remaining
standby AC sources. Thus, with an assumed loss of offsite electrical
power, insufficient standby AC sources are available to power the
minimum required ESF functions. Since the offsite electrical power
system is the only source of AC power for this level of degradation,
the risk associated with continued operation for a short time could be
less than that associated with an immediate controlled shutdown (the
immediate shutdown could cause grid instability, which could result
in a total loss of AC power. Since any inadvertent generator trip
could also result in a total loss of offsite AC power, however, the time
allowed for continued operation is severely restricted. The intent
here is to avoid the risk associated with an immediate controlled
shutdown and to minimize the risk associated with this level of
degradation.

According to Reference 6, with both DGs inoperable, operation may
continue for a period that should not exceed 2 hours.

F.1 and F.2

If the inoperable AC electrical power sources cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience,
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

G.1

Condition G corresponds to a level of degradation in which all
redundancy in the AC electrical power supplies has been lost. At
this severely degraded level, any further losses in the AC electrical
power system will cause a loss of function. Therefore, no additional
time is justified for continued operation. The unit is required by
LCO 3.0.3 to commence a controlled shutdown.

(corntinued)
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SURVEILLANCE The AC sources are designed to permit inspection and testing of
REQUIREMENTS all important areas and features, especially those that have a

standby function, in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,
GDC 18 (Ref. 8). Periodic component tests are supplemented by
extensive functional tests during refueling outages (under simulated
accident conditions). The SRs for demonstrating the OPERABILITY
of the DGs are in accordance with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3), Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), and
Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 10).

Where the SRs discussed herein specify voltage and frequency
tolerances, the following is applicable. The minimum steady state
output voltage of 4297 V is above the maximum reset voltage of the
4.16 kV bus undervoltage relays (Ref. SR 3.3.7). Achieving a
voltage at or above 4297 V ensures that the LOVS/SDVS/IDGVSS
relay logic will reset allowing sequencing of the ESF loads on to the
ESF bus if one or more ESF actuation signals is present. This
minimum voltage limit, which is consistent with ANSI C84.1-1982
(Ref. 1 1), is above the allowed voltage drop to the terminals of 4160
V motors whose minimum steady state operating voltage is 3744 V
(90% of 416D V). This minimum voltage requirement also ensures
that adequate voltage is provided to motors and other equipment
down through the 120 V level. The specified maximum steady state
output voltage of 4576 V ensures that, for a lightly loaded distribution
system, the voltage at the terminals of 4160 V motors is no more
than the maximum allowable steady state operating voltage (110% of
4160V). The specified minimum and maximum frequencies of the
DG are 59.7 Hz and 61.2 Hz, respectively. The upper frequency limit
is equal to + 2% of the 60 Hz nominal frequency and is derived from
the recommendations given in Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3). The
lower frequency limit is equal to - 0.5% of the 60 Hz nominal
frequency and is based on maintaining acceptable high pressure
safety injection system performance as assumed in the accident
analyses.

During a DG surveillance test, steady state DG voltage of 4297 to
4576 volts and steady state frequency of 59.7 to 61.2 Hz shall be
verified. For the lower voltage and frequency limits, the Total Loop
Uncertainty (TLU) of the measurement device (Reference
Calculation E4C-098) shall be considered.

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.8.1.1

This SR assures proper circuit continuity for the off site AC electrical
power supply to the onsite distribution network and availability of
offsite AC electrical power. The breaker alignment verifies that each
breaker is in its correct position to ensure that distribution buses and
loads are connected to their preferred power source, and that
availability of independent ofisite circuits is maintained. The 7 day
Frequency is adequate since breaker position is not likely to change
without the operator being aware of it and because its status is
displayed in the control room. This SR is modified by two notes.
Note 1 states: "Bus 3A04 is required when unit crosstie breaker
3A0416 is used to provide a source of AC power." Note 2 states:
"Bus 3A06 is required when unit crosstie breaker 3A0603 is used to
provide a source of AC power." These notes are provided for
clarification.

SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7

These SRs help to ensure the availability of the standby electrical
power supply to mitigate DBAs and transients and to maintain the
unit in a safe shutdown condition.

To minimize the wear on moving parts that do not get lubricated
when the engine is not running, DG starts may be preceded by an
engine prelube period. SR 3.8.1.2 is modified by Notes 2 and 3 to
indicate that all DG starts for SR 3.8.1.2 may be preceded by an
engine prelube period and followed by a warmup period prior to
loading. The DG manufacturer recommends a modified (slow) start
(when possible) in which the starting speed of the DG is limited,
warmup is limited to this lower speed, and the DG is gradually
accelerated to rated speed prior to loading. SR 3.8.1.7 is modified
by Note 1 to indicate that all DG starts for SR 3.8.1.7 may be
preceded by an engine prelube period.

For the purposes of SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7 testing, the DGs are
started from standby conditions. Standby conditions for a DG mean
the diesel engine coolant and oil are being continuously circulated
and temperature is being maintained consistent with manufacturer
recommendations.

SR 3.8.1.7 requires that the DG starts from standby conditions and
achieves required voltage and frequency within 9.4 seconds without
DG breaker closure. The 9.4 second start requirement ensures that
the DG meets the design basis LOCA analysis assumptions (Ref. 5),
that the DG starts, accelerates to within the specified frequency and
voltage limits, connects to the 4.16kV ESF bus, and resets the ESF
bus undervoltage relay logic within 10 seconds of a SIAS.

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The 9.4 second start requirement is not applicable to SR 3.8.1.2
when a modified (slow) start procedure described above is used.
Since SR 3.8.1.7 requires a 9.4 second start, it is more restrictive
than SR 3.8.1.2 and it may be performed in lieu of SR 3.8.1.2. This
is the intent of Note 1 of SR 3.8.1.2.

In addition to the SR requirements, the time for the DG to reach
steady state operation, unless the modified DG start method is
employed, is periodically monitored and is evaluated to identify
degradation of governor and voltage regulator performance.

SR 3.8.1.7 is modified by Note 2 which acknowledges that credit
may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

The normal 31 day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.2 (see Table 3.8.1-1,
"Diesel Generator Test Schedule," in the accompanying LCO) and
the 184 day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.7 are consistent with Regulatory
Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3). These frequencies provide adequate assurance
of DG OPERABILITY, while minimizing degradation resulting from
testing. Note 4 -This note discusses operability of the diesel
generator subcomponent Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR). The
AVR is an integral part of the DG, however, each DG has 2 AVRS
that are 100% redundant to each other. Only one AVR may be
inservice at any one time. To ensure operability of each AVR, the
AVRs must have been in service during the performance of
SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.3 within the last 60 days plus any allowance
per SR 3.0.2. SR 3.8.1.2 is modified by NOTE 1 to indicate that SR
3.8.1.7 satisfies all of the requirements of SR 3.8.1.2. This note is
applicable for AVR operability. Also, each AVR must have been in
service for either SR 3.8.1.9, SR 3.8.1.10, or SR 3.8.1.19 within the
last 24 months plus any allowance per SR 3.0.2. During the
24 month test dynamic performance of the AVR is measured to
confirm it is acceptable for all required AVR transients. Based on the
design of the AVR, its intended function and the maintenance
history, the above specified surveillance schedule will assure the
AVRs are capable of performing their intended function.

SR 3.8.1.3

This Surveillance verifies that the DGs are capable of synchronizing
with the offsite electrical system and accepting loads greater than or
equal to the equivalent of the maximum expected accident loads
listed in Reference 2. This capability is verified by performing a load
test between 90 to 100% of rated load, for an interval of not less than
60 minutes, consistent with the requirements of Regulatory Guide
1.9 (Ref. 3). The lower load limit of 4450 kW is 94.7% of the DG
continuous rating (4700 kW). The 94.7% limit is based on design
basis loading and includes instrument uncertainty plus margin.

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3-8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Instrument uncertainty is not applied to the upper load limit. A
minimum run time of 60 minutes is required to stabilize engine
temperatures, while minimizing the time that the DG is connected to
the offsite source.

Although no power factor requirements are established by this SR,
the surveillance is performed with DG kVAR output that off site povver
system conditions permit during testing without exceeding equipment
ratings (i.e., without creating an overvoltage condition on the ESF
buses, over excitation condition on the ESF buses, over excitation
condition in the generator, or overloading the DG main feeder). The
kVAR loading requirement during this test is met, and the equipment
ratings are not exceeded, when the DG kVAR output is increased
such that:

a. kVAR is 2 3000 and < 3200 or
b. the excitation current is Ž 3.8 A and • 4.0 A or
c. the ESF bus voltage is > 4530 V and •4550 V or
d. DG feeder current is 2 730 A and • 750 A

This method of establishing kVAR loading ensures that, in addition to
verifying the load carrying capability (kW) of the diesel engine, the
reactive power (kVAR) and voltage regulation capability of the
generator is verified to the extent practicable, consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) and Information
Notice 91-13 (Ref. 16).

The normal 31 day Frequency for this Surveillance (Table 3.8.1-1 ) is
consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3).

This SR is modified by five Notes. Note 1 indicates that diesel
engine runs for this Surveillance may include gradual loading, as
recommended by the manufacturer, so that mechanical stress and
wear on the diesel engine are minimized. Note 2 states that
momentary DG load transients do not invalidate this test. Note 3
indicates that this Surveillance should be conducted on only one DG
at a time in order to avoid common cause failures that might result
from offsite circuit or grid perturbations. Note 4 stipulates that a
successful DG start must precede this test to credit satisfactory
performance. Note 5 - This note discusses operability of the diesel
generator subcomponent Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR). The
AVR is an integral part of the DG, however, each DG has 2 AVRS
that are 100% redundant to each other. Only one AVR may be
inservice at any one time. To ensure operability of each AVR, the
AVRs must have been in service during the performance of
SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.3 within the last 60 days plus any allowance
per SR 3.0.2. SR 3.8.1.2 is modified by NOTE 1 to indicate that SR
3.8.1.7 satisfies all of the requirements of SR 3.8.1.2.

(continued)
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AC Sources - Opera~ting
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

This note is applicable for AVR operability. Also, each AVR must
have been in service for either SR 3.8.1.9, SR 3.8.1.10, or
SR 3.8.1.19 within the last 24 months plus any allowance per
SR 3.0.2. During the 24 month test dynamic performance of the
AVR is measured to confirm it is acceptable for all required AVR
transients. Based on the design of the AVR, its intended function
and the maintenance history, the above specified surveillance
schedule will assure the AV`Rs are capable of performing their
intended function.

SR 3.8.1.4

This SR provides verification that the level of fuel oil in the day tank
is at or above the level selected to ensure adequate fuel oil for a
minimum of 1 hour of DG operation at full load plus 10%. The level
is expressed as an equivalent volume in inches. The 30 inch level
includes instrument uncertainties and corresponds to the minimumn
requirement of 355.1 gallons of fuel oil.

The 31 day Frequency is adequate to assure that a sufficient supply
of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are provided and unit
operators would be aware of any large uses of fuel oil during this
period.

SR 3.8.1.5

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil degradation.
There are numerous microorganisms that can grow in fuel oil and
cause fouling, but all must have a water environment in order to
survive. Removal of water from the fuel oil day tanks once every
31 days eliminates the necessary environment for microbial survival
in the day tanks. This is the most effective means of controlling
microbiological fouling. In addition, it eliminates the potential for
water entrainment in the fuel oil during DG operation. Water may
come from any of several sources, including condensation, ground
water, rain water, contaminated fuel oil, and from breakdown of the
fuel oil by microorganisms. Frequent checking for and removal of
accumulated water minimizes fouling and provides data regarding
the watertight integrity of the fuel oil system. The Surveillance
Frequencies are established by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 10).
This SR is for preventive maintenance. The presence of water does
not necessarily represent failure of this SR provided the accumulated
water is removed during the performance of this Surveillance.

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.6
REQUIREMENTS
(continued) This Surveillance demonstrates that for each OPERABLE DG at

least one fuel oil transfer pump operates and transfers fuel oil from
its associated storage tank to its associated day tank. This is
required to support continuous operation of the standby power
source. This Surveillance provides assurance that at least one fuel
oil transfer pump is OPERABLE, the fuel oil piping system is intact,
the fuel delivery piping is not obstructed, and the controls and control
systems for the fuel transfer system are OPERABLE.

The design of the fuel transfer system is such that one pump will
operate automatically, while the other pump can be started manually.
Either pump will maintain an adequate volume of fuel oil in the day
tank. In such a case, a 31 day Frequency is appropriate.

SR 3.8.1.7

See SR 3.8.1.2.

SR 3.8.1.8

Verification of the capability to transfer each 4.16 kV ESF bus power
supply from the normal preferred power source (offsite circuit) to
each required alternate preferred power source (offsite circuit), via
the train-aligned 4.16 kV crosstie between Unit 2 and Unit 3,
demonstrates the OPERABILITY of the alternate preferred power
distribution network to power the post-accident and shutdown loads.
For 2A04 the normal offsite Dower source is 2XR1, and the alternate
offsite power source is 3XR or 3XU1. For 2A06 the normal offsite
power source is 2XR2, and the alternate offsite power source is
3XR2 or 3XU1. A required alternate offsite power source is the
source that is credited as the alternate source of offsite power in
LCO 3.8.1. Therefore, the alignment of the ESF buses in Unit 3
determines which alternate oftsite circuit is the required circuit at any
point in time.

For each 4.16 kV ESF bus (2A04 or 2A06) this surveillance
requirement may be satisfied by performing both a manual transfer
and an auto-transfer from the normal offsite power source to at least
one of the alternate offsite power sources. IThe tested source may
then be credited as the required alternate offsite power source per
LCO 3.8.1. This surveillance may be satisfied for the remaining
power source by performing a circuit functional test in addition to the
transfer test above. This functional test shall be performed such that
all components that are required to function for a successful manual
or auto-transfer that were not included in the transfer tests above,
are tested. This testing may include any series of sequential,
overlapping, or total steps so that the entire manual and auto-
transfer capability of the source is verified. This is explained in a
note to this SR.

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.8 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The 24 month Frequency of the Surveillance is based on engineering
judgment, taking into consideration the unit conditions required to
peform the Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with
expected fuel cycle lengths. Operating experience has shown that
these components usually pass the SR when performed at the
24 month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to
be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

This SR is modified by a Note which acknowledges that credit may
be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.9

Each DG is provided with an engine overspeed trip to prevent
damage to the engine. Recovery from the transient caused by the
loss of a large load could cause diesel engine overspeed, which, if
excessive, might result in a trip of the engine. This Surveillance
demonstrates the DG load response characteristics and capability to
reject the largest single post-accident load without exceeding
predetermined voltage and frequency and while maintaining a
specified margin to the overspeed trip. For this unit, the largest
single post-accident load for each D Sis the Auxiliary Feedwater

ump which has a nameplate rating of 800 HP. As required by
IEEE-308 (Ref. 13), the load rejection test is acceptable if the DG

frequency does not exceed 66.75 Hz, which is 75% of the difference
between synchronous speed (60 Hz) and the overspeed trip setpoint
(69 Hz).

The time, voltage, and frequency tolerances specified in this SR are
derived from Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) recommendations for
response during load sequencing and load rejection. The 4 seconds
specified is equal to 80% of the 5 second load sequence interval
associated with sequencing of the largest load. Since SONGS
specific analyses demonstrate the acceptability of overlapping load
groups (i.e., adjacent load groups that start at the same time due to
Poad sequence timer tolerance), the use of 80% of load sequence
interval for voltage recovery is consistent with the requirements of
Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3). The voltage and frequency specified
are consistent with the design range of the equipment powered by
the DG. SR 3.8.1.9.a corresponds to the maximum frequency
excursion, the recommendation of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3).
while SR 3.8.1.9.b and SR 3.8.1.9.c are steady state voltage and
frequency values to which the system must recover following load
rejection. The 24 month Frequency is consistent with the
recommendation of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3).

(continued)
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B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.9 (continued)
REQUI REMENTS

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load conditions that
are as close to design basis conditions as possible, testing is
performed by rejecting an inductive load with kW and kVAR greater
than or equal to the single largest post-accident load (683 kW,
369 kVAR). These test conditions are consistent with the power
factor requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) and the
recommendations of Information Notice 91-13 (Ref. 16).

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 acknowledges that credit
may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR. Note 2 -
This note discusses operability of the diesel generator
subcomponent Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR). The AVR is an
integral part of the DG, however, each DG has 2 AVRS that are
100% redundant to each other. Only one AVR may be inservice at
any one time. To ensure operability of each AVR, the AVRs must
have been in service during the performance of SR 3.8.1.2 and
SR 3.8.1.3 within the last 60 days plus any allowance per SR 3.0.2.
SR 3.8.1.2 is modified by NOTE 1 to indicate that SR 3.8.1.7
satisfies all of the requirements of SR 3.8.1.2. This note is
applicable for AVR operability. Also, each AVR must have been in
service for either SR 3.8.1.9, SR 3.8.1.10, or SR 3.8.1.19 within the
last 24 months plus any allowance per SR 3.0.2. During the
24 month test dynamic performance of the AVR is measured to
confirm it is acceptable for all required AVR transients. Based on the
design of the AV R, its intended function and the maintenance
history, the above specified surveillance schedule will assure the
AVRs are capable of performing their intended function.

SR 3.8.1.10

This Surveillance demonstrates the DG capability to reject a load
equal to 90% to 100% of its continuous rating without overspeed
tripping or exceeding the predetermined voltage limits. The lower
load limit of 4450 kW is 94.7% of the DG continuous rating (4700
kW). The 94.7% limit is based on design basis loading and includes
instrument uncertainty plus margin. Instrument uncertainty is not
applied to the upper load limit.

The DG full load rejection may occur because of a system fault,
inadvertent breaker tripping or a SIAS received during surveillance
testing. This Surveillance ensures proper engine and generator load
response under the simulated test conditions. This test simulates
the loss of the total connected load that the DG experiences
following a full load rejection and verifies that the DG will not trip
upon loss of the load. The voltage transient limit of 5450 V is 125%
of rated voltage (4360 V). These acceptance criteria provide DG
damage protection.

(continued)
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B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.10 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

While the DG is not expected to experience this transient during an
event and continues to be available, this response ensures that the DG
is not degraded for future application (e.g., reconnection to the bus if
the trip initiator can be corrected or isolated). These loads and limits
are consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3).

The DG is tested under inductive load conditions that are as close to
design basis conditions as possible. Testing is performed with DG
kVAR output that offsite power system conditions permit during testing
without exceeding equipment ratings (i.e., without creating an
overvoltage condition on the ESF buses, over excitation condition in
the generator, or overloading the DG main feeder). The kVAR loading
requirement during this test is met, and the equipment ratings are not
exceeded, when the DG kVAR output is increased such that:

a. kVAR is Ž 3000 and c3200 or
b. the excitation current is 2 3.8 A and < 4.0 A or
c. the ESF bus voltage is 2 4530 V and < 4550 V or
d. DG feeder current is Ž 730 A and < 750 A

This method of establishing kVAR loading ensures that, in addition to
verifying the full load rejection capability (kW) of the diesel engine, the
reactive power rejection capability (kVAR) of the generator is verified to
the extent practicable, consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) and Information Notice 91-13 (Ref. 16).

The 24 month Frequency is consistent with the recommendation of
Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) and is intended to be consistent with
expected fuel cycle lengths.

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 acknowledges that credit
may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR. Note 2 - This
note discusses operability of the diesel generator subcomponent
Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR). The AVR is an integral part of the
DG, however, each DG has 2 AVRS that are 1 00% redundant to each
other. Only one AVR may be inservice at any one time. To ensure
operability of each AVR, the AVRs must have been in service during
the performance of SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.3 within the last 60 days
plus any allowance per SR 3.0.2. SR 3.8.1.2 is modified by NOTE 1 to
indicate that SR 3.8.1.7 satisfies all of the requirements of SR 3.8.1.2.
This note is applicable for AVR operability. Also, each AVR must have
been in service for either SR 3.8.1.9, SR 3.8.1.10, or SR 3.8.1 .19
within the last 24 months plus any allowance per SR 3.0.2. During the
24 month test dynamic performance of the AVR is measured to confirm
it is acceptable for all required AVR transients. Based on the design of
the AVR, its intended function and the maintenance history, the above
specified surveillance schedule will assure the AVRs are capable of
performing their intended function.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.8.1.1 1

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3), this Surveillance
demonstrates the as designed operation of the standby power
sources during loss of the offsite source. This test verifies all actions
encountered from the loss of offsite power, including shedding of
selected loads and energization of the permanently connected loads
from the DG. The permanently connected loads are the Class 1 E
480 V Loadcenters and MCCs. It is recognized that certain
consequential loads may also start following a loss of offsite power
and therefore it is important to demonstrate that the DG operates
properly with these loads. The consequential loads are sequenced
on the DG following a LOVS with the same time delays as for a
LOVS with a SIAS. Therefore, the ability of the DG to operate with
the consequential loads is appropriately demonstrated by the
existing Surveillance Requirement simulating a loss of offsite power
in combination with a SIAS (Surveillance Requirement 3.8.1.19).
Since there are no auto-connected shutdown loads, the Regulatory
Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) requirements for sequencing of auto-connected
shutdown loads do not apply (Ref. 17). This surveillance further
demonstrates the capability of the DG to automatically achieve the
required voltage and frequency, to close the DG output breaker and
connect to the ESF bus, and to reset the 4.16 kV bus undervoltage
relay logic within the specified time.

The DG auto-start and undervoltage relay logic reset time of
10 seconds is derived from requirements of the accident analysis to
respond to a design basis large break LOCA. The frequency should
be restored to within the specified range following energization of the
permanently connected loads. The Surveillance should be continued
for a minimum of 5 minutes in order to demonstrate that all starting
transients have decayed and stability has been achieved.

The requirement to verify the connection and power supply of
permanent loads is intended to satisfactorily show the relationship of
these loads to the DG loading logic. In certain circumstances, many
of these loads cannot actually be connected or loaded without undue
hardship or potential for undesired operation. For instance,
Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) injection valves are not
desired to be stroked open, high pressure injection systems are not
capable of being operated at full flow, or shutdown cooling (SDC)
systems performing a decay heat removal function are not desired to
be realigned to the ECCS mode of operation. In lieu of actual
demonstration of shedding, connection, and loading of loads, overlap
testing that adequately shows the capability of the DG system to
perform these functions is acceptable. This testing may include any
series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that the entire
sequence of load shedding and reenergization of permanently
connected loads is verified.

(continued)
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B 3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.11 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The Frequency of 24 months is consistent with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3), takes into consideration unit
conditions required to perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be
consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is to
minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For the purpose of
this testing, the DGs must be started from standby conditions, that is,
with the engine coolant and oil continuously circulated and tempe rature
maintained consistent with manufacturer recommendations. Note 2
acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events that
satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.12

This Surveillance demonstrates that after a SIAS, the DG automatically
starts and achieves the required voltage and frequency within the**
specified time and operates for > 5 minutes. The 9.4 second start
requirement ensures that the DG meets the design basis LOCA
analysis assumption, that the DG starts, accelerates to within the
specified frequency and voltage limits, connects to the 4.16 kV ESF
bus, and resets the ESF bus undervoltage relay logic within
10 seconds of a SIAS. The 5 minute period provides sufficient time to
demonstrate stability.

In addition to the SR requirements, the time for the DG to reach steady
state operation, unless the modified DG start method is employed, is
periodically monitored and is evaluated to identify degradation of
governor and voltage regulator performance.

The Frequency of 24 months is consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.9
(Ref. 3), takes into consideration unit conditions required to perform
the Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with the expected
fuel cycle lengths. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the SR when performed at the 24 month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable
from a reliability standpoint.

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is to
minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For the purpose of
this testing, the DGs must be started from standby conditions, that is,
with the engine coolant and oil continuously circulated and temperature
maintained consistent with manufacturer recommendations. Note 2
acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events that
satisfy this SR.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.8.1.13

This Surveillance demonstrates that DG noncritical protective
functions (e.g., high jacket water temperature) are bypassed on a
SIAS in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3). The critical
protective functions (engine overspeed, generator differential current,
and low-low lube oil pressure), which trip the DG to avert substantial
damage to the DG unit, are not bypassed. The noncritical trips are
bypassed during DBAs and provide an alarm on an abnormal engine
condition. This alarm provides the operator with sufficient time to
react appropriately to prevent damage to the DG. The DG
availability to mitigate the DBA is more critical than protecting the
engine against minor problems that are not immediately detrimental
to emergency operation of the DG.

Testing to satisfy this surveillance requirement may include any
series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that the entire
noncritical trip bypass function is verified.

The 24 month Frequency is based on engineering judgment, taking.
into consideration unit conditions required to perform the
Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel
cycle lengths. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the SR when performed at the 24 month
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be
acceptable from a reliability standpoint. The SR is modified by a
Note which acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

S R 3.8.1.14

Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3), requires demonstration once per
refueling outage that the DGs can start and run continuously at full
load capability for an interval of not less than 24 hours, > 2 hours of
which is at load equivalent to 105% to 110% of the continuous duty
rating and the remainder of the time at a load equivalent to 90% to
100% of the continuous duty rating of the DG. For the 22 hour
duration, the lower load limit of 4450 kW is 94.7% of the DG
continuous rating (4700 kW). The 94.7% limit is based on design
basis loading and includes instrument uncertainty plus margin.
Instrument uncertainty is not applied to the 100%, 105% or 1 10%
load limits.

This test is performed with the DG connected to the offsite power
supply. In this alignment DG frequency is controlled by the offsite
power supply, and the operator has minimal control over DG output
voltage. Therefore, specific DG voltage and frequency requirements
as recommended by Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) do not apply.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.14 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The DG starts for this Surveillance can be performed either from
standby or hot conditions. The provisions for prelubricating and
warmup, discussed in SR 3.8.1.2, and for gradual loading, discussed
in SR 3.8.1.3, are applicable to this SR.

The DG is tested under inductive load conditions that are as close to
design conditions as possible. Testing is performed with DG kVAR
output that offsite power system conditions permit during testing
without exceeding equipment ratings (i.e., without creating an
overvoltage condition on the ESF buses, over excitation condition in
the generator, or overloading the DG main feeder). The kVAR
loading requirement during this test is met, and the equipment
ratings are not exceeded, when the DG kVAR output is increased
such that:

a. kVAR is > 3000 and c3200 or
b. the excitation current is > 3.8 A and • 4.0 A or
c. the ESF bus voltage is 2 4530 V and < 4550 V or
d. DG feeder current is 2 730 A and < 750 A

This method of establishing kVAR loading ensures that, in addition to
verifying the load carrying capability (kW) of the diesel engine, the
reactive power (kVAR) and voltage regulation capability of the
generator is verified to the extent practicable, consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) and Information
Notice 91-13 (Ref. 16).

The kW load band in the SR is provided to avoid routine overloading
of the DG. Routine overloading may result in more frequent
teardown inspections in accordance with vendor recommendations in
order to maintain DG OPERABILITY.

The 24 month Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.9, (Ref. 3), takes into consideration unit
conditions required to perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be
consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.

This Surveillance is modified by two Notes. Note 1 states that
momentary DG load transients do not invalidate this test. Note 2
acknowledges that credit may be taken for unplanned events that
satisfy this SR.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.15
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

This Surveillance demonstrates that the diesel engine can restart
from a hot condition, such as subsequent to shutdown from normal
Surveillances, and achieve the required voltage and frequency within
9.4 seconds. The 9.4 second time is

derived from the requirements of the accident analysis to respond to
a design basis large break LOCA. The LOCA analysis assumes that
the DG starts, accelerates to within the specified frequency and
voltage limits, connects to the 4.16 kV ESF bus, and resets the ESF
bus undervoltage relay logic within 1 0 seconds of a SIAS.

In addition to the SR requirements, the time for the DG to reach
steady state operation, unless the modified DG start method is
employed, is periodically monitored and is evaluated to identify
degradation of governor and voltage regulator performance.

The 24 month Frequency is consistent with the recommendations -of..
Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) and is intended to be consistent with
expected fuel cycle lengths.

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 ensures that the test is
performed with the diesel sufficiently hot. The load band is provided
to avoid routine overloading of the DG. Routine overloads may
result in more frequent teardown inspections in accordance with
vendor recommendations in order to maintain DG OPERABILITY.
The requirement that the diesel has operated for at least 2 hours at
full load conditions prior to performance of this Surveillance is based
on manufacturer recommendations for achieving hot conditions.
Momentary DG load transients do not invalidate this test. Note 2
allows all DG starts to be preceded by an engine prelube period to
minimize wear and tear on the diesel during testing.

SR 3.8.1.16

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3), this Surveillance
ensures manual synchronization and load transfer from the DG to
the off site source can be made and that the DG can be returned to
ready to load operation when offsite power is restored. Ready to
load operation is defined as the DG running within the specified
frequency and voltage limits, with the DG output breaker open. If
this test is performed with a SIAS present, the load transfer occurs
when the offsite power breaker is manually closed, and the SIAS
causes the DG output breaker to open. If this test is performed
without a SIAS present, the load transfer occurs when the offsite
power breaker is manually closed, and the DG output breaker is
manually opened. By design, the LOVS/SDVS/DGVSS logic will
have been

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.16 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

previously reset thus allowing the DG to reload if a subsequent loss
of offsite power or degraded voltage condition occurs. The
LOVS/SDVS/DGVSS signal will strip the bus, reset the load
sequence timers, close the DG output breaker, and permit
resequencing of the ESF loads if an ESF actuation signal is present.

The Frequency of 24 months is consistent with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3), takes into consideration unit
conditions required to perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be
consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.

This SR is modified by a Note which acknowledges that credit may
be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.17

For this Surveillance, the DG is in test mode when it is running,
connected to its bus, and in parallel with offsite power.
Demonstration of the test mode override ensures that:

1) the DG availability under accident conditions will not be
compromised as the result of testing with the DG connected to
its bus in parallel with offsite power, and

2) the DG will automatically return to ready to load operation,

if a SIAS is received during operation in the test mode. Ready to
load operation is defined as the DG running within the specified
frequency and voltage limits, with the DG output breaker open.
These provisions are required by IEEE-308 (Ref. 13),
paragraph 6.2.6(2) and Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3).

The intent in the requirement to automatically energize the
emergency loads with offsite power associated with SR 3.8.1.17.b is
to show that the emergency loading was not affected by DG
operation in the test mode in parallel with offsite power. In lieu of
actual demonstration of connection and loading of loads, testing that
adequately shows the capability of the emergency loads to perform
these functions is acceptable. This testing may include any series of
sequential overlapping, or total steps so that the entire connection
and loading sequence is verified.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.17 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The 24 month Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3), takes into consideration unit
conditions required to perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be
consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.

This SR is modified by a Note which acknowledges that credit may
be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

SR 3.8.1.18

Under accident conditions, electrical loads are sequentially
connected to a DG bus by the programmed time interval load
sequence. The sequencing logic controls the permissive and
starting signals to motor breakers to prevent overloading of the DG
due to high motor starting currents. The load sequence start time
tolerance ensures that sufficient time exists for the DG to restore
frequency and voltage prior to applying the next load and that safety
analysis assumptions regarding ESF equipment time delays are not
violated. Reference 2 provides a summary of the automatic loading
of ESF buses. Table B 3.8.1-1 provides a matrix of loads sequenced
by the ESF timing logic. The timer as-left setting requirement and the
as-found acceptance criteria are provided in Table B 3.8.1-1.

For the Containment Emergency Cooling Units only, the sequenced
time is the actual start time of the Component Cooling Water pumps
plus 5 + 2.5/ -0.5 seconds. The tolerance is based on a design
interval of 5 seconds.

This testing may include any series of sequential, overlapping, or
total steps so that all load sequence timers are verified.

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(2),
each DG is required to demonstrate proper operation for the DBA
loading sequence to ensure that voltage and frequency are
maintained within the required limits. This surveillance is performed
in SR 3.8.1.19. The sequence relays tested under SR 3.8.1.1 8 are
required to support proper DG loading sequence.

The Frequency of 24 months is consistent with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(2); takes into
consideration unit conditions required to perform the Surveillance;
and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.

This SR is modified by a Note, which acknowledges that credit may
be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

(continued)
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TABLE B 3.8.1-1: DG LOAD SEQUENCING TIMER ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Nominal
Start Setting As-Found
Time (As Left) Tolerance
(Sec) Tolerance (Sec)

(Sec)

1. LPSI Pumps P015, P016 5.00 "0.5 -0.5
+2.5

2. Dome Air Circulating Fans A071, 5.00 "0.5 -0.5
A072, A073, A074 +2.5

3. Control Room AC Units 5.00 "0.5 -0.5
E418, E419 +2.5

4. Containment Spray Pumps P012, 10.00 "0.5 "2.5
P013

5. Diesel Generator Radiator Fans 10.00 "0.5 "2.5
E546, E547, E549, E550

6. Component Cooling Water Pumps 15.00 "0.5 "2.5
P024, P025, P026

6A. Containment Emergency Cooling CCW "0.5* -0.5*
Units E399, E400, E401, E402 Pump +2.5*

Breaker
Closure
+5 secs

7. Diesel Generator Building 15.00 "0.5 "2.5
Emergency Fans A274, A275,
A276, A277

8. Salt Water Cooling Pumps P112, 20.00 "0.5 "2.5
P307, P113, P114

9. Auxiliary Feed Water Pumps 30.00 u0.5 "3.0
P141, P504

10. Emergency Chillers E335, E336 35.00 "0.5 "3.5

*Emergency Cooling Unit time delay as measured from closure of the CCW pump
breaker position switch 152-1.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.19
REQUIREMENTS
(continued) In the event of a DBA coincident with a loss of offsite power, the DGs

are required to supply the necessary power to ESF systems so that
the fuel, RCS, and containment design limits are not exceeded.

This Surveillance demonstrates the DG operation, as discussed in
the Bases for SR 3.8.1.11, during an actual or simulated loss of
offsite power signal (LOVS/DGVSS/SDVS) in conjunction with actual
or simulated ESF actuation signals (SIAS, CCAS, CSAS, EFAS-1,
and EFAS-2). Multiple ESF actuation signals are initiated to simulate
worst case DG load sequencing conditions.

In lieu of actual demonstration of shedding, connection and loading
of loads, testing that adequately shows the capability of the DG
system to perform these functions is acceptable. This testing may
include any series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that
the entire load shedding, connection, and loading sequence is
verified.

The Frequency of 24 months takes into consideration unit conditions
required to perform the Surveillance and is intended to be consistent
with an expected fuel cycle length of 24 months.

This SR is modified by three Notes. The reason for Note 1 is to
minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. For the purpose
of this testing, the DGs must be started from standby conditions, that
is, with the engine coolant and oil continuously circulated and
temperature maintained consistent with manufacturer
recommendations for DGs. Note 2 acknowledges that credit may be
taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

Note 3 - This note discusses operability of the diesel generator
subcomponent Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR). The AVR is an
integral part of the DG, however, each DG has 2 AVRS that are
100% redundant to each other. Only one AVR may be inservice at
any one time. To ensure operability of each AVR, the AVRs must
have been in service during the performance of SR 3.8.1.2 and
SR 3.8.1.3 within the last 60 days plus any allowance per SR 3.0.2.
SR 3.8.1.2 is modified by NOTE 1 to indicate that SR 3.8.1.7
satisfies all of the requirements of SR 3.8.1.2. This note is
applicable for AVR operability. Also, each AVR must have been in
service for either SR 3.8.1.9, SR 3.8.1.10, or SR 3.8.1.19 within the
last 24 months plus any allowance per SR 3.0.2. During the
24 month test dynamic performance of the AVR is measured to
confirm it is acceptable for all required AVR transients. Based on the
design of the AVR, its intended function and the maintenance
history, the above specified surveillance schedule will assure the
AVRs are capable of performing their intended function.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.20
REQUIREMENTS
(continued) This Surveillance demonstrates that the DG starting independence

has not been compromised. This Surveillance demonstrates that
each engine can achieve proper speed within the specified time
when the DGs are started simultaneously.

The 10 year Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.b, Regulatory
Guide 1.137 (Ref. 10), paragraph C.2.1, and Regulatory Guide 1.9
(Ref. 3).

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to
minimize wear on the DG during testing. For the purpose of this
testing, the DGs must be started from standby conditions, that is,
with the engine coolant and oil continuously circulated, and
temperature maintained consistent with manufacturer
recommendations.

Diesel Generator Test Schedule

The DG test schedule (Table 3.8.1-1) implements the
recommendations of Revision 3 to Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3).
The purpose of this test schedule is to provide timely test data to
establish a confidence level associated with the goal to maintain DG
reliability above 0.95 per demand.

According to Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3 (Ref. 3), each DG unit
should be tested at least once every 31 days. According to Draft
Regulatory Guide DG-1021 (Ref. 14) and 10 CFR 50.63(a)(3)(ii)
(Ref. 15), whenever a DG has experienced 4 or more valid failures in
the last 25 valid tests, the maximum time between tests is reduced to
7 days. Four failures in 25 valid tests is a failure rate of 0.16, or the
threshold of acceptable DG performance, and hence may be an
early indication of the degradation of DG reliability.

When considered in the light of a long history of tests, 4 failures in
the last 25 valid tests may only be a statistically probable distribution
of random events. Increasing the test Frequency will allow for a
more timely accumulation of additional test data upon which to base
judgment of the reliability of the DG. The increased test Frequency
must be maintained until seven consecutive, failure free tests have
been performed.

The Frequency for accelerated testing is 7 days, but no less than
24 hours. Therefore, the interval between tests should be no less
than 24 hours, and no more than 7 days. A successful test at an
interval of less than 24 hours should be considered an invalid test
and not count towards the seven consecutive failure free starts. A
test interval in excess of 7 days constitutes a failure to meet the SRs.

(continued)
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.4 DC Sources - Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The station DC electrical power system provides the AC emergency
power system with control power. It also provides both motive and
control power to selected safety related equipment and preferred AC vital
bus power (via inverters). As required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,
GDC 17 (Ref. 1), the DC electrical power system is designed to have
sufficient independence, redundancy, and testability to perform its safety
functions, assuming a single failure. The DC electrical power system
also conforms to the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.6 (Ref. 2)
and IEEE-308 (Ref. 3).

The 125 VDC electrical power system consists of two independent and
redundant safety related Class 1 E DC electrical power systems (Train A
and Train B). Each train consists of two subsystems, with each
subsystem containing one 125 VDC battery (each battery with 100%
capacity), the associated battery charger for each battery, and all the
associated control equipment and interconnecting cabling. Additionally,
there is one swing battery charger per train, which provides backup
service in the event that the preferred battery charger is out of service. If
the swing battery charger is substituted for one of the preferred battery
chargers, then the requirements of independence and redundancy
between subsystems are maintained.

Each Train has a swing battery charger that meets all the performance
requirements of the dedicated charger and can be manually aligned to
either subsystem. Key interlocks limit swing charger alignment to one
subsystem at a time. The breakers and interconnecting cables provide
the capability to crosstie subsystems within a train. The Train B swing
charger can also be aligned to non-1 E 125 VDC Battery Bus D5. The
key interlocks and the isolation capability of the charger itself allow R.G.
1.75 Train separation requirements to be maintained in this alignment.

During normal operation, the 125 VDC load is powered from the battery
chargers with the batteries floating on the system. In case of loss of
normal power to the battery charger, the DC load is automatically
powered from the station batteries.

(continued)
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BACKGROUND The Train A and Train B DC electrical power subsystems provide
(continued) control power for its associated Class 1 E AC power load group, 4.16 kV

switchgear, and 480 V load centers. The DC electrical power
subsystems also provide DC electrical power to the inverters, which in
turn power the AC vital buses.

The Train A DC system (subsystems A and C) provides power to the
Channel A and C inverters feeding the 120 VAC vital bus 1 and 3
electrical power distribution subsystems (Channel A and C). The Train B
DC system (subsystems B and D) provides power to the Channel B and
D inverters feeding the 120 VAC vital bus 2 and 4 electrical power
distribution subsystems (Channel B and D). DC subsystem C also
provides DC power to the Auxiliary Feedwater Pump steam inlet valve
HV-4716 and the AFWP electric governor.

Train A DC systems are capable of providing DC power to both Channel
A and Channel C loads when DC subsystems A and C are manually
cross-connected. This allows both DC buses to remain operable during
battery replacement, testing, or maintenance of any one DC battery or
battery charger. With two DC subsystems cross-connected, the
combined system shall have at least one OPERABLE 1800 AH rated
battery and one OPERABLE battery charger.

Train B DC systems are capable of providing DC power to both Channel
B and Channel D loads when DC subsystems B and D are manually
cross-connected. This allows both DC buses to remain operable during
battery replacement, testing, or maintenance of any one DC battery or
battery charger. With two DC buses cross-connected, the combined
system shall have at least one OPERABLE 1800 AH rated battery and
one OPERABLE battery charger.

During cross connecting of subsystem buses A and C or B and D, two
batteries will be paralleled for a short duration. An electrical fault during
that duration could exceed the interrupting duties of the protective
devices. This is standard industry practice during transfer of power
sources and is considered to be an acceptable minimal risk.

(continued)
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BACKGROUND
(continued)

DC VitalSwnTrain Subsystem Bus Bus Battery Charger Swrng

A A DI 1 B007 B001 B021

C D3 3 B009 B003

B B D2 2 B008 B002 B022

D D4 4 B010 B004

The DC power distribution system is described in more detail in the
Bases for LCO 3.8.9, "Distributions System Operating," and for
LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems - Shutdown.'

Each 125 VDC battery is separately housed in a ventilated room apart
from its charger and distribution centers. Each subsystem is located in
an area separated physically and electrically from the other subsystem to
ensure that a single failure in one subsystem does not cause a failure in
a redundant subsystem. There is no sharing of equipment between
redundant Class 1 E Trains. Subsystems A and C or subsystems B and
D share a battery and battery charger(s) when cross-tied.

Each battery has adequate storage capacity to meet the duty
cycle(s) discussed in the UFSAR, Chapter 8 (Ref. 6). The battery is
designed with additional capacity above that required by the design duty
cycle to allow for temperature variations and other factors.

The batteries for Train A and Train B DC electrical power systems are
sized to produce the required capacity at 80% of nameplate rating,
corresponding to the warranted capacity at the end of life cycles and the
100% design demand. The minimum design voltage limit at the supplied
loads is 105 V.

The battery cells are of flooded lead acid construction with a nominal
specific gravity of 1.215. This specific gravity corresponds to an open
circuit battery voltage of approximately 120 V for a 58 cell battery (i.e.,
cell voltage of 2.065 Volts per cell (Vpc)). The open circuit voltage is the
voltage maintained of a fully charged cell when there is no charging or
discharging. All cells begin to self-discharge when left on open circuit,
but cells can be left on open circuit for some period of time (>30 days,
refer to the manufacturer's instruction for the maximum storage periods)
without any long term performance degradation.

(continued)
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BACKGROUND Optimal long term performance, however, is obtained by maintaining a
(continued) float voltage from 2.20 to 2.28 Vpc. This provides adequate

over-potential, which limits the formation of lead sulfate and self
discharge.

Each Train A and Train B DC electrical power system battery charger has
ample power output capacity for the steady state operation of connected
loads required during normal operation, while at the same time
maintaining its battery bank fully charged. Each battery charger also has
sufficient excess capacity to restore the battery from the design minimum
charge to its fully charged state within 24 hours while supplying normal
steady state loads discussed in the UFSAR, Chapter 8 (Ref. 6).

With same-train DC buses cross-connected, an OPERABLE charger or
chargers with a combined rated capacity greater than or equal to
400 Amps is required.

The battery charger is normally in the float-charge mode. Float-charge is
the condition in which the charger is supplying the connected loads and
the battery cells are receiving adequate current to optimally charge the
battery. This assures the internal losses of a battery are overcome and
the battery is maintained in a fully charged state.

When desired, the charger can be placed in the equalize mode. The
equalize mode is at a higher voltage than the float mode and charging
current is correspondingly higher. The battery charger is operated in the
equalize mode after a battery discharge or for routine maintenance.
Following a battery discharge, the battery recharge characteristic accepts
current at the current limit of the battery charger (if the discharge was
significant, e.g., following a battery service test) until the battery terminal
voltage approaches the charger voltage setpoint. Charging current then
reduces exponentially during the remainder of the recharge cycle.
Lead-calcium batteries have recharge efficiencies of greater than 95%,
so once at least 105% of the ampere-hours discharged have been
returned, the battery capacity would be restored to the same condition as
it was prior to the discharge. This can be monitored by direct observation
of the exponentially decaying charging current or by evaluating the
amp-hours discharged from the battery and amp-hours returned to the
battery.

For upper DC Voltage limits, refer to the Licensee Controlled
Specifications (LCS).

(continued)
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APPLICABLE
SAFETYANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
analyses in the UFSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 7) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 8),
assume that Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems are OPERABLE.
The DC electrical power system provides normal and emergency DC
electrical power for the DGs, emergency auxiliaries, and control and
switching during all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC sources is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting the
design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining the DC sources
OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC power or all onsite AC power;
and

b. A worst case single failure.

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO The DC electrical power trains, each train consisting of two batteries,
for each battery, and the corresponding control equipment and
interconnecting cabling supplying power to the associated bus within the
train are required to be OPERABLE to ensure the availability of the
required power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
condition after an anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) or a
postulated DBA. Loss of any train DC electrical power subsystem does
not prevent the minimum safety function from being performed consistent
with UFSAR Chapter 8 (Ref. 6).

An OPERABLE DC electrical power train requires two batteries and
respective chargers to be operating and connected to the associated DC
buses. With the same train buses cross-connected, the combined
system shall have at least one OPERABLE battery and associated
OPERABLE battery charger(s).

(continued)
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APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources are required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure safe unit operation and to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure
boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of AOOs or
abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment integrity
and other vital functions are maintained in the event of a
postulated DBA.

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are
addressed in the Bases for LCO 3.8.5, "DC Sources - Shutdown."

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1 and A.2.3

Condition A represents one train with one battery charger inoperable (e.g., the
battery voltage limit of SR 3.8.4.1 is not maintained). The ACTIONS provide a
tiered response that focuses on returning the battery to the fully charged state
and restoring a fully qualified charger to OPERABLE status in a reasonable time
period. Required Action A.1 requires that the battery terminal voltage be
restored to greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage within
2 hours. This time provides for returning the inoperable charger to OPERABLE
status or providing an alternate means of restoring battery terminal voltage to
greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage. Restoring the
battery terminal voltage to greater than or equal to the minimum established
float voltage provides good assurance that, within 12 hours, the battery will be
restored to its fully charged condition (Required Action A.2.1 or A.2.2) from any
discharge that might have occurred due to the charger inoperability. A
discharged battery having a terminal voltage of at least the minimum
established float voltage indicates that the battery is on the exponential charging
current portion (the second part) of its recharge cycle. The time to return a
battery to its fully charged state under this condition is simply a function of the
amount of the previous discharge and the recharge characteristic of the battery.
Thus, there is good assurance of fully recharging the battery within 12 hours,
avoiding a premature shutdown with its own attendant risk.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1, A.2.1 and A.2.3 (continued)

If established battery terminal float voltage cannot be restored to greater
than or equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2 hours, and
the charger is not operating in the current-limiting mode, a faulty charger is
indicated. A faulty charger that is incapable of maintaining established
battery terminal float voltage does not provide assurance that it can revert to
and operate properly in the current limit mode that is necessary during the
recovery period following a battery discharge event that the DC system is
designed for.

The charger operating in the current limit mode after 2 hours is an indication
that the battery is partially discharged and its capacity margins will be
reduced. The time to return the battery to its fully charged condition in this
case is a function of the battery charger capacity, the amount of loads on the
associated DC system, the amount of the previous discharge, and the
recharge characteristic of the battery. The charge time can be extensive, and
there is not adequate assurance that it can be recharged within 12 hours
(Required Action A.2.1 or A.2.2).

Required Action A.2.1 requires that the battery float current be verified as
less than or equal to 2 amps. This indicates that, if the battery had been
discharged as the result of the inoperable battery charger, it has now been
fully recharged. If at the expiration of the initial 12 hour period the battery
float current is not less than or equal to 2 amps, then there may be additional
battery problems and the battery must be declared inoperable.

Required Action A.2.2 requires that the battery pilot cell specific gravity be
verified as greater than or equal to 1.200. This is an alternative indication
that, if the battery had been discharged as the result of the inoperable
battery charger, it has now been fully recharged. If at the expiration of the
initial 12 hour period the specific gravity is not greater than or equal to 1.200,
then there may be additional battery problems and the battery must be
declared inoperable.

Either of Required Actions A.2.1 or A.2.2 will demonstrate satisfactory recovery
of the battery.

B.1

If the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem battery charger cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status and the battery float voltage and current is not
restored within the required Completion Time, the associated battery must be
declared inoperable immediately.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

C.1 and C.2

Condition C represents one train with one battery inoperable. With one battery
inoperable, the DC bus is being supplied by the OPERABLE battery charger.
Any event that results in a loss of the AC bus supporting the battery charger will
also result in loss of DC to that Train. Recovery of the AC bus, especially if it is
due to a loss of offsite power, will be hampered by the fact that many of the
components necessary for the recovery (e.g., diesel generator control and field
flash, AC load shed and diesel generator output circuit breakers, etc.) rely upon
the operability of the battery(ies). In addition, the energization transients of any
DC loads that are beyond the capability of the battery charger and normally
require the assistance of the battery will not be able to be brought online. The
2-hour limit allows sufficient time to effect restoration of an inoperable battery
given that the majority of conditions that lead to battery inoperability (e.g., loss
of battery charger, battery cell voltage less than 2.07V, etc.) are identified in
Specifications 3.8.4, 3.8.5, and 3.8.6 together with additional specific completion
times.

Condition C also represents one train with a loss of ability to completely respond
to an event, and a potential loss of ability to remain energized during normal
operation. It is, therefore, imperative that the operator's attention focus on
stabilizing the unit, minimizing the potential for complete loss of DC power to the
affected train. The 2 hour limit is consistent with the allowed time for an
inoperable DC distribution system train.

If one of the required DC electrical power subsystems is inoperable for reasons
other than Condition A or C (e.g., inoperable battery charger and associated
inoperable battery), the remaining DC electrical power subsystem has the
capacity to support a safe shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition.
Since a subsequent worst case single failure could, however, result in the loss
of minimum necessary DC electrical subsystems to mitigate a worst-case
accident, continued power operation should not exceed 2 hours.

The 2-hour Completion Time is based on Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 9) and
reflects a reasonable time to cross connect with the same train DC subsystem
or assess unit status as a function of the inoperable DC electrical power
subsystem and, if the DC electrical power subsystem is not restored to
OPERABLE status, to prepare to effect an orderly and safe unit shutdown.
Either of Required Actions C1 or C.2 will demonstrate satisfactory recovery of a
DC subsystem train.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued)

Required Action C.1 requires that each of the two subsystem batteries of the
same train is restored to OPERABLE status in 2 hours.

Required Action C.2 requires that the two subsystem DC buses are cross
connected and fed from one subsystem battery within 2 hours.

D.1

Condition'D represents one train with one subsystem battery out of service and
two subsystems of the same train cross-connected with one battery in service.
This alignment will allow both subsystems to remain OPERABLE for 30 days.
The 30-day duration is adequate for replacement of a battery bank and
performance of battery testing online.

The SONGS 2/3 Living PRA was used to assess the risk impact of entering
T.S. 3.8.4 for a period of 30 days while two same train DC subsystems are
cross-connected with one battery supporting both buses.

The analysis was performed consistent with the guidelines of R.G. 1.74 and
R.G 1.177. The PRA results show that the cross-tie alignment and the swing
battery charger alignment yield essentially no change in risk, which is primarily
due to the availability and high reliability of an aligned alternate source of
1 E power.

Condition D includes a Note "Requires an OPERABLE battery with a rated
capacity of greater than or equal to 1800 amp-hours." This ensures the battery
aligned to the cross-tied system has adequate capacity.

ACTIONS E.1 and E.2

If the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit must be
brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status,
the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems. The
Completion Time to bring the unit to MODE 5 is consistent with the time
required in Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 9).

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.4.1

Verifying battery terminal voltage is greater than or equal to the minimum established
float voltage for the batteries helps to ensure the effectiveness of the battery charges,
which support the ability of the batteries to perform their intended function. Float
charge is the condition in which the charger is supplying the continuous charge
required to overcome the internal losses of a battery and maintain the battery in a fully
charged state, while supplying the continuous steady state loads of the associated DC
subsystem. On float charge, battery cells will receive adequate current to optimally
charge the battery. The voltage requirements are based on the nominal design voltage
of the battery and are consistent with the minimum float voltage established by the
battery manufacturer (2.20 Vpc). This voltage maintains the battery plates in a
condition that supports maintaining the grid life (expected to be approximately
20 years). The 31 day Frequency is consistent with manufacturer recommendations
and IEEE-450 (Ref. 4).

SR 3.8.4.2

This SR verifies the design capacity of the battery chargers. According to Regulatory
Guide 1.32, the battery charger supply is recommended to be based on the largest
combined demands of the various steady state loads and the charging capacity to
restore the battery from the design minimum charge state to the fully charged state,
irrespective of the status of the unit during these demand occurrences. The minimum
required amperes and duration ensure that these requirements can be satisfied.
This SR requires that each battery charger be capable of supplying equal to or greater
than rated amps at equal to or greater than the minimum established float voltage for
equal to or greater than 8 hours. The ampere requirements are based on the output
rating of the chargers. The voltage requirements are based on the charger voltage
level after a response to a loss of AC power. The time period is sufficient for the
charger temperature to have stabilized and to have been maintained for at least 2
hours.

The battery is recharged when the measured charging current is 52 amps on float
charge. The Surveillance Frequency is acceptable, given the unit conditions required
to perform the test and the other administrative controls existing to ensure adequate
charger performance during these 24 month intervals.

(continued)
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SR 3.8.4.3

A battery service test is a special test of battery capability, as found, to satisfy the
design requirements (battery duty cycle) of the DC electrical power system. The
discharge rate and test length should correspond to the design duty cycle
requirements as specified in Reference 4.

The Surveillance Frequency of 30 months is consistent with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.32 and Regulatory Guide 1.129, which
state that the battery service test should be performed during refueling
operations, or at some other intervals between battery performance tests.

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows the performance of a modified
performance discharge test in lieu of a service test. Note 2 continues to allow the
once per 48 month performance of the battery performance discharge test in SR
3.8.6.6 in lieu of SR 3.8.4.3. This substitution is acceptable because SR 3.8.6.6
represents a more severe test of battery capacity than does SR 3.8.4.3.

A modified performance discharge test is a test of the battery capacity and its
ability to provide a high rate, short duration load (usually the highest rate of the
duty cycle). This will often confirm the battery's ability to meet the critical period
of the load duty cycle, in addition to determining its percentage of rated capacity.
Initial conditions for the modified performance discharge test should be identical
to those specified for a service test.

The modified performance discharge test may consist of just two rates, for
instance the one minute rate for the battery or the largest current load of the duty
cycle, followed by the test rate employed for the performance test, both of which
envelope the duty cycle of the service test. Since the ampere-hours removed by
a one minute discharge represent a very small portion of the battery capacity, the
test rate can be changed to that for the performance test without compromising
the results of the test. The battery terminal voltage for the modified performance
discharge test must remain above the minimum battery terminal voltage specified
in the battery service test for the duration of time equal to that of the service test.

(continued)
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.5 DC Sources - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4,
"DC Sources - Operating."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
transient analyses in the UFSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and
Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume that Engineered Safety Feature
(ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system
provides normal and emergency DC electrical power for the DGs,
emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching during all
MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements
for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum DC electrical power sources
during MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies ensures that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling
condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available
for monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate events
postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel handling
accident.

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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LCO The DC electrical power subsystems, each subsystem consisting of two
batteries, one battery charger per battery, and the corresponding
control equipment and interconnecting cabling within the train, are
required to be OPERABLE to support required trains of distribution
systems required OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.1 0, "Distribution Systems-
Shutdown." This ensures the availability of sufficient DC electrical
power sources to operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the
consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling
accidents).

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 5 and 6, and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies
provide assurance that:

a. Required features to mitigate a fuel handling accident are
available;

b. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of events that
can lead to core damage during shutdown are available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring
and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown condition or refueling
condition.

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
covered in LCO 3.8.4.

ACTIONS A.1.1, A.1.2, A.2.1. and A.2.2

Condition A represents one train with required battery chargers
inoperable (e.g., the voltage limit of SR 3.8.4.1 is not maintained). The
ACTIONS provide a tiered response that focuses on returning the
battery to the fully charged state and restoring a fully qualified charger
to OPERABLE status in a reasonable time period.

Required Action A.1.1 requires that the battery terminal voltage be
restored to greater than or equal to the minimum established float
voltage within 2 hours. Required Action A.1.2 requires as an alternative
that the two subsystem DC buses are cross connected and fed from
one subsystem battery within 2 hours. When Required Action A.1.2 is
completed, the LCO is met and subsequent Required Action A.2 is not

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1.1, A.1.2. A.2.1 and A.2.2 (continued)

required. In MODES 5 and 6 there is no time limit for restoration of DC
Subsystem Buses to a non-cross-connected configuration. The two
hour completion time provides for returning the inoperable charger to
OPERABLE status or providing an alternate means of restoring battery
terminal voltage to greater than or equal to the minimum established
float voltage. Restoring the battery terminal voltage to greater than or
equal to minimum established float voltage provides good assurance
that, within 12 hours, the battery will be restored to its fully charged
condition (Required Action A.2.1) from any discharge that might have
occurred due to the charger inoperability. A discharged battery having
terminal voltage of at least the minimum established float voltage
indicates that the battery is on the exponential charging current portion
(the second part) of its recharge cycle. The time to return a battery to
its fully charged state under this condition is simply a function of the
amount of the previous discharge and the recharge characteristic of the
battery. Thus, there is good assurance of fully recharging the battery
within 12 hours, avoiding a premature shutdown with its own attendant
risk.

If established battery terminal float voltage cannot be restored to
greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2
hours, and the charger is not operating in the current-limiting mode, a
faulty charger is indicated. A faulty charger that is incapable of
maintaining established battery terminal float voltage does not provide
assurance that it can revert to and operate properly in the current limit
mode that is necessary during the recovery period following a battery
discharge event that the DC system is designed for.

The charger is operating in the current limit mode after 2 hours is an
indication that the battery is partially discharged and its capacity
margins will be reduced. The time to return the battery to its fully
charged condition in this case is a function of the battery charger
capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC system, the
amount of the previous discharge, and the recharge characteristic of
the battery. If the charge time is extensive, there is not adequate
assurance that the battery can be recharged within 12 hours (Required
Action A.2.1).

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1.1. A.1.2, A.2.1 and A.2.2 (continued)

Required Action A.2.1 requires that the battery float current be verified
as less than or equal to 2 amps. This indicates that, if the battery had
been discharged as the result of the inoperable battery charger, it has
now been fully recharged. If at the expiration of the initial 12 hour
period the battery float current is not less than or equal to 2 amps,
then there may be additional battery problems and the battery must be
declared inoperable.

Required Action A.2.2 requires as an alternative that the battery pilot
cell specific gravity be verified as greater than or equal to 1.200. This
alternative indicates that, if the battery had been discharged as the
result of the inoperable battery charger, it has now been fully
recharged. If at the expiration of the initial 12-hour period the specific
gravity is not greater than or equal to 1.200, there may be additional
battery problems and the battery must be declared inoperable.

Either of Required Actions A.2.1 or A.2.2 will demonstrate satisfactory
recovery of the battery and/or operability of one DC electrical power
subsystem.

ACTION B.1

With the required DC electrical power subsystem battery charger or
associated control equipment or cabling outside the allowances of the
Required Actions for Condition A, sufficient capacity to supply the
maximum expected load requirement is not assured and the
corresponding DC battery must be declared inoperable immediately.

ACTIONS: C1. C2.1, C2.2. C.2.3. and C.2.4

Condition C represents one train with the required DC electrical power
subsystem (exclusive of the battery charger) inoperable for reasons
other than Condition A. The ACTIONS provide a tiered response
allowing the option to declare required features inoperable immediately
with the associated DC power source(s) inoperable.

If two trains are required per LCO 3.8.10, the remaining train with DC
power available may be capable of supporting sufficient systems to
allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel movement. By
allowing the option to declare required features inoperable with the

(continued)
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ACTIONS: C1, C2.1. C2.2 C.2.3, and C.2.4 (continued)

associated DC power source(s) inoperable, appropriate restrictions will
be implemented in accordance with the affected required features LCO
ACTIONS. In many instances, this option may involve undesired
administrative efforts. Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently
conservative actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS,
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving
positive reactivity additions). The Required Action to suspend positive
reactivity additions does not preclude actions to maintain or increase
reactor vessel inventory, provided the required SDM is maintained.

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of actions
to establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize the
probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is further required
to immediately initiate action to restore the required DC electrical power
subsystems and to continue this action until restoration is accomplished
in order to provide the necessary DC electrical power to the unit safety
systems.

The Completion Time of "immediately" is consistent with the required
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the
required DC electrical power subsystems should be completed as
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time during which the unit
safety systems may be without sufficient power.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.5.1

SR 3.8.5.1 states that Surveillances required by SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.3 are
applicable in these MODES. See the corresponding Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a
discussion of each SR.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to preclude requiring the
OPERABLE DC sources from being discharged below their capability to provide the
required power supply or otherwise rendered inoperable during the performance of
SRs. It is the intent that these SRs must still be capable of being met, but actual
performance is not required.

(continued)
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REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 6.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15
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B 3.8.6 Battery Parameters

BASES

BACKGROUND This LCO delineates the limits on battery float current as well as
electrolyte temperature, level, float voltage, and specific gravity for the
DC power subsystem batteries. A discussion of these batteries and
their OPERABILITY requirements is provided in the Bases for
LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating," and LCO 3.8.5, "DC Sources
- Shutdown." In addition to the limitations of this Specification, the
licensee controlled program also implements a program specified in
Administrative Controls Specification 5.5.2.16 for monitoring various
battery parameters that is based on recommendations of IEEE
Standard 450-2002, "IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance,
Testing, and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary
Applications" (Ref. 3).

The battery cells are of flooded lead acid construction with a nominal
specific gravity of 1.215. This specific gravity corresponds to an open
circuit battery voltage of approximately 120 V for a 58 cell battery (i.e.,
cell voltage of 2.065 Volts per cell (Vpc)). The open circuit voltage is
the voltage maintained when there is no charging or discharging. Once
fully charged with its open circuit voltage 2 2.065 Vpc, the battery cell
will maintain its capacity for 30 days without further charging per
manufacturer's instructions. Optimal long term performance however,
is obtained by maintaining a float voltage of 2.20 to 2.28 Vpc. This
provides adequate over-potential which limits the formation of lead
sulfate and self discharge.

(continued)
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APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
transient analyses in the UFSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and
Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature systems
are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system provides
normal and emergency DC electrical power for the DGs,
emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching during all
MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon
meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining at
least one train of DC sources OPERABLE during accident
conditions, in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC power or all onsite AC
power; and

b. A worst case single failure.

Battery parameters satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO Battery parameters must remain within acceptable limits to ensure
availability of the required DC power to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational
occurrence or a postulated DBA. Battery parameter limits are
conservatively established, allowing continued DC electrical system
function even with limits not met.

Additional preventive maintenance, testing, and monitoring performed
in accordance with the Licensee Controlled Specifications 3.8.104 and
3.8.106 is conducted as specified irn Administrative Controls
Specification 5.5.2.16.

APPLICABILITY The battery parameters are required solely for the support of the
associated DC electrical power subsystems. Therefore, battery
parameter limits are only required when the DC power source is
required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the Applicability discussion in the
Bases for LCO 3.8.4 and LCO 3.8.5.

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1. A.2, and A.3

A battery cell is degraded when the cell float voltage is <2.07 V. A
battery bank may not be degraded with one or more degraded battery
cells in one or more battery banks in one train (one train consists of two
subsystem battery banks).

Within 2 hours verification of the required battery charger
OPERABILITY is made by monitoring the battery terminal voltage
(perform SR 3.8.4.1 per Required Action A.1) and of the overall battery
state of charge by monitoring the battery float charge current or pilot
cell specific gravity (perform SR 3.8.6.1 per Required Action A.2). This
assures that there is still sufficient battery capacity to perform the
intended function. Therefore, the affected battery is not required to be
considered inoperable solely as a result of one or more cells in one or
more batteries <2.07 V, and continued operation is permitted for a
limited period up to 24 hours (per Required Action A.3).

Since the Required Actions of A.1 and A.2 only specify "perform," a
failure of SR 3.8.4.1 or SR 3.8.6.1 acceptance criteria does not result in
this Required Action not met. However, if one of the SRs is failed, the
appropriate Condition(s), depending on the cause of the failures, is
entered. If SR 3.8.6.1 is failed then there is no assurance that there is
still sufficient battery capacity to perform the intended function and the
battery must be declared inoperable immediately.

ACTIONS B.1, B.2.1 and B.2.2

One or two batteries in one train at float current of >2 amps or average
specific gravity of all connected cells of <1.195 is an indication that a
partial discharge of the battery capacity has occurred. This may be due
to a temporary loss of a battery charger or possibly due to one or more
battery cells in a low voltage condition reflecting some loss of capacity.
Verification of the required battery charger OPERABILITY is made by
monitoring the battery terminal voltage within 2 hours (perform SR
3.8.4.1 per Required Action B.1).

If the terminal voltage is found to be less than the minimum established
float voltage there are two possibilities: the battery charger is
inoperable or is operating in the current limit mode. Condition A above
addressed charger inoperability. Operating the charger in the current
limit mode longer than 2 hours is an indication that the battery has been
substantially discharged and likely cannot perform its required design
functions. The time to return the battery to its fully charged condition in
this case is a function of the battery charger capacity, the amount of

(continued)
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ACTIONS B.1, B.2.1 and B.2.2 (continued)

loads on the associated DC system, the amount of the previous
discharge, and the recharge characteristic of the battery. If the charge
time is extensive, and the battery can not be recharged within 12 hours
(per Required Action B.2), the battery must therefore be declared
inoperable.

If the float voltage is found to be satisfactory but there are one or more
battery cells with float voltage less than 2.07 V, the associated "OR"
statement in Condition F is applicable and the battery must be declared
inoperable immediately. If float voltage is satisfactory and there are no
cells less than 2.07 V there is a good assurance that, within 12 hours,
the battery will be restored to its fully charged condition (per Required
Action B.2) from any discharge that might have occurred due to a
temporary loss of the battery charger. A discharged battery with float
voltage (the charger setpoint) across its terminals indicates that the
battery is on the exponential charging current portion (the second part)
of its recharge cycle. The time to return a battery to its fully charged
state under this condition is simply a function of the amount of the
previous discharge and the recharge characteristic of the battery.
Thus, there is good assurance of fully recharging the battery within 12
hours, avoiding a premature shutdown with its own attendant risk.

One or more cells in a low voltage condition but still greater than 2.07 V
and float voltage is found to be satisfactory, is not an indication of a
substantially discharged battery and 12 hours is a reasonable time prior
to declaring the battery inoperable. Since Required Action B.1 only
specifies "perform," a failure of SR 3.8.4.1 acceptance criteria does not
result in the Required Action not met. However, if SR 3.8.4.1 is failed,
the appropriate Condition(s), depending on the cause of the failure, is
entered.

ACTIONS C.1, C.2, and C.3

With one or two batteries in one train with one or more cells with
electrolyte level above the top of the plates, but below the minimum
established design limits, the battery still retains sufficient capacity to
perform the intended function. Therefore, the affected battery is not
required to be considered inoperable solely as a result of electrolyte
level not met. Within 31 days the minimum established design limits for
electrolyte level must be re-established. Electrolyte level limits are
visually indicated on each cell via minimum and maximum electrolyte
level lines.

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1, C.2. and C.3 (continued)

With electrolyte level below the top of the plates there is a potential for
dryout and plate degradation. Required Actions C.1 and C.2 address
this potential (as well as provisions in Specification 5.5.16, Battery
Monitoring and Maintenance Program). They are modified by a note
that indicates they are only applicable if electrolyte level is below the
top of the plates. Within 8 hours level is required to be restored to
above the top of the plates. The Required Action C.2 requirement to
verify that there is no leakage by visual inspection and the Specification
5.5.1 6.b item to initiate action to equalize and test in accordance with
manufacturer's recommendations are taken from Appendix D of IEEE
Standard 450 (Ref. 3). These actions are performed following the
restoration of the electrolyte level to above the top of the plates. Based
on the results of the manufacturers recommended testing the batteries
may have to be declared inoperable and the affected cell(s) replaced.

ACTION D.1

With one or two batteries on one train with the pilot cell electrolyte
temperature less than the minimum established design limit, 12 hours is
allowed to restore the temperature to within limits. A low electrolyte
temperature limits the current and power available. Since the battery is
sized with margin, while battery capacity is degraded, sufficient capacity
exists to perform the intended function and the affected battery is not
required to be considered inoperable solely as a result of the pilot cell
temperature not met.

ACTION E.1

With one or two batteries in redundant trains with battery parameters
not within limits there is not sufficient assurance that the batteries can
still perform their required function, given that redundant batteries are
involved. With redundant batteries involved this potential could result in
a total loss of function on multiple systems that rely upon the batteries.
The longer completion times specified for battery parameters on
non-redundant batteries not within limits are therefore not appropriate
and the parameters must be restored to within limits on at least one
train within 2 hours.

(continued)
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ACTION F.1

With one or two batteries with any battery parameter outside the
allowances of the Required Actions for Condition A, B, C, D, or E,
sufficient capacity to supply the maximum expected load requirement is
not assured and the corresponding DC battery must be declared
inoperable immediately. Additionally, discovering one or two batteries
in one train with one or more battery cell float voltage less than 2.07 V
and either float current greater than 2 amps or specific gravity <1.175
indicates that the battery capacity may not be sufficient to perform the
intended functions. The battery must therefore be declared inoperable
immediately.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying battery float current while on float charge is used to determine
the state of charge of the battery. Float charge is the condition in which
the charger is supplying the continuous charge required to overcome
the internal losses of a battery and maintain the battery in a charged
state. The float current requirements are based on the float current
indicative of a charged battery. Use of float current to determine the
state of charge of the battery is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3). The
31 day Frequency is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3).

This SR is modified by a Note that states the float current requirement
is not required to be met when battery terminal voltage is less than the
minimum established float voltage of SR 3.8.4.1. When this float
voltage is not maintained the Required Actions of LCO 3.8.4 ACTION A
must be taken to provide the necessary and appropriate verifications of
the battery condition. Furthermore, the float current limit of s2 amps or
pilot cell specific gravity 21.200 is established based on the nominal
float voltage value and is not directly applicable when this voltage is not
maintained.

SR 3.8.6.2

SR 3.8.6.2 requires verification that the pilot or connected cell float
voltages are equal to or greater than the short term absolute minimum
voltage of 2.07 V. Optimal long term battery performance is obtained
by maintaining a float voltage greater than or equal to the minimum
established design limit provided by the battery manufacturer, which is
2.28 Vpc. This provides adequate over-potential, which limits the
formation of lead sulfate and self discharge, which could eventually

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.2 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

render the battery inoperable. Float voltages <2.13Vpc, but greater
than 2.07Vpc, are addressed in Administrative Control Specification
5.5.2.16. The Frequency for pilot cell voltage verification every 31 days
is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3).

SR 3.8.6.3

The limit specified for electrolyte level ensures that the plates suffer no
physical damage and maintain adequate electron transfer capability.
The 31 day Frequency is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3).

SR 3.8.6.4

This Surveillance verifies that the pilot cell temperature is greater than
or equal to the minimum established design limit. Pilot cell electrolyte
temperature is maintained above this temperature to assure the battery
can provide the required current and voltage to meet the design
requirements. Temperatures lower than assumed in battery sizing
calculations act to inhibit or reduce battery capacity. The 31 day
Frequency is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3).

SR 3.8.6.5

SR 3.8.6.5 requires verification that the connected cell float voltages
are equal to or greater than the short-term absolute minimum voltage of
2.07 V. Optimal long-term battery performance is obtained by
maintaining a float voltage greater than or equal to the minimum
established design limit provided by the battery manufacturer, which is
2.28 Vpc. This provides adequate over-potential, which limits the
formation of lead sulfate and self-discharge, which could eventually
render the battery inoperable. Float voltages <2.13Vpc, but greater than
2.07Vpc, are addressed in Administrative Control Specification
5.5.2.16. The Frequency for connected cell voltage verification every
92 days is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref.3).

(continued)
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SR 3.8.6.6

A battery performance discharge test is a test of constant current
capacity of a battery, normally done in the "as found" condition, after
having been in service, to detect any change in the capacity determined
by the acceptance test. The test is intended to determine overall
battery degradation due to age and usage. Either the battery
performance discharge test or the modified performance discharge test
is acceptable for satisfying SR 3.8.6.6.

A modified performance discharge test is a test of the battery capacity
and its ability to provide a high rate, short duration load (usually the
highest rate of the duty cycle). This will confirm the battery's ability to
meet the critical period of the load duty cycle, in addition to determining
its percentage of rated capacity. Initial conditions for the modified
performance discharge test should be identical to those specified for a
service test.

The modified performance discharge test may consist of just two rates:
for instance, the one minute rate for the battery or the largest current
load of the duty cycle, followed by the test rate employed for the
performance test, both of which envelope the duty cycle of the service
test. Since the ampere-hours removed by a one minute discharge.
represents a very small portion of the battery capacity, the test rate can
be changed to that for the performance test without compromising the
results of the performance discharge test. The battery terminal voltage
for the modified performance discharge test must remain above the
minimum battery terminal voltage specified in the battery service test for
the time equal to that of the service test.

The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance are consistent with
IEEE-450 (Ref. 3) and IEEE-485 (Ref. 4). These references
recommend that the battery be replaced if its capacity is below 80% of
the manufacturer rating. A capacity of 80% shows that the battery rate
of deterioration is increasing, even if there is ample capacity to meet the
load requirements. Furthermore, the battery is sized to meet the
assumed duty cycle loads when the battery design capacity reaches
this 80% limit.

The Surveillance Frequency for this test is normally 60 months. If the
battery shows degradation, or if the battery has reached 85% of its
expected life and a capacity is <100% of the manufacturer's rating, the
Surveillance Frequency is reduced to 12 months. However, if the

(continued)
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SR 3.8.6.6 (continued)

battery shows no degradation but has reached 85% of its expected life,
the Surveillance Frequency is only reduced to 24 months for batteries
that retain a capacity of Ž100% of the manufacturer's rating.
Degradation is indicated, according to IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), when the
battery capacity drops by more than 10% relative to its capacity on the
previous performance test or.when it is. 10% below the manufacturer's
rating. These frequencies are consistent with the recommendations in
IEEE450 (Ref. 3).

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 6.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

3. IEEE-450-2002.

4. IEEE-485-1 997.
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B 3-8.7

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.7 Inverters - Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The inverters are the preferred source of power for the AC vital buses
because of the stability and reliability the inverters achieve in being
powered from the 125 VDC battery source. The function of the inverter
is to convert DC electrical power to AC electrical power, thus providing
an uninterruptible power source for the instrumentation and controls for
the Reactor Protective System (RPS) and the Engineered Safety
Feature Actuation System (ESFAS). Specific details on inverters and
their operating characteristics are found in the UFSAR, Chapter 8
(Ref. 1).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
transient analyses in the UFSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 2) and
Chapter 15 (Ref. 3) assume Engineered Safety Feature systems
are OPERABLE. The DC to AC inverters are designed to
provide the required capacity, capability, redundancy, and
reliability to ensure the availability of necessary power to the
RPS and ESFAS instrumentation and controls so that the fuel,
Reactor Coolant System, and containment design limits are not
exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail in the
Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits; Section 3.4,
Reactor Coolant System (RCS); and Section 3.6, Containment
Systems.

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based on meeting
the design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining required
AC vital buses OPERABLE during accident conditions in the
event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC electrical power or all
4' onsite AC electrical power; and

b. HA worst case single failure.

Inverters are a part of the distribution system and, as such,
satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

SAN ONOFRE-UNIT 2 B 3.8-72
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B 3.8.7

BASES (continued)
LCO The inverters ensure the availability of AC electrical power for the systems

instrumentation required to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
condition after an anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) or a
postulated DBA.

Maintaining the required inverters OPERABLE ensures that the
redundancy incorporated into the design of the RPS and ESFAS
instrumentation and controls is maintained. The four battery powered
inverters (one per channel) are required to be OPERABLE to ensure an
uninterruptible supply of AC electrical power to the AC vital buses even if
the 4.16 kV safety buses are de-energized.

OPERABLE inverters require the associated AC vital bus to be powered
by the inverter, which has the correct DC voltage (1 05-140 V) applied from
a battery to the inverter input, and inverter output AC voltage to be within
tolerances.

APPLICABILITY The inverters are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3,
and 4 to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure
boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of AOOs or
abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained in the
event of a postulated DBA.

Inverter requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are covered in the Bases
for LCO 3.8.8, "Inverters-Shutdown."

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note, which states to enter
the applicable conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.8.9,
"Distribution Systems-Operating," when Condition A is entered with
one AC vital bus de-energized. This ensures the vital bus is
returned to OPERABLE status within 2 hours.

Required Action A.2 allows 24 hours to fix the inoperable inverter
and return it to service. The 24 hour limit is based upon
engineering judgment, taking into consideration the time required to
repair an inverter and the additional risk to which the unit is

(continued)
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BASES (continued)
ACTIONS A.1 and A.2
(continued)

exposed because of the inverter inoperability. This has to be
balanced against the risk of an immediate shutdown, along with the
potential challenges to safety systems such a shutdown might
entail. When the AC vital bus is powered from its constant voltage
source, it is relying upon interruptible AC electrical power sources
(offsite and onsite). The uninterruptible, battery backed inverter
source to the AC vital buses is the preferred source for powering
instrumentation trip setpoint devices.

B.1 and B.2

If the inoperable devices or components cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience,
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions in
an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are functioning properly
with all required circuit breakers closed and AC vital buses
energized from the inverter. The verification of proper voltage
output ensures that the required power is readily available for the
instrumentation of the RPS and ESFAS connected to the AC vital
buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the redundant
capability of the inverters and other indications available in the
control room that alert the operator to inverter malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 8.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 6.

3. UFSAR, Chapter 15.
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The onsite Class 1 E AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
distribution systems are divided by train into redundant and
independent AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power distribution
subsystems.

The AC primary electrical power distribution system consists of two
4.16 kV Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) buses, each having at
least one separate and independent offsite source of power as well
as a dedicated onsite diesel generator (DG) source. Each 4.16 kV
ESF bus is normally connected to a preferred offsite source. After
a loss of the preferred offsite power source to a 4.16 kV ESF bus, a
transfer to the alternate offsite source is accomplished by utilizing a
time delayed bus undervoltage relay. If all offsite sources are
unavailable, the onsite emergency DG supplies power to the
4.16 kV ESF bus. Control power for the 4.16 kV breakers is
supplied from the Class 1 E batteries. Additional description of this
system may be found in the Bases for LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources -
Operating," and the Bases for LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources-Operating."

The Class 1 E AC electrical power distribution system for each train
is shown in Table B 3.8.9-1.

The 120 VAC vital buses are arranged into four channels and each
channel is normally powered from its own channel inverter. The
alternate power supply for the vital buses are Class 1 E constant
voltage source transformers powered from one of the trains in the
same load group (one transformer per load group), and its use is
governed by LCO 3.8.7, Inverters - Operating." Each constant
voltage source transformer is powered from a Class 1 E AC bus.

There are four independent 125 VDC electrical power distribution
subsystems (two for each Train A and B).

The list of all required distribution buses is presented in
Table B 3.8.9-1.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the UFSAR, Chapter 6
(Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume ESF systems are
OPERABLE. The AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
distribution systems are designed to provide sufficient capacity,
capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of
necessary power to ESF systems so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant
System, and containment design limits are not exceeded. These
limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases for Section 3.2,
Power Distribution Limits; Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System
(RCS); and Section 3.6, Containment Systems.

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
distribution systems is consistent with the initial assumptions of the
accident analyses and is based upon meeting the design basis of the
unit. This includes maintaining power distribution systems
OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite AC
electrical power; and

b. A worst case single failure.

The distribution systems satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement.

LCO The required power distribution subsystems listed in Table B 3.8.9-1
ensure the availability of AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
for the systems required to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a
safe condition after an anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) or a
postulated DBA. The AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power
distribution subsystems are required to be OPERABLE.

Maintaining the Train A and Train B AC, Trains A, B, C, and D DC,
and Channels A, B, C, and D AC vital bus electrical power
distribution subsystems OPERABLE ensures that the redundancy
incorporated into the design of ESF is not defeated. Therefore, a
single failure within any system or within the electrical power
distribution systems will not prevent safe shutdown of the reactor.

OPERABLE AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power distribution
systems require the associated buses and load centers to be
energized to their proper voltages.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The electrical power distribution systems are required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure
boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of AQOs or
abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained in the
event of a postulated DBA.

Electrical power distribution system requirements for MODES 5
and 6 are covered in the Bases for LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution
Systems - Shutdown."

ACTIONS A.1

With one or more required AC buses or the required load center,
except AC vital buses, in one train inoperable, the remaining AC
electrical power distribution subsystem in the other train is capable
of supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shut down
the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, assuming
no single failure. The overall reliability is reduced, however,
because a single failure in the remaining power distribution
subsystems could result in the minimum required ESF functions not
being supported. Therefore, the required AC buses and load
center must be restored to OPERABLE status within 8 hours.

The Condition A worst scenario is one train without AC power (i.e.,
no offsite power to the train and the associated DG inoperable). In
this condition, the unit is more vulnerable to a complete loss of AC
power. It is, therefore, imperative that the unit operator's attention
be focused on minimizing the potential for loss of power to the
remaining train by stabilizing the unit, and on restoring power to

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1 (continued)

the affected train. The 8 hour time limit before requiring a unit
shutdown in this condition is acceptable because of:

a. The potential for decreased safety if the unit operator's
attention is diverted from the evaluations and actions
necessary to restore power to the affected train, to the actions
associated with taking the unit to shutdown within this time
limit; and

b. The potential for an event in conjunction with a single failure of
a redundant component in the train with AC power.

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
distribution subsystems to be inoperable during any single
contiguous occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If Condition A is
entered while, for instance, a DC bus is inoperable and subsequently
restored OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for
up to 2 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours, since initial
failure of the LCO, to restore the AC distribution system. At this time,
a DC circuit could again become inoperable, and AC distribution
restored OPERABLE. This could continue indefinitely.

The Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal 'time
zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock.' This will result in
establishing the time zero" at the time the LCO was initially not met,
instead of the time Condition A was entered. The 16 hour
Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to
meet the LCO indefinitely.

B.1

With one or more AC vital bus inoperable, the remaining OPERABLE
AC vital buses are capable of supporting the minimum safety
functions necessary to shut down the unit and maintain it in the safe
shutdown condition. Overall reliability is reduced, however, since an
additional single failure could result in the minimum required ESF
functions not being supported. Therefore, the required AC vital bus
must be restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours.

(continued)
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ACTIONS . 6.1 (continued)

Condition B represents one or more AC vital bus without power;
potentially both the DC source and the associated AC source are
nonfunctioning. In this situation, the unit is significantly more
vulnerable to a complete loss of all noninterruptible power. It is,
therefore, imperative that the operators attention focus on stabilizing
the unit, minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining
vital buses, and restoring power to the affected vital bus.

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times
allowed for the vast majority of components that are without
adequate vital AC power.

The 2 hour Completion Time takes into account the importance to
safety of restoring the AC vital bus to OPERABLE status, the
redundant capability afforded by the other OPERABLE vital buses,
and the low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
distribution subsystems to be inoperable during any single
contiguous occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If Condition B is
entered while, for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and
subsequently restored OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been
not met for up to 8 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours,
since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the vital bus distribution
system. At this time, an AC train could again become inoperable,
and vital bus distribution restored OPERABLE. This could continue
indefinitely.

The Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal "time
zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." This will result in
establishing the 'time zero' at the time the LCO was initially not met,
instead of the time Condition B was entered. The 16 hour
Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to
meet the LCO indefinitely.

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1
(continued)

With one or more DC bus inoperable, the remaining DC electrical
power distribution subsystems are capable of supporting the
minimum safety functions necessary to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, assuming no single failure.
The overall reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure
in the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystem could
result in the minimum required ESF functions not being supported.
Therefore, the required DC bus must be restored to OPERABLE
status within 2 hours.

Condition C represents one or more subsystems without adequate DC
power; potentially both with the battery significantly degraded and the
associated charger nonfunctioning. In this situation, the unit is
significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all DC power. It is,
therefore, imperative that the operator's attention focus on stabilizing
the unit, minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining
trains, and restoring power to the affected train.

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times allowed
for the vast majority of components which would be without power.

The 2 hour Completion Time for DC buses is consistent with
Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 3).

The second Completion Time for Required Action C.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
distribution subsystems to be inoperable during any single contiguous
occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. If Condition C is entered while,
for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and subsequently restored
OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for up to 8
hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours, since initial failure of the
LCO, to restore the DC distribution system. At this time, an AC train
could again become inoperable, and DC distribution restored
OPERABLE. This could continue indefinitely.

The Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal time zero"
for beginning the allowed outage time 'clock.' This will result in
establishing the 'time zero" at the time the LCO was initially not met,
instead of the time Condition C was entered. The 16 hour Completion
Time is an acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the
LCO indefinitely.

(continued)
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ACTIONS D.1 and D.2
(continued)

If the inoperable distribution subsystem cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience,
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions in
an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.9.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the AC, DC, and AC vital bus
electrical power distribution systems are functioning properly, with
all the required circuit breakers closed and the buses energized
from normal power. The verification of proper voltage availability
on the buses ensures that the required power is readily available
for motive as well as control functions for critical system loads
connected to these buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into
account the redundant capability of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus
electrical power distribution systems, and other indications
available in the control room that alert the operator to subsystem
malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Chapter 6.

2. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974.
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Table B 3.8.9-1 (page 1 of 1)
AC and DC Electrical Power Distribution Systems

TYPE VOLTAG TRAIN A TRAIN BE

AC safety 4160 V ESF Bus A04 ESF Bus A06
buses 480 V Load Center B04 Load Center B06

SUBSYSTEM A SUBSYSTEM C SUBSYSTEM B SUBSYSTEM D

DC buses 125 V Bus D1 from Bus D3 from Bus D2 from Bus D4 from
required battery3 ' required battery(3) required battery(3 ) required battery 3

and charger and charger and charger and charger

CHANNEL A CHANNEL C CHANNEL B CHANNEL D

AC vital 120 V Bus Y01 from Bus Y03 from Bus Y02 from Bus Y04 from
buses inverter Y001 inverter Y003 inverter Y002 Inverter Y004

NOTES: (1) Each train of the electrical power distribution consists of one AC bus, two DC
subsystems, and two AC vital power channels.

(2) If a support system (e.g., charger or inverter) is declared inoperable and it has its
own LCO, entry into LCO 3.8.9 is not required. Only entry into its LCO is required.

(3) An OPERABLE Class 1 E battery bank BOOX may replace any battery to allow battery
maintenance (including replacement) activities.
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Proposed Change Number (PCN) 548,
Batteries Upgrade & DC Cross-tie Capability

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3

List of Regulatory Commitments



List of Regulatory Commitments

1. Relocate existing Surveillance Requirements (SRs) 3.8.4.3,3.8.4.4, and 3.8.4.5
from the Technical Specifications to the Licensee Controlled Specifications.



Attachment I

Proposed Change Number (PCN) 548,
Batteries Upgrade and DC Cross-tie Capability

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3

PRA Evaluation



OBJECTIVE

The objective of this risk-informed analysis is to support an extension of the Completion Time (CT) of
Technical Specification (TS) 3.8.4 for San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) 2/3 IE DC
Power System.

BACKGROUND

The SONGS 125V DC Class IE batteries have a design life of 20 years. ME Code and NRC
regulations require batteries to be tested annually when a battery reaches 85% of service life or falls
below 90% of its rated capacity. These batteries will approach their 85% service life within the next two
fuel cycles and some batteries are approaching their 90% capacity. In order to avoid the need for annual
tests that cannot be completed online within the current CT, SONGS is replacing these batteries.

In addition to replacing IE DC batteries, the IE DC power system is to be upgraded to include the
capability to 1) cross-tie subsystems A and C (as well as sub-systems B and D) when a battery is
removed from service, and 2) align a permanently installed swing charger (one for each train) to either
of two DC buses on a single train. The first added feature permits an operator to align two DC buses
from the same train together and remove a battery from service for testing or maintenance. This
configuration would allow all four DC buses to remain energized with sufficient battery support:. The
second added feature permits online battery charger testing or maintenance by first aligning the swing
battery charger to the supported bus.

The proposed technical specification change would permit a battery to be removed for up to 30 days
provided that the supported DC bus is realigned within 2 hours via the new cross-tie capability to its
companion same train bus that is supported by a battery. For example, prior to removing battery B007
from bus DI, DI is to be cross-tied to bus D3 that is supported by battery B009.

This analysis evaluates the increase in risk between the normal alignment and the maintenance
alignment with a battery removed from service and the upgraded realignments implemented.

This allowed outage time extension request is unique because the out-of-service component is to be
replaced by a designed and installed 'compensatory' measure. The compensatory measure is an
alternate power source that can meet the functional requirements of the unavailable component.
Without the alternate power source, the TS extension is not allowed and the TS reverts to a format that
is effectively the same as the current allowed outage time of 2 hours.

METHODOLOGY

This analysis is performed consistent with the requirements of Regulatory Guides (RG) 1.174 and 1.177
[1,2]. The SONGS 2/3 Living Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) is modified to reflect the proposed
design change to the IE DC system. The modified model is used for all calculations.
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Regulatory Guide 1.177:

Regulatory Guide 1.177 requires the licensee to demonstrate that the proposed TS CT change has only a
small quantitative impact on plant risk. An incremental conditional core damage probability (ICCDP) of
less than 5.0E-7 is considered small for a single TS CT change. An incremental conditional large early
release probability (ICLERP) of less than 5.0E-8 is also considered small. As defined in RG 1.177,

ICCDP* =

ICLERP* =

[(conditional CDF' with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline CDF
with subject equipment in service)] X (duration of the single CT under
consideration)

[(conditional LERF2 with the subject equipment out of service) - (baseline LERF
with subject equipment in service)] X (duration of the single CT under
consideration)

*nomin al maintenance unavailabilities are assumed for all other equipment

To demonstrate that the change in risk is small for TS 3.8.4, ICCDP and ICLERP are calculated for a
battery out-of-service as follows:

ICCDPwttm =

ICLERPbatery =

[(conditional CDF with a battery out of service) -
(baseline CDF with battery available)] X (30 days)

[(conditional LERF with a battery out of service) -
(baseline LERF with battery available)] X (30 days)

[1]

[2]

These calculations are performed for preventive and corrective maintenance and compared to the RG
1.177 guidelines. Since the allowed outage time extensions are to be applicable to all four electrical
sub-systems, calculations should be performed for all four sub-systems. However, to simplify the
analysis, the most bounding sub-system is determined and all subsequent calculations are based on the
bounding case.

Regulatory Guide 1.174:

The anticipated changes in overall annual core damage frequency (CDF) and large early release
frequency (LERF) are calculated and compared to the risk acceptance guidelines in Figures 3 and 4 of
RG 1.174. This is calculated using an expected annual frequency and duration of corrective and
preventive maintenance multiplied by the CDF/LERF with the subject component out-of-service.

PRA Model:

The SONGS 2/3 Living PRA (as of November 3, 2003) is modified to reflect the proposed design
change to the IE DC system. All calculations are performed with this modified model.

Core Damage Frequency (CDF)
2 Large Early Release Frequency (LERF)
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ANALYSIS

The proposed design change only impacts the electrical power system fault tree of the SONGS 2/3
Living PRA. The expected usage of the extended allowed outage time is provided by the electrical
engineering group within the SONGS Maintenance Engineering Division and listed in Table 1.

The relevant calculations are performed with the following notes and assumptions.

Notes and Assumptions:

1. As part of the proposed design change, each battery is to be replaced with one of a larger
capacity. By design, each new 1800 amp-hour (AH) rated 1E DC battery, while cross-
connected, will supply sufficient power to support two IE DC buses. For example, when bus Dl
is cross-connected to D3 with Battery B007 removed from service, Battery B009 can meet the
concurrent design load requirements for both DC buses DI and D3.

2. When performing preventive maintenance of a battery, the cross-connect between buses is
completed prior to removing the battery from service (i.e., 'make before break'). The probability
of operator failure to properly align the cross-tie is zero. If the action is unsuccessful, the TS
action to align the cross-tie within two hours will not have been met and therefore the extension
to 30 days is not permitted. The order of restoration of the battery to the bus is done in reverse
(i.e., the battery breaker is closed to the bus prior to opening the cross-tie breakers).

3. Emergent unavailability (i.e., corrective maintenance) of a battery requires operators to perform
local actions to close breakers to cross-connect buses. If the alignment is not performed within 2
hours or performed incorrectly, then the TS action to align has not been met and the extension to
30 days is not permitted. Only when the alignment is properly performed is the extension to 30
days granted. Once aligned, the 1E DC system is identical to the preventive maintenance
alignment. Therefore, except for common-cause failure probability considerations, the
corrective maintenance calculation is similar to the preventive maintenance calculation.

4. The PRA model reflects the proposed design as described in Document 90090, "Scope:
Replacement of Class IE Batteries And Associated Equipment," SONGS Design Engineering,
June 2003.

5. Test and preventive maintenance activities on a battery are assumed not to increase the
likelihood of any additional events.

6. All common-cause failures (CCF) of IE 125VDC batteries have been modeled along with CCF
of all battery chargers (including dedicated and swing chargers).

7. Credit for cross connecting DC buses is limited to maintenance activities. Without post-initiator
specific procedures, credit for successful post-initiator alignment of the DC bus cross-tie is
difficult to assess. Although such credit would improve the baseline risk (i.e., reduce risk), this
improvement is minimal since the likelihood of post-initiator failure of a battery is extremely
small.
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8. Components other than the affected battery are set to their nominal maintenance unavailabilities.

Data Analysis:

Modifications to the model include the addition of 125V circuit breakers, swing battery chargers and
upgraded batteries. Since these added components are generically similar to components already
existing in the model, it is reasonable to use the same failure data of similar components already in the
Living PRA. Therefore, generic data found in the Living PRA for failures of circuit breakers, battery
chargers, and batteries are applicable to the new breakers, batteries, and battery chargers. Probabilities
for common-cause failures are adjusted to account for the added components.

The initiating event frequencies for fire are increased for rooms containing DC bus DI and D2 to
account for the addition of the swing battery chargers B021 and B022, respectively, which provide an
additional fire source in those rooms. Therefore, the fire frequencies in these rooms increase from 2.1E-
5/yr to 4.2E-5/yr.

Maintenance Data:

Table 1 shows the expected maintenance activities for batteries. The activities are shown with the
expected frequency and duration. The shaded activities are those activities that require the cross-tie and
therefore require entry into TS 3.8.4 action statement. This data is used to assess the expected annual
risk impact for comparison to risk acceptance guidelines in RG 1.174.
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Table 1
List of Battery Maintenance Activities

Batteries - Requires Cross-tie? Frequency Duration
Preventive Maintenance (ves/no)

Pilot cell re-designation No Annual 1 hr/battery

Spare cell inspections
No 0.5/year 2 hrs/battery

Monthly battery inspection
No Monthly 1 hr/battery

Quarterly battery inspection
No Quarterly 8 hr/battery

Physical inspection of
battery No Annual 8 hrs (or 1 shift)/battery

Equalize charge No Annual 7 days/battery
Single cell equalize charge

No 4-8 years 7 days/battery
Acid adjustment on low
specific gravity cells No 4-8 years 1 day/battery
TP6rrmantor 'MfifiYesd .Y-e . 5, - yehar
NAtffcwes ; n estJ AHe<,i a*t

B S 'ic "Teit *'..4- ,__________ ___Yes, 2' 7d
activ place Tet.st. !W, Yes. ̂ ;. 5. -20 years s >7. d atzer itrt

2 Ys 120yersydysbattmiK'
r n ~ery~ak _'$--' td;.

~ '''X-*f -*ioactive Telace mie7 f4-,. 0yas51dy7b~r
fitil~jaifs -; Yes ~ {.~

Human Reliability Analysis (HRA):

The additional operator actions required for this design change are:

Basic Event Operator Action Description

U-HCD1TOD3-V
U-HCD2TOD4-V

Operator Fails To Cross-tie Bus DI and D3 (Train A)
Operator Fails To Cross-tie Bus D2 and D4 (Train B)

This design change also required the addition of operator actions to align the swing battery charger. The
likelihood of operator failure to align the swing battery charger in the base and maintenance cases was
set to 1.0 (i.e., no credit for swing battery chargers).

When performing preventive maintenance on a battery, operators will align the crosstie to the other bus
prior to removing the battery to be serviced (also known as "make before break"). It is expected that the
pre-alignment is proceduralized and successfully implemented prior to removing equipment from
service and entering the TS 3.8.4 action statement. Since a revised TS 3.8.4 would allow an CT
extension to 30 days only if the bus cross-tie is closed within 2 hours, alignment failure precludes an CT
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extension. That is, the extension to operate in the cross-tied alignment for 30 days is permitted only
upon successful alignment of the alternate power source. Therefore, during preventive maintenance, the
probability of failure for operator actions to align the alternate power source is set to zero.

Common-Cause Failure (CCF) Analysis:

Common-cause failures of swing and dedicated battery chargers are directly modeled in the electrical
power system fault tree and quantified using the alpha factor method [5]. Common-cause failure of
cross-tie and swing battery charger breakers is not required since the breakers are operated in series
where a single breaker failure is sufficient to fail power from the alternate source. Common-cause
failure modeling for batteries is included in the base model. The CCF probabilities for batteries are not
modified for the preventive maintenance case. CCF probabilities for batteries are modified upward,
however, for corrective maintenance of a battery. Modifications are necessary since an emergent battery
failure may impact other batteries due to common failure mechanisms. CCF probabilities are
summarized in Tables C-1 and C-2.

Uncertainty Analysis:

Parameter uncertainty calculations were not performed since the base case CDF and LERF are
essentially the same as those calculated when either two buses are cross-tied. This expectation is.
similarly stated in Section 2.3.5 of Regulatory Guide 1.177. Modeling uncertainties were assessed via
sensitivity analysis of key assumptions. This is described in more detail in the following sensitivity
analysis section.

Sensitivity Analysis:

Sensitivity analysis was addressed in several areas: cull level, operator action, bounding sub-system and
operation in Modes 2 - 4. These areas are discussed specifically below.

Cull Level: Analyses to assess sensitivity to cull level for both CDF and LERF were performed. The
base analysis was performed at a cull level of SE-10/yr and 5E-1 1/yr for CDF and LERF, respectively.
Sensitivity runs for CDF with cull levels of 1E-10/yr and 1E-1 1/yr were performed. Similar runs for
LERF were performed at 1E-1 1/yr and IE-12/yr. The calculated CDFALERF and increase in baseline
CDF/LERF are very small and less than IE-7/yr and IE-8/yr, respectively. Reducing the cull levels did
not change the single AOT risk from that calculated using a cull level of SE-10/yr (CDF) and SE-1 1/yr
(LERF).

Operator Action: Sensitivity analysis on operator action values was not performed for alignments.
Operator actions to align the cross-tie to another DC bus to perform preventive maintenance were
assumed to be successful since alignment must be successful prior to removing equipment for preventive
maintenance (i.e., also known as "make before break"). This is assumed since direct feedback is
provided by bus voltage current readings in the control room. Also, the completion time extension to 30
days is dependent on successful alignment to the other bus within 2 hours. If successful alignment is not
or cannot be performed in 2 hours, then the extension is not permitted and the allowed outage time
remains at 2 hours (as it is in the current TS). Therefore, since operator success is a condition of the
extension, no sensitivity analysis is required.
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Bounding Sub-system: To determine the most limiting of the four sub-systems to be assessed for this
application, sensitivity calculations were performed to assess which sub-system, when aligned to its
alternate power source, would result in the highest risk increase. The differences in the core damage and
large early release frequencies between each of the sub-systems were calculated to be very small and
insignificant. Therefore, sub-system A was arbitrarily chosen for all calculations.

Impact of Peer Review Comments: Sensitivity calculations were performed in response to several facts
and observations (F & O's) from the pilot peer review of the SONGS 2/3 Living PRA against the ASME
PRA Standard [4]. These sensitivity analyses are discussed in the PRA Quality Section.

Operations in Modes 2 - 4: The requested TS is applicable in Modes 1 - 4. Although it is unlikely that
SONGS would operate in Mode 2 - 4 for 30 days, sensitivity calculations were also performed for
Modes 2 - 4. The results are provided in the following Table:

= _______ CDF base CDF maint delta CDF ICDP :| LERF base LERF maint delta LERF ICLERP.

Mode 2 startup 3.457E-05 3.458E0'5 1 E-8 ;'-ottf 1.226E.06 1 .226E-06 <1 E-'-; E'-

Mode 3 Hot Standby 2.786E-05 2.786E-05 <1 E-9j , E1 it 7.702E-07 7.702E-7 <11E-10 - ic1 E-1 I
AFW cooling II.

Mode 4](no TDAFWP) 5.014E-O5 5.030E-051 1.6E1.7, iE.08 3.037E-06, 3.037E-061 <1EM9 ,cE'-

In Modes 2 - 4, the ICCDP and ICLERP are consistent with RG 1.177 risk acceptance guidelines of 5E-
7 and 5E-8 for ICCDP and ICLERP, respectively. Calculation of impact on an annual frequency (for
comparison with RG 1.174 acceptance guidelines), based on intended annual usage, was not performed
since the AOT extension is not expected to be used in Modes 2 - 4.
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PRA OUALITY:

PRA Adequacy Determination Process:

PRA adequacy refers to 1) baseline PRA model quality and 2) adequacy of the PRA calculation for the
application.

Determination of baseline PRA technical quality/adequacy is based on assessing the current quality
status of the SONGS 2/3 PRA as reviewed in a number of cumulative quality PRA reviews over recent
years. Most recently, the SONGS 2/3 PRA was reviewed against the ASME PRA standard [3]. This
review identified a number of ASME PRA Standard supporting requirements that are less than
capability category II. This peer review provides insight into the current quality status of the SONGS
2/3 PRA.

The technical adequacy of the PRA for the application is based on an assumption that a capability
category II for all supporting requirements is inherently sufficient to meet adequacy requirements for
risk-informed applications, including risk-informed CT applications. In cases where a peer review has
identified supporting requirements as less than capability category II, then technical adequacy for the
application is deemed sufficient when the peer review 'facts & observations,' that are the basis of the
reduced capability category determination, can be shown to have little or no impact on the calculated
results and no impact on the decisions and conclusions of the application. The assessment of impact is
addressed by either 1) sensitivity calculations or 2) bounding risk-informed arguments.

Baseline PRA Adequacy:

Several measures have been implemented in the development of the SONGS 2 and 3 Living PRA to
ensure quality. Changes in the model that impact assumptions, success criteria, basic event
probabilities, and system and plant models formally undergo several levels of review, and depending on
the complexity of the change, may also include peer and/or technical expert panel review.

A comprehensive independent peer review of the SONGS 2 and 3 Level 1 and Level 2 internal events
living PRA for full power and shutdown operations was conducted between August 1996 and April
1997 by an outside consultant (Scientech, Inc.). During this review, documents, procedures, and
supporting calculations and analyses were examined. The review was based primarily on the guidance
provided in the PRA procedure guides such as NUJREG/CR-2300, "PRA Procedures Guide: A Guide to
the Performance of PRAs for Nuclear Power Plants," and NUREG/CR4550, Revision 1, "Analysis of
Core Damage Frequency," as well as PRA applications documents such as EPRI TR-105396, "PSA
Applications Guide," and NUREG-1489, "Review of NRC Staff Uses of PRA." The results of all
independent review activities performed by internal and external reviewers were documented in the SCE
PRA Change Package process and tracked in the PRA Punch List Database. In June 2003, a pilot
application of the ASME PRA Standard peer review process for the SONGS 2/3 Living PRA was
performed [4]. The results of this pilot application are documented in WCAP-16165 Rev. 0 [3].
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Adequacy Of The PRA Calculation For The Application:

The ASME peer review team provided a list of comments (known as 'facts and observations' or F &
O's). These F & O's were identified based on a review of the SONGS 2/3 Living PRA versus the high
level and supporting requirements of the ASME PRA Standard. Each F & 0 was graded based on the
type of finding (i.e., technical adequacy or correctness, editorial, suggestion, or complementary).
Seventy-five (75) comments are of type A/B. By definition, A/B F & O's are:

"Important and necessary to address to assure the technical adequacy of the PRA, the capability of the
PRA or the robustness of the PRA update process."

All type A/B F & O's (75) were reviewed for possible impact on the results and conclusions of this
report. These F & O's cover supporting requirements with all capability categories. Almost all SRs
with capability category of less than II have an associated F & 0. Ten F & O's were determined to
potentially have an impact on the results and are included at the end of this attachment. Sensitivity
calculations were performed on each of these ten F & O's. The results of these calculations show that
none of the F & O's impact the results or conclusions.

There are three (3) supporting requirements with capability category I that did not have an associated F
& 0 from the peer review. These three supporting requirements were assessed to determine the
impact, if any, on the application.

Supporting Requirement AS-A9:

Capability Category I Capability Category II
USE generic thermal hydraulic analyses USE realistic, applicable (i.e., from similar
(e.g., as performed by a plant vendor for plants) thermal hydraulic analyses to
a class of similar plants) to determine the determine the accident progression
accident progression parameters (e.g., parameters (e.g., timing, temperature,
timing, temperature, pressure, steam) that pressure, steam) that could potentially affect
could potentially affect the operability of the operability of the mitigating systems.
the mitigating systems.

SONGS uses plant-specific thermal/hydraulic (T/H) analyses (MAAP and RETRAN) in lieu of
generic design basis T/H analyses when such analyses is deemed overly conservative. SCE
believes that the SONGS living PRA meets capability category II for the supporting requirements .
Additionally, more extensive use of realistic, applicable T/H analyses would equally impact the
base and maintenance (cross-tied) calculations for the application. Therefore, capability category I
for this supporting requirement is considered sufficient for this application.
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Supporting Requirement DA-C10:

Capability Category I | Capability Categories II & III
When using surveillance test data, REVIEW
the test procedure to determine whether a
test should be credited for each possible
failure mode. COUNT only completed tests
or unplanned operational demands as
success for component operation.

When using surveillance test data, REVIEW
the test procedure to determine whether a test
should be credited for each possible failure
mode. COUNT only completed tests or
unplanned operational demands as success for
component operation. If the component
failure mode is decomposed into sub-
elements (or causes) that are fully tested,
then USE tests that exercise specific sub-
elements in their evaluation. Thus, one
sub-element sometimes has many more
successes than another

The requirements for capability category II, as written, state that if the component failure mode is
decomposed, then the PRA should include those tests that exercise the specific elements. Since
decomposing failure modes into sub-elements is not required, it could be argued that SONGS does
in fact meet capability category II. Interpretation notwithstanding, rigorous decomposition of
failure modes would be applicable to both the base and maintenance cases and therefore are
equally affected by it. Consequently, capability category I for this supporting requirement is
considered acceptable for this application.

Supporting Requirement QU-D3:

Capability Category I Capability Categories II & III
No requirement to compare results to those COMPARE results to those from similar
from similar plants plants and IDENTIFY causes for differences

in significant contributors.

SCE believes that the SONGS 2/3 Living PRA meets capability category II/III. A comparison of
PRA cutsets and dominant contributors for all Combustion Engineering (CE) pressurized water
reactors (PWRs) was performed and documented in CE NPSD-1029, Supplement 1, "Summary
Report for Comparison of PSA Cutsets for Dominant Contributors for CE PWRs, Phase 5, CEOG
Task 1046." San Onofre's results compare favorably with similar CE plants.
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RESULTS:

Table 2 provides results for removing a IE DC battery for preventive maintenance. Lines 4 and 5 show
CDF/LERF results when a battery is out of service (OOS) and in-service, respectively. The results show
that the cross-tie alignment yields minimal change in risk. This result is expected because of the availability
and high reliability of an alternate aligned qualified source of power.

TABLE 2
SONGS Conditional CDF & LERF Contributions for Preventive Maintenance (PM)

TS 3.8.4

1 Present Allowed Outage Time (AOT) 2 hours

2 Proposed AOT - aligned to alternate power source 30 days
3 Baseline (CDF/LERF) - nominal maintenance 3.235E-5W 1.425EWff

Conditional CDFILERF for PM (Component
4 UNAVAILABLE, others nominal maintenance) 3.237E-Styr 1.425E-"r

Conditional CDFILERF for PM (Component
5 AVAILABLE, others nominal maintenance) 3.235E-5Tr 1.425E-or

Increase in CDFILERF for PM
6 (Une 4 - Une 5) 2E-alyr <1 E-91yr

Single AOT Risk (ICCDOPfCLERP) for PM -
proposed AOT (RG 1.177): 30 days

7 (Line 6)30U365 2E-9 <9E-11
Downtime Frequency for PM

8 (from Table 1) 3.07 /Yearb

9 Mean Duration of PM 8.99d
Single AOT Risk for PM - based on mean duration

10 Lne 6) ' (line 9Y365 4E-10 <1 E-10
Yearly AOT Risk for PM - based on mean duration
RG 1.174)

11 (Line Io) '(Une 8) I E-9lyr <1 E-1 0yr

a Frequency represents the combined downtime frequency of all four sub-systems.
b Preventive maintenance consists of tests and proactive battery replacements: 2

performance tests in 10 years and 5 service tests in 10 years. This is a total of 7
tests in 10 years times 4 batteries. 7 tests * 4 batteries/10 years = 2.8 tests/year; 4
battery replacements every 15 years or 0.267/year; total downtime frequency = 2.8
+ 0.267 = 3.07

c Mean duration = [2.8 (7 days) + 0.267 (30 days)]/3.07 = 8.99 days
d Cull level = 5E-10/yr CDF, 5E-1 1/yr LERF

Bolded values are measured against RG 1.174/1.177 acceptance guidelines

The change in LERF (line 6) is smaller than the last significant digit in the calculation (1E-9/yr). To test
whether the calculation is performed correctly and the model changes completed accurately, the cross-tie
breakers were set to 0.1 failure probability instead of 0.0. In this test case, valid cutsets with an increase in
CDF/LERF were expected and observed. This confirms that the same identical case was not performed for
base and maintenance cases. However, since the change in LERF is less than the last significant digit of the
Safety Monitor output (1E-9), calculations for lines 7, 10, and 11 are based on ALERF < IE-9/yr.
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Regulatory Guide 1.177:

From line 7, the single CT risk for the removal of a battery is much less than the RG 1.177 guideline of 5E-7
for ICCDP and 5E-8 for ICLERP. Line 7 is calculated by taking the increase in risk in line 6 and integrating
over the proposed AOT duration of 30 days.

Regulatory Guide 1.174:

From Line 11, the annual increase in risk takes into account the expected frequency and duration of outages
of the batteries. This value is less than the RG 1.174 guideline of 1E-6/yr for CDF and 1E-7/yr for LERE.

Corrective Maintenance:

All battery maintenance since initial commercial operation has been predominantly preventive maintenance.
Except in one case, corrective battery maintenance has been limited to activities that did not require entry
into a TS action statement and/or did not involve a battery that would be unable to perform its design
functions. One case involving a single cell's voltage below TS limits was corrected within the current TS
CT of 2 hours. The corrective action was to jumper in an available spare cell. Battery maintenance
activities are otherwise proactive in anticipation of degrading cell capacity or to correct potential personal
safety concerns. In all instances of past battery orjar replacement, the batteries would have been able to
meet their design requirement at the time of replacement. Batteries, by their nature, do not exhibit rapid,
immediate failure but rather degrade over time. With the SONGS trending and surveillance program,
degradation to the degree in which a battery is unable to perform (i.e., fail) is predictable and can be
maintained through proactive replacement. Although immediate failure requiring corrective maintenance is
unlikely, such a calculation with conservative assumptions for frequency and duration are included in this
analysis.

For the purposes of assessing corrective maintenance risk, a bounding standby failure frequency of a battery
must be developed. It's conservatively assumed that one battery failure has occurred since commercial
operation of Units 2 and 3 (approximately 42 years of operation). The results of this sensitivity evaluation
are included in Table 3.
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TABLE 3

SONGS Conditional CDF & LERF Contributions for Corrective Maintenance (CM)

TS 3.8.4

CDFd I LERFd
1 Present Completion Time (CT) 2 hours

2 Proposed CT - aligned to alternate power source 30 das
3 Baseline (CDF/LERF) - nominal maintenance 3.235E-&5r 1.425-06

Conditional CDFILERF for CM (Component
4 UNAVAILABLE, others nominal maintenance) 7.811E-&5r 6.345E-"r

Conditional CDFILERF for CM (Component
5 AVAILABLE, others nominal maintenance) 3235E-5hr 1.425E-6r

Increase in CDFILERF for CM
6 ne 4 - line 5) 4.576E-5/yr 4.920E-6/yr

Single AOT Risk (ICCDPIACLERP) for CM
7 1Wne 6) SQ0365 1.87E-06 4.04E-7

Downtime Frequency for CM'
8 (From Tabfe l 0.024Nrb

9 Mean Duration of CM 30 days
Single AOT Risk for CM -based on mean duration

1 0 (Line 6) '(ine 9)365 3.76E-06 4.04E-7
early AOT Risk for CM - based on mean duration

(1Lne IO) 1(UneS) 9.03E-8/yr 9.71 E-91Iyr

a Frequency represents the combined downtime frequency of all four sub-systems.
b Downtime frequency: In one instance, corrective maintenance was required to

jumper in a spare cell to replace a cell that fell below the TS required minimum
voltage. The action to jumper a cell was completed within the current 2 hour TS
CT. Since no other battery failures have occurred at SONGS Units 2 and 3, for
purposes of determining downtime frequency, one battery failure requiring full
battery replacement is assumed to have occurred since initial power operation. That
is, one failure in 42 years or 0.024/year.

C Mean duration: Battery replacement and testing requires 30 days
d Cull level = 5E-10/yr CDF, 5E-1 1/yr LERF

Corrective maintenance requiring 30 days to complete represents replacement of a failed battery. Although
the ICCDP/ICLERP (line 7) are greater than the RG 1.177 guidelines, the conservative assumption on
frequency of usage/duration provides results that are consistent with the RG 1.174 guidelines.
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CONCLUSIONS:

The objective of this risk-informed analysis is to support an extension of the completion time (CT) of
Technical Specification 3.8.4 for SONGS 2/3 1E DC Power System (battery). Calculations were performed
to assess the incremental core damage and large early release probabilities and the expected annual CDF and
LERF for the proposed TS change. The results are compared against NRC RG 1.174 and RG 1.177
acceptance guidelines.

Regulatory Guide 1.177:

As shown in line 6 of Table 2, the increases in core damage and large early release frequencies with two
same train DC buses cross-connected are less than 1E-7/year and 1E-8/yr, respectively. The changes in risk
are small because a fully qualified alternate power source is aligned when a battery is removed for
maintenance. The calculated incremental conditional core damage probability (ICCDP) and incremental
conditional large early release probability (ICLERP) (line 7 of Table 2) are less than the acceptance
guidelines from NRC Regulatory Guide 1.177 of 5E-7 and 5E-8, respectively.

Regulatory Guide 1.174:

In line 11 of Table 2, the expected frequency of TS 3.8.4 usage and duration are combined with the core
damage frequency while in the TS to assess the expected annual risk impact of the TS change. The
expected annual risk impact is measured against NRC Regulatory Guide 1.174. The expected annual
increase in risk is < 1E-7/year for CDF and <1E-8/year for LERF, which are less than the RG 1.174
acceptance guidelines.

Therefore, the flexibility of the enhanced DC system to allow cross-connection to the other sub-system on
the same train supports a Technical Specification 3.8.4 allowed outage time extension to 30 days as
measured against the risk acceptance guidelines of RG 1.174 [1] and RG 1.177 (2].

SUMMARY:

The PRA results compare favorably against Regulatory Guides 1.174 and 1.177 in large part because a
qualified alternate source of power is aligned prior to removing a battery. When aligned to the alternate
power source, each DC bus remains energized with a highly reliable source.

REFERENCES:

[1] U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.174, "An Approach For Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment In Risk-
Informed Decisions On Plant-Specific Changes To The Licensing Basis," July 1998.

[2] U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.177, "An Approach For Plant-Specific, Risk-Informed
Decisionmaking: Technical Specifications," August 1998.

[3] "Pilot Application of ASME PRA Standard Peer Review Process For the San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station Units 2 and 3 PRA," WCAP-16165, CEOG Task 1037, November 2003.
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[4] "Standard for Probabilistic Risk Assessment for Nuclear Power Plant Applications," ASME RA-S-
2002, ASME, April 2002.

[5] "Common-Cause Failure Parameter Estimations," NUJREG/CR-5497, October 1998.
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FACTS & OBSERVATIONS (F & O's) FROM THE PILOT APPLICATION
OF THE ASME PRA STANDARD PEER REVIEW PROCESS

When assessing the impact of a Fact & Observation, the impact on the delta or difference in the non-aligned case versus the aligned
case was assessed. With the 1E Direct Current (DC) sub-system crosstic, there is one battery supporting two buses. With respect to
each bus, the bus is still supported by one battery. The failure rate of each sub-system remains the same. However, the failure
probability of two sub-systems simultaneously increases because of the common battery. A failure of one of the cross-tied buses or its
power source may also fail both sub-systems simultaneously. Peer review comments have an impact on results if the comment results
in an increase in risk for the cross-connected (one battery/two bus cross-tied) case without a commensurate increase in risk for the
base ('two battery/two bus) case. The following 10 F & O's were determined to potentially have an impact on the results.

Category Proposed Resolution
F&O o y Observation from DC CT Extension ImpactF&O of SR

Peer Review Team

DA-C3-02 NM Some significant components (e.g., Low Pressure Safety None provided Turbine driven AFW pump P140 sensitivity
Injection (LPSI) pumps, Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) pumps, was tested by doubling the failure to start
and Service Water pumps) were assumed the same demand probability and testing with Sub-system A
rate as 12 years ago and adopted the demand data collected battery B007 In-service and out-of-service.
from 1985 to 1991 as current demand data. Especially, the The calculation shows a delta risk with the
demand data of Tank 121 was adopted from the P140 doubled failure rate of P140 to be 1 E-7lyear
demand data from control room log from 1997 to 2001, but, CDF. A very minimal Increase that does not
P140 did not apply Its own data, Instead of, P140 applied the impact the conclusions or the request for a
demand data from 1985 to 1991. Furthermore, most of the TS 3.8.4 CT extension. Pumps from other
components applied a time period 54 months, but P140 systems are expected to have an even
applied 10 months only without appropriate documentation of smaller Impact on a delta risk calculation.
he reason..
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Capability.
Category Proposed Resolution

F&O or Observation from DC CT Extension ImpactF&O ofSR
Peer Review Team

DA-C3-03 NM SCE assumed that 70% turbine-driven (T/D) AFW pump None provided The non-recovery probability for P140 (L-
failed to nun Is due to overspeed and It is recoverable. No TP14ONR--S) was doubled. The calculation
bases can be found to support this assumption. Plant data shows a delta risk of less than 1 E-7/year
showed 0 failure to run In 295 hours and 0 failure to start on CDF. Therefore, this F&O has no impact on
38 demands. Furthermore, there Is no justification to apply the conclusions.
this recoverable credit to failure to start but not the failure to
run. (Note that Failure to start has a higher failure rate than
failure to run.)

DA-C14-01 NM Recovery of common cause failure of AFW and Emergency Review plant specific data Sensitivity calculations were performed by
Diesel Generators (EDGs) does not use plant-specific data to Identify actual or adjusting the recovery of CCF of AFW
and the applicable Common Cause has not been reviewed. potential common cause pumps and EDGs. When setting these
Common cause failure to run events for the EDGs and AFW failure of the AFW and recoveries to 1.0 together, the base case
pumps are recovered using data from an EPRI report. It is not diesel generators and CDF (LERF) Increased from 3.24E-5/yr
clear that the data from that reference report (NSAC-161) document that these (1.12E-6/yr) to 3.25E-6 (1.13E-6/yr). The
applies to common cause failure events. failures can be recovered. cross-tied case went from 3.24E-5/yr(1.12E-

Update recovery rates G/yr) to 3.26E-5 (1.13E-6/yr). The ICCDP
and common cause failure and ICLERP for 30 days are 8E-9 and 8E-
factors using plant- 10, respectively.
specific data.

DA-D3-01 Ill Consider modifying the SONGS 2/3 Generic Data for turbine Review current PRA data BC: Code for the failure rate of the battery
pump (TP) and battery chargers (BC). A mean of 3.OE-2 for studies and update chargers were Increased by a factor of 16.7
turbine driven pump failure to start on demand appears to be generic data for these to I E-5/hr with a 24 hour failure probability =
significantly conservative before factoring the SONGS failure components. 2.4E-4. The CCF values of battery chargers
experience with condensate trips. PLG-500 has a value of were also increased by a factor of 16.7.
1.3E-7 EF 4. The SONGS experience that Is included In the
generic data should be removed for determining the generic X-tied CDF= 3.227E-5/y
component, as long as it Is Included In the Bayeslan update. Base CDF = 3.226E-5/y
A mean of 6.0E-7 for battery charger failure to operate AICDF = IE81y
appears to be non-conservative since a value of 1 E-5 EF 5Is ICCDP =8E-1

available from EGGSSRE-8875. X-tied LERF= 1.125E-6/y
Base LERF= 1.125E-6/y
tLERF< 1E-9/y
ICLERP < IE-10
Note: cull level for CDF and LERF set to SE-10.
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Capability
Category Proposed Resolutlion.

F&O of SR Observation . from . DC CT Extension Impact
Peer Review Team

TP: Reducing the failure rate of the turbine
driven pump by several orders of magnitude
as suggested by the F & 0 would reduce the
frequencies of all cutsets Involving the pump
and DC power. This essentially eliminates
any contribution of the TD AFW pump to
this application. Therefore, this F&O has no
impact on the conclusions.

HR-G4-05 If Human action should only be used as Interviewed. This Use human actions as All Initiating events (IEIs) except for Loss of DC
means that for scenarios where indication Is lost (e.g., Loss of interviewed lLDC1 & LDC2) were set to 0.0. The Initiating
125 VDC pre-trip and post trip) that the human actions that requency for LDC1 & LDC2 were set to 1.0.
credited this Indication should not be used. Al resulting cutsets were reviewed for any

operator actions (HC events, that Is: post-
initiator operator actions). The only operator
actions that are relevant are operator manually
closing breakers for AFW pumps P141 and
P504. The probability of these actions Is 0.1,
but they are multiplied by 10 to account for loss
of Indication (from loss of DC). Therefore, the
loss of Indication was already accounted for in
the calculation for the main report.

Also, with the above settings, the following
results were calculated:

X-tied CDF= 1.79E-5/y
Base CDF = 1.79E-5/y
ACDF < 1E-71y
ICCDP < 8E-9

X tied LERF= 9.61E-6fy
Base LERF= 9.61 E-6/y
ALERF c 1E-8/y
ICLERP < E-10
Note: cull level for CDF and LERF set to 5E-
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Capability
Category ... Proposed Rdsolutiton.

F&O of Sry Observatlon Pps reolution DC CT Extension Impact
Peer Review Team

10.

No Impact from this F&O.

QU-A2-01 The uncertainty analysis attempting to address the correlation Make sure that Inputs for No Impact. Resolution of this F & 0 will
of parameter inputs does appear to yield results that would be both cases are equally affect the base and maintenance
expected. The results of the case accounting for the impact of appropriate and/or case. Therefore, a delta risk calculation Is
parameter correlation yielded a reduction In the mean CDF as benchmark code to unaffected by this F&O.
compared to the uncorrelated results. This should not be the assure appropriate
case. It appears that either the Inputs are Incorrect (for treatment to resolve
example, the translation from the histogram to code inputs) or problem.
there Is a computational problem.
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Capability. ...
Category .Proposed Resolutlon.

F&O ofR Observation from . DC CT Extenslon Impact
Peer Review Team.

QU-A4-01 I/II/1I Recoveries - Post Processing (Appendix A-7 Post Processing Incorporate these No impact.
Explanation Report) - a number of post processing actions (9 corrections Into the fault rwncatlon limit dropped to IE-12 for CDF
of 23) Increase the basic event probability In the minimum trees. Missing cutsets will and LERF.
cutset, some by significant factors (i.e., multiplication factors of impact both the overall X-tled CDF= 3.753E-5/y
34.2 and 90.9). Applying Increasing factors after solution will solution of CDFALERF as Base CDF = 3.746E-5Ny
allow cutsets which should have been above the truncation well as Individual ACDF = 7E-8/y
imit and part of the solution to be missing from the final importances. ICCDP = 6E-9
analysis, since they were dropped by the truncation and were
not present to have the multiplier applied. This also Impacts .tBase LERF= 1 .719E-6/y
the Importance of components for applications such as the ALERF = 4E-9/y
Maintenance Rule. ICLERP = 3E-10

QU-B3-01i NM The truncation limits selected for CDF and LERF were not My experience Is that Sensitivity analysis was performed to
selected sufficiently low enough to capture an adequate truncation usually falls assess the Impact of lower truncation levels
number of cutsets, especially for applications Involving between 5 to 6 decades (1E-1 1, 1 E-12). Lower truncation levels did
component Importance such as the Maintenance Rule. One below the CDF or LERF not Impact the results and conclusions.
industry rule of thumb Is to use a truncation that captures 90% value. The Industry Therefore, this F & 0 will equally affect the
of the CDF obtained when a 1% change In CDF occurs when thumb-rule can be used. base and maintenance case. Therefore, a
dropping the truncation one decade. From the figures provided Since a fast analysis delta risk calculation is unaffected by this
In IPE-MR-000, there was a 4.2% drop at 5E-12 truncation for engine Is being used the F&O.
CDF and a 9.0% drop at 1 E-12 truncation for LERF for the time needed for the
lowest solved analyses. Therefore, the value assumed to be solutions should not be
*close" to the final value was not valid. Even though the excessive. Enough
selected truncation captures 94% of the lowest analyzed value calculations need to be
for CDF and 92% for LERF, It Is capturing a much lower ratio erformed that It Is clear
of the actual CDF and LERF. The statement In the reports that that the "curve' has truly
95% of the CDF Is being captured Is not accurate. This Is also flattened and the selected
why the number of minimum cutsets Is less than usually value adequately captures
observed at other utilities. From experience, the truncation CDF and LERF.
would be expected to be about a decade lower for CDF and
between 1.2 decades for LERF. (Note: SR QU.-3 requires
that truncation be such that no significant accident sequences
are Inadvertently eliminated. The NRC quantitative
interpretation of significance is that you need to have enough
cutsets such have 95% of final CDFILERF for solution with
convergence sufficient to demonstrate the 95% of CDF/LERF.)
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Capablilty-
Category Proposed Resolutlon

F&O of SR Observation from DC CT Extenslon Impact
PeerReview Team

OU-F3-01 NM ere was some discussion In Section 12.5 of the Main Report The presence of Impacts Sensitivity analyses were performed on
f the assessment of Impact of assumptions that could Impact of such assumptions and specific assumptions that may affect the

PRA results. This focused on results of a series of sensitivity sources of uncertainties ase case differently than the maintenance
cases that were run. Within this set of cases, the Impacts of can affect risk-informed case. These are discussed in the sensitivity
selected modeling assumptions were quantified and evaluated decisions made using the analysis section of this report.
individually. However, SR QU-F3 (and also SR QU-E2 and PRA. Consider

QU-E4) of the ASME Standard should be Interpreted as developing a process for
requiring a more structured approach to: (a) identifying what Identifying key
the key assumptions and key sources of uncertainty are, and assumptions and key
(b) for evaluating and documenting both individual and, to the sources of uncertainty in
extent practical, cumulative or overlapping Impacts. the PRA, and developing
Some Items of particular interest would be assumptions that meaningful sets of
may Introduce a significantly conservative bias Into the results sensitivity cases to
(e.g., the simplifying assumptions made for loss of control identify their Impacts.
room HVAC), and assumptions that result In the screening of
potential contributors from the model (e.g., the process used In
the Internal flooding analysis), or assumptions and
uncertainties associated with success criteria. Some
additional guidance Is provided In the SRs noted above.

OU-F6-01 NM The main report describes the overall results and provides Add a section to the main Sensitivity analyses were performed on
some sensitivity analyses. No description of the limitations of report that discusses specific assumptions that may affect the
the PRA model was Identified. In the self-assessment, the limitations of the PRA base case differently than the maintenance
focus of SCE's response was on limitations In scope (i.e., model. case. These are discussed In the sensitivity
shutdown, Level 3, etc.). However, the Internal events analysis section of this report.
CDF/LERF model has limitations In and of Itself.
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Capabiity.
Capability Proposed Resofutln

F&O C of SR Observation from DC CT Extension Impact
Peer Review Team

SY-Al1-01 11111111 The EDG mission time Is limited to 8 hours. This Is based on Model the full spectrum of No Impact.
the data that no Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) In excess of 8 possible LOOP durations e run times were extended to 24 hrs with
hours has occurred In this region. There Is some likelihood up to 24 hrs. If the 8 hour the following results:
that a LOOP In excess of 8 hours. Assigning a zero likelihood mission time Is retained, X-tled CDF=3.221E-5/y
to this possibility seems overly optimistic. add an operator action Base CDF = 3.220E-51y

with this recovery to aDF = 1 E-8/y
In Recoveries, Post Processing Basis Code #1 changes the account for restoration of ICCDP = 8E-10
Mission Time of the Diesel Generators from 24 hours to 8 offsite power. X-tied LERF= 1.121E-6/y
hours for Intemal Initiators. The basis for this change Is Base LERF= 1.121E-6/y
recovery of offslte power having a high probability of recovery LERF < 1 E-9/y
within 8 hours. However, recovery of offsite power requires ICLERP < 1E-10
manual operator action and such action Is not being added to Note: cull level for CDF and LERF set to 5E-10.
the recovered cutset to account for failure to restore power.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION - 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS Page I of 11

MARKUP OF COMMON TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION PAGES

PCN 548 Review Aid

LEGEND:

Color coded wording indicates the following:

GREEN
Wording in TSTF-360, RI.
Wording not applicable to SONGS because of specific reasons identified.

BLUE
Proposed SONGS Tech Spec wording same as TSTF-360, RI.

RED

Wording not in TSTF-360, RI.

Modified wording for clarification purposes and/or added wording to describe
alternate methods used on SONGS.



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION - 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS Page 2 of 1 1

LCO 3.8.4 The Train A and Train B DC electrical power subsystems shall be OPERABLE. (Same as TZTlF 360, RI)

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Required DC A.1 Restore battery terminal voltage Is greater 2 hours
electrical power subsystem than or equal to the minimum established float (Same as TSTF 360,
battery charger or associated voltage.
control equipment or cabling (SamRe as T S TF 360, RI)
Inoperable.
(Same objective , howeyer AND
wording differtnt from TTF Once per 12 hours
D6n R A.2.1 Verify battery float current • 2 amps. (,amo as TZTF 360,

(Same as TST-F 360, RI)

A.2.2 Verify pilot cell specific gravity 2 1.200. Once per 12 hours
(Added to allow altoenatc vYrificatlon, not (Added to allow
deSCribed In l ;lF 360 RI) altrnate vorifleatlon,

not described In
AN9 TaF 360,m)

A.3 Restore battery charger to OPERABLE (In__________m.____
status.(In TSTF 360, RI. Not

(In TSTF 360, RI. Not in SONGS LGO because
not part of eurrent licensing basis).

B. Required Action B.1 Declare associated battery Inoperable. Immediately
and associated Completion (Added, not described In TxrF 360, RI)
Time of Condition A not met. (Added, not in TZ FT
(Added, net in TS;TF 360,-39RI

C. One DC electrical C.1 Restore DC electrical power subsystem to 2 hours
power subsystem Inoperable OPERABLE status (Samo as TSTF 360,
for reasons other than (Same as TSTF 360, RI)
Condition A.

(Same as TZTF 360, RI)

C.2 Cross connect with same train DC 2 hours
subsystem. (Added, not in TSTF
(Added to allow alternate configuratlon, not(Ad, R I)
deeofrbed In TZTb 350, RI)

**D. DC Subsystem Buses D.1 Restore DC Subsystem Buses to non- 30 days
cross connected. cross-connected configuration. (Added t allew
(Added to allow alternate (Added to allow alternate configuration, not alternate
configuratlon, not described described in TZTF 360, RI) cenfiguratw ef-noet
in TeTF 360-Ro) described in TSTF

360 R)



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION - 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS Page 3 of .1

E. Required Action E.1 Be In MODE 3. 6 hours
and Associated Completion (Same as TSlF 360, R (Same as T4-SF
Time of Condition C or D not 369, AR)
met. AND
(Same as l9TF 360, Ri, 36 hours

ConE.2 Be in MODE 5. Garne-4 as a tF-
appHicbllity) (Same as TSTF 360, RI) 69 aRI)

**Note: Requires an OPERABLE battery with a rated capacity of greater than or equal to 1800 Amp-hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage Is greater than or equal to 31 days
the minimum established float voltage.

(Same as TTFF 360, RI). 31 days
per IEEE 150 2002)

SR 3.8.4.2 Verify each battery charger supplies 2 rated amps at >.the 24 months
minimum established float voltage for Ž 8 hours. He r
(Essentially same as TSTF 360, RI, rated amps will be ______6________

Apecified in the LCS) aFr 360, Ri.E21
moneths-per EEE

Verify each battery charger can rcharge the battery to the
fufllyEhared- state v-ithin 21 heur while supplyingthe
largest combined dead of th - v arious continuous
steady state loads, after a battery discharge to th
bounding design basis event discharge state.
(In TSTF 360, RI. Not necessary for SONGC LCO)

SR 3.8.4.3 ------- NOTES - ----------
1. The modified performance discharge test In SR 3.8.6.6

may be performed In lieu of SR 3.8.4.3.
(Same a: TSTF 360, RI)

2. :rhis Sffyelilanee shall net be pe~erfored in P49DE 1,1
2, 3 At 4. Hewever, fredit ffmay be taken f{r unplanned
event that satisf this SR.
(In Tir 360, RI. Not necessary for SONGS)

2. The battery performance discharge test In SR 3.8.6.6
may be performed In lieu of SR 3.8.4.3 once per 48
months.

(Added to continue to allow alternate method for existing
batteries)

Verify battery capacity Is adequate to supply, and 30 months
maintain In OPERABLE status, the required emergency (18 menths pe
loads for the design duty cycle when subjected to a TSTF 360, RI. 30
battery service test. mnths per IEEE
(Same as TSTF 360, RI)450 2002)



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION - 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

LCO 3.8.5 The DC electrical power subsystem shall be OPERABLE to suppc

Page 4 of 11

irt the DC electrical power
distribution subsystem(s) required by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems-Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6,
During movement of Irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Required DC electrical power A.1.1 Restore battery terminal voltage Is 2 hours
subsystem battery charger or greater than or equal to the minimum (Same as T' F 360, Ri)
associated control equipment established float voltage.
or cabling inoperable. (Same as TSTF 360, RI)
(Same objectiyc, howevcr
wEording different from TGTF
369, RI) A.1.2 Cross-connect with same train DC 2 hours

subsystem. (Nlot in TSTR-F 360, RI)
ANV (Added te allew alternate cenfiguration, noet

described In nFTF 360, RI)
The redundant Train battcry AND

Ind TeTFg30 Ri. Not in A.2.1 Verify battery float current • 2 amps. Once per 12 hours

SONGS LCO becau6 not in (Same as 431TF 360, Ri) (Same as *STF 360, RI)
of currcnt licensing basis).

A.2.2 Verify pilot cell specific gravity 2 1.200. Once per 12 hours
(Added to allow alternate verification, not (Not in TP F 360, RI)
descrIbed in 4STF 360, RI)

AN9

A.3 Restore battery charger to OPERABLE 7-days

(In TSTF 360, RI. Not In
(In T_ F 360, RI. Not in SONGS LCO because current SONGS LCO)
not part of current licensing basis).

B. Required Action and
associated Completion Time
of Condition A not met.

combined in TSTF 360, RI)

B.i Declare associated battery Inoperable.
(Added, Condition B & C eembined In
360, RI)

Immediately

I. IA -Ilo >-_; -

tfaaatoUmotIl b

& C combined In
T-;F 369, 111
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CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. One or more C.i Declare affected required feature(s) Immediately
required DC electrical power Inoperable. (Same as T5TF 360, RI)
subsystem Inoperable for (Sam eas TS-TF 3605 R)
reasons other than Condition
A. O
(Same objective agT1TF 360,

C.2.1 Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS. Immediately
(Samzn as TGTF 360, Ri)' (Safme as TST;:F 360, RI)

iR

AND
Required Action and
associated Gempletlen TRme C.2.2 Suspend movement of Irradiated fuel Immediately
of Condition A not met. assemblies. (Same as TT 3 60, Ri)
(In TSTF 360, RI. Sce (Samc as ISIF 360, RI)
Condition B in SONGS LCO)

AND

C.2.3 Suspend operations Involving positive Immediately
reactivity additions that could result in loss of (Same as TSTF 360, RI)
required SDM or boron concentration.
(Same objective as TVSF 360, RI, wording
from current SONGS LCO used)

AND

C.2.4 Initiate action to restore required DC Immediately
electrical power subsystems to OPERABLE (Same as TSTF 360, Ri)
status.
(Same as TSTF 360, Ri)

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS LCO

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.5.1 --NT--------NT--- ------- --- ------
The following SRs are not required to be performed:
SR 3.8.4.2, and SR 3.8.4.3.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE, the following
SRs are applicable:

SR 3.8.4.1, SR 3.8.4.2, SR 3.8.4.3.
(Samn as TSTF 360, RI)

In accordance with
applicable SRs
(Same as TZTF 360,
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LCO 3.8.6 Battery parameters for the Train A and Train B batteries shall be within limits.

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC electrical power subsystems are required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS Note: Separate Condition entry Is allowed for each battery.
CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION [ COMPLETION TIME

A. One or two batteries
on one train with one or more
battery cells float voltage
<2.07 V.
(Same as: TVGF 360, RI)

A.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1.
(Same as TSTF 360, RI)

AND

A.2 Perform SR 3.8.6.1.
(Game as TTF 360, RI)

2 hours
(Same as TSTF 360, RI)

AND

A.3 Restore affected cell voltage 2 2.07 V.
(Samfe a; T ITF 300, RI)

2 hours
(Samie as TT9F 300, RI)

24 hours
(Sam: as TtSTF 300, RI)

B. One or two batteries on
one train with float current > 2
amps
(Same a;. TSTF 360, RI)
or specific gravity < 1.195.
(Added te allew altefrnat
.Yerileiatln, not desfribed-ln
49:F 360, 14)

B.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1
(Same as; T9TF 360, RI)

AND

B.2.1 Verify or restore battery float current to s
2 amps.
(Same as; TSTF 360, RI)

OR

B.2.2 Verify or restore average specific gravity of
all connected cells to : 1.195.
(Added to allow altcrnate verification, not
dhcrrIh'd In Z= UA F 13 m

2 hours
(Same as TSTF 360, RI)

12 hours
(Same as TSTF 360, RI)

12 hours
(Added to allow alternlate
verification, not described I

.6
C. One or two batteries on one
train with one or more cells
electrolyte level less than
minimum established design
limits.

m as lS lF360. m)

----- NOTES-- -
1. Required Actions C.1 and C.2 are only

applicable If electrolyte level was below the
top of plates.

(Same as; TZTF 350, Ri)o

2. Required Action C.2 shall be completed If
electrolyte level was below the top of
plates.

(Same a; TZTF 369,I i Gonditlen Note)C. Rstre eecrolt JV:WlevelIl tabove tpo

\_. .._

NOTE
Required Action G.2 shall be
c-ernpleted if elec-trolyte was
below the top of plates.
(1Wnupi text tn Ppp-OrMd Action C.1 Restore electrolyte level to above top of

plates. (Same as lSTF 360, RI)

AND

C.2 Verify no evidence of leakage.
(Samfe a; TTFF 360, RI)

AND

8 hours
(Same as TSTF 360, RI)

12 hours
(Same as TSTF 360, RI)

C.3 Restore electrolyte level to areater than or 31 days_______________________________a - ---- ____________________________
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CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

equal to minimum established design limits.
(Samzl as T-S~r 360, RI)

ceamo isr I ', a f F , AG .R

D. One or two batteries on D.A Restore battery pilot cell temperature to 12 hours
one train with pilot cell greater than or equal to minimum established (Same as lSTF 360, RI)
electrolyte temperature less design limits.
than minimum established (came asT STF 360, RI)
design limits.
(Safne as T TFf 36 0, R I) I I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

E. One or two batteries In
redundant trains with battery
parameters not within limits.
ame Asr I ==360. P1I

E.i Restore battery parameters for batteries
In one train to within limits.
(Same as l 1 360, RI)

2 hours
(Sen~e as 4S~F-
zc6, R -I)

1 4.
F. Required Action and
associated Completion Time of
Condition A, B, C, D, or E not
met.
f'.m CnK, I: '7~'3C nl I

F.1 Declare associated battery Inoperable.
MAmA TrTxIF 360 All

Immediately
(fSme as STFI
360, RI)

OR

One or two batteries on one
train with one or more battery
cells float voltage < 2.07 V and
float current > 2 amps.
(SPLeA as TLTF 360, RI)

One or two batteries on one
train with one or more battery
cells float voltage < 2.07 V and
specific gravity <1.175.
(Addid te alie: ailternt In

Wu m 3 6 G r-
r 2e ". n ifti

,,, vv IE -- ,7
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SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.1

Not required to be met when battery terminal voltage is less than the
minimum established float voltage of SR 3.8.4.1.

Verify each battery float current Is < 2 amps
(Icmze as S_ F sta o RI 31 days
or verify pilot cell specific gravity is 2 1.200. (7 days per TZTFf 360, RI. 31
(Added to Eentinue to allow alternate vzrificatlen) days per IEEE 150 2002)

SR 3.8.6.2 Verify each battery pilot cell voltage is 2 2.07 V. 31 days
(Samu as TS-F 360, RI) (a3ma 435 TF 360, RI)

SR 3.8.6.3 Verify each battery connected cell electrolyte level is 31 days
greater than or equal to minimum established design limits. (Sae as l3 _TlF 360, RI)
(Saime as TST4F1 360, RI)

SR 3.8.6.4 Verify each battery pilot cell temperature is greater than or 31 days
equal to minimum established design limits. (Same as lT_ M F 360, RI)
(Same as TSTF 360, RI)

SR 3.8.6.5 Verify each battery connected cell voltage Is 2 2.07 V. 92 days.
(Same as TSTF 360, RI) (Samr as lTF 360, RI)

SR 3.8.6.6 Verify battery capacity is 2 80% of the manufacturers 60 months
rating when subjected to a performance discharge test or a modified (Samfe as lTSlF 360, RI)
performance discharge test.
(Sam:e as TSTF 360, RI)AN

tUI|WUJX_[ JVV\^JAND

12 months when battery shows
This Surveollanc: shall not be performed in Pled: 1, 2, 3, or 1. Howeye degradation or has reached 85%
eeedit may be takefn fo.r , unplanned evet that satlify this SR. (rNt of the expected life with capacity
possibl: at 69NGS) < 100% of manufacturer's rating.

(game as TSTlF 360, RI)

AND

24 months when battery has
reached 85% of the expected life
with capacity 2 100% of
manufacturer's rating.
(Same as TSTF 360, RI)
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5.5 Procedures, Programs, and Manuals

5.5.2.16 Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program

This Program provides for restoration and maintenance, based on the recommendations of IEEE
Standard 450-2002, "IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of
Vented Lead-Acid Batteries For Stationary Applications," of the following:

a. Actions to restore battery cells with float voltage < 2.13 V, and

b. Actions to equalize and test battery cells that had been discovered with electrolyte level below
the minimum established design limit.
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TABLE I "IEEE 450-2002 Requirements - Proposed TS/LCS References"
IEEE450-2002 Requirements - ; Proposed Tech": --'450-2002 --450-2002 -" 450.2002 :.-,-450-2002
(Recommended Practice for Batter Spec Sec 5.2.' Sec 5.2.2 Sec 5.2.3 ec 6.1, 2,.
Maintenc, __t g picmen k nAraggraph, j Mpragraph -
Description of Parameter Surveillances Monthly Quarterly Yearly I to 5 Yrs

(31 days) (92 days) (12 months) (12 to 60 months,
Float voltage measured at battery 3.8.4.1 a)
terminals LCS3.8.104.1 _>.. I________
General appearance and cleanliness of LCS 3.8.106.1 b)
the battery, the battery rack and/or battery
cabinet, and the battery area ____,.,-._____ __________

Charger output current and voltage LCS 3.8.104.2 c)

Electrolyte level of all cells 3.8.6.3 c,,

Cracks in cells or evidence of electrolyte LCS 3.8.106.1 e),
leakage -_-._____-,_,___
Any evidence of corrosion at terminals, LCS 3.8.106.2 .
connectors, racks, or cabinets 7' _ _ _ .,,____________

Ambient temperature and ventilation None* g) -

Pilot cell voltage and electrolyte 3.8.6.2 & 3.8.6.4 h-
temperature LCS 3.8.106.4 _ -;_
Battery float charging current or pilot cell 3.8.6.1 :4 v
specific gravity _ _ _ _ __'_.; __ _

Unintentional battery grounds None* I"

All battery monitoring systems are NA k) :.
operational, if installed . ,. __________ _ _ _.

Voltage of each cell 3.8.6.5 a)

Specific gravity of 10% of the cells of the LCS 3.8.106.3 b)
battery if battery float charging current is
not used to monitor state of charge . _ _________.

Electrolyte temperature of 10% or more o LCS 3.8.106.4 c.
the battery cells-
Specific gravity and temperature of each LCS 3.8.106.3 a)
cell. LCS 3.8.106.4 . . , ;. - -,-
Cell condition. (See Annex E) LCS 3.8.106.5 b)
This involves a detailed visual inspection
of each cell in contrast to the monthly
inspection in 5.2.1. _ _ _ __ __ __ -':'_'____'
Cell to cell and terminal connection LCS 3.8.106.6 c)
resistance. (See Annex F) .-.,,,,.,., __________

Structural integrity of the battery rack LCS 3.8.106.5 d)
and/or cabinet. .. ,.,_.,____
Battery Charger & Battery Service Test 3.8.4.2 24 mos
(User discretion - IEEE Sec 6.3) 3.8.4.3 ____ _____ 30mos
Battery Performance Test 3.8.6.6 60 mos, 24 mos
**(See Notes below) _ '; for 12 mos-'
Modified Performance Test 3.8.6.6 Perservice or
(Can be used at any time in lieu of service performance
and/or performance test- IEEE Sec 6.4) 'litefreqauencY
Notes:

Asterisk indicates that no Surveillances were specified in TSTF-360 RI. Parameters are alarmed in the SONGS Contro
Room.

** Frequency not greater than 25% of Expected Service Life (25% of 20 = 5 yrs or 60 mos) or within 24 mos after initially
in-service, or annually if battery is degraded or has reached 85% of life expectancy (IEEE Sec 6.2).
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Proposed Train A DC System Reconfiguration

I

Swing charger can be aligned
to either Shbqmyste A or C
inuV Mode

Sketch 1

Proposed Train B bC System Reconfiguration
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Channel B81

Swing chrger can be aligned
to either Subyystem B or D (or X)
in uV Mode

Sketch 2
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